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FOREWORD
This report summarizes a contracted study of advanced supersonic propul-
sion systems conducted for NASA by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft and, in a
subcontractor role, by The Boeing Commercial Airplane Company. This
study, referred to as Phase II, was conducted in the period from January t 974
to June of 1975. It was an extension of a previous Phase I study contract
which is summarized in a final report "Advanced Supersonic Propulsion
Study" - NASA CR-134633.
The NASA project manager for this study contract was Dr. Edward A. Willis,
Flight Performance Office, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio. Key
P&WA personnel were Robert A. Howlett, Study Program Manager;
George A. Aronstamm, Jack W. Johnson and Joseph Sabatella. Key Boeing
personnel were Lowell D. Richmond_ Program Manager, George Evelyn and
Gary Klees.
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SUMMARY
NASA is engaged in a study of the application of advanced technology to long-range, super-
sonic, commercial transport aircraft with emphasis on reduced noise and emissions and
improved economics. As part of this program, P&WA has been conducting advanced super-
sonic propulsion studies under contract NAS 3-16948. The overall objective of this study is
to identify advanced engine concepts and related technology programs necessary to provide
a sound basis for design and possible development of an advanced supersonic propulsion
system. Phase I of this study was completed in 1973 and results were reported in NASA
CR-134633 - Advanced Supersonic Propulsion Study - P&WA's Final Report. Phase II
was conducted through 1974 and into 1975 and is the subject of this final report. This
P&WA study is continuing in an on-going NASA contract, NAS 3-19540. As these studies
progress, the most promising engine concepts are refined and improved, while the less attrac-
tive concepts are screened and eliminated.
In Phase ! of these Advanced Supersonic Technology (AST) propulsion studies, a broad
spectrum of conventional and unconventional propulsion systems were studied over a wide
range of cycle variables. From this initial phase, it was concluded that noise constraints
have major impact on the various engine types and cycle parameters being evaluated. The
duct-heating turbofan with a low level of jet suppression in the bypass stream was identified
as the most attractive engine for the noise level from FAR 36 down to minus 5 EPNdB. The
series/parallel Variable Cycle Engine (VCE) concept was also found to be competitive and
was considered to have the potential of possibly lower noise levels with moderate penalties
to the overall system. This Phase I st-tidy also showed that an advanced supersonic commer-
cial transport would benefit appreciably from the application of advanced engine technology
projected for certification by the late 1980's or early 1990's.
Phase II was a more concentrated parametric study including refined cycle studies, airplane
integration studies conducted jointly by P&WA and Boeing, and initiation of preliminary
design for selected engines. The two most promising engine concepts identified in Phase II
were the Variable Stream Control Engine (VSCE) and a single rear-value VCE concept.
These engines evolved in the Phase II refinement studies by building on the Phase I engine
concepts.
Both of these VCE concepts feature independent temperature and velocity control for two
coannular nozzle exhaust streams. This flexibility, in combination with the use of variable
geometry components, provides excellent flow matching capability between the inlet and
the engine over the entire flight spectrum, as well as reductions in jet noise. The resulting
improvements in installed performance and lower noise levels provide significant benefits to
the overall supersonic transport relative to current technology designs. The on-going
Phase III study will continue to refine and compare these two concepts, as well as evaluate
additional unconventional engine concepts.
Oneof the most promising improvements for these VCE concepts is a potential noise bene-
fit associated with two-stream coannular nozzles. This potential benefit may eliminate the
need for mechanical jet noise suppressors which could cause significant penalties to these
engines and to the overall system. If further evaluation of this coannular noise benefit
indicates these engines do require suppressors, they would be applied to the outer exhaust
stream only, thereby simplifying the suppressor design and reducing the associated penalties.
Based on this jet noise improvement plus additional advanced technology features, the
Phase II study results indicate these VCE concepts may reduce sideline jet noise by approxi-
mately 10 EPNdB relative to current technology supersonic engines. In addition, they have
the potential to improve the economic characteristics of supersonic transports by significant
reductions in the airplane design size for a fixed payload, or by increasing the design range.
The improvements projected for these advanced engines are based on several critical tech-
nology requirements, including: a high performance nozzle with low jet noise; primary and
duct-burner configurations designed for low emissions; variable geometry components in-
cluding a near-sonic inlet for noise control, a variable fan, and variable area nozzles; high
temperature materials and cooling systems for the hot sections of these engines; an inte-
grated electronic control system; and numerous features associated with integrated propul-
sion systems. Programs are recommended in Section 4.0 of this Final Report for each of
these critical technology areas.
2
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
GENERALPROGRESS
Significant progress has been made in the Phase II parametric variable cycle engine refine-
ment and integration studies.
Typical progress is shown in Figure l: for several representative Variable Stream Control
Engine (VSCE) concepts. In this curve, the evolution of VSCE concepts is plotted in terms
of relative airplane design range versus the date when the engine was defined. This VSCE
concept was derived from the duct-heating turbofan engine defined parametrically in the
Phase I study. For comparison with other engine concepts, the range in Figure 1 has been
normalized relative to the VCE-101 engine concept shown in Figure 2. Each engine in
these figures is sized to meet FAR Part 36 sideline jet noise levels without jet noise suppres-
sors. Also, all of these engine definitions are based on consistent levels of advanced
technology. Figure 1 indicates that the best VSCE concept (502B) resulted in a 20%
improvement over the Phase I engine (C-D).
Figure 2 shows the progress made for several representative valved Variable Cycle Engine
(VCE) concepts. In this curve, the evolution of valved VCE concepts is shown as a range
improvement relative to a representative single front-valve definition (VCE 101 from the
Phase I parametric study). This is the same reference engine used in Figure 1. As shown in
Figure 2, the best VCE concept evaluated in this Phase II study is the single rear-valve VCE
(I 12B), and has a 40% range improvement over the Phase I valved engine concept.
A range comparison of the two most promising VCE's is shown in Figure 3. This curve com-
bines Figures 1 and 2, and shows the relative range comparison for these engine concepts at
the completion of this Phase II study. This comparison is somewhat premature in that the
rear-valve VCE concept, because it was defined late in this study, has not received the level
of parametric study and the same degree of refinement that the VSCE concept has. Both of
these VCE concepts will be evaluated further in the follow-on Phase III propulsion system
studies.
POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS RELATIVE TO CURRENT TECHNOLOGY ENGINES
One of the most promising improvements for these Variable Cycle Engines is a potential jet
noise benefit associated with two-stream coannular nozzles. P&WA has conducted a test
program under NASA sponsorship (NAS 3-17866) to evaluate the jet noise characteristics
of coannular nozzles with and without jet noise suppressors. Static test data indicates a
significant reduction in jet noise (7 to 9 EPNdB) for unsuppressed coannular nozzles which
have a velocity profile of the type shown in Figure 4. This noise benefit is a result of a
mixing and momentum exchange process of the high velocity bypass stream with ambient air
along the outer surface and with the lower velocity primary stream along the inner surface.
With the relatively small height of the bypass stream, mixing of the high velocity stream with
ejector air and with the lower velocity engine stream is readily accomplished. The net effect
is equivalent to an increase in bypass ratio and a lower jet velocity for the bypass stream,
resulting in reduced jet noise. This potential jet noise benefit may eliminate the need for
mechanical jet noise suppressors which could cause significant penalties in terms of
weight, performance and overall complexity to the nozzle and reverser system. If a sup-
pressor is required, by using the same velocity profile shown in Figure 4, it would only .'
have to be applied to the bypass stream. Penetzation of the engine stream is not required.
This yields a much simpler suppressor design, with an attendant reduction in weight and
performance penalties. The next phase in evaluating this potential coannular jet noise bene-
fit is to determine the noise and performance characteristics at conditions that simulate
take-off flight velocities. Work has been initiated on this next phase and results are expected
to be available during the first quarter of 1976.
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Figure 4 Coannular Nozzle Velocity Profile
Applying this potential noise benefit of coannular nozzles to the VSCE concept, the relative
range is improved another 10% as shown in Figure 5. This improvement is brought about
by being able to scale the engine to a smaller size while holding jet noise constant. As
shown by the slope of the top arrow, the coannular noise benefit is more potent for the
502B engine than for the 502. This is because the performance improvements in'the
refined B engine enable it to be sized for a smaller airflow. The coannular noise benefit
enhances the performance of the 502B engine so that a smaller size is more optimum for
both FAR Part 36 jet noise and installed performance. Expressing this potential noise
benefit in terms of reduction in jet noise, Figure 6 compares 90 EPNdB noise contours for
the VSCE-502 engine during take-off. Each of the three noise contours in this figure is for
a fixed engine and airplane size (constant Take-off Gross Weight [TOGW] ). The top curve
shows the contour corresponding to full-power take-off without suppression of any type
and without the coannular benefit. This contour was estimated by applying the SAE jet
noise prediction procedure. The middle curve is for the same power setting but adjusted
for the coannular noise benefit based on static test data. The contour area is reduced to
one-third. The bottom curve shows a further reduction to one-fourth the area. This is
provided by the coannular noise benefit combined with power cut-back during clirnb_ut
to reduce community noise. In concept, this noise benefit can be applied to the rear-valve
VCE as well as the VSCE. However, when the inverse velocity prof'tle shown in Figure 4
is applied to the high core flow of the rear-valve VCE, the reduction in specific thrust may
require oversizing this engine. Evaluation of this noise benefit for the rear-valve engine con-
cept will be conducted in the Phase III follow-on propulsion system study.
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As an indication of the overall potential improvements provided by these advanced VCE's
relative to current technology 1st generation SST engines, Figure 7 shows a curve of TOGW
vs. sideline noise. The data in this curve is based on a fixed level of airplane technology and
shows the impact when going from current technology unsuppressed engines to the advanced
technology VCE's with the coannular noise benefit. The potential benefit is expressed in
Figure 7 as a 20% reduction in TOGW and an 8 EPNdB reduction in sideline jet noise.
VCE'srelativeto 1st generationSSTengines
TOGW
1000 LBS
900
800
700
I I
-20%
TOGW
1st GENERATION
-8 EPNdB
600 I i I
-10 -5 FAR36 +5 +10 +15
SIDELINEJET NOISE ~ EPNdB
Figure 7 Potential Improvements of Variable Cycle Engines Over First-Generation
SST Engines
Another assessment of the potential benefit from these advanced VCE's is shown in
Figure 8. This curve includes advanced supersonic airplane technology (aerodynamic, struc-
tural and materials) in addition to the advanced VCE concepts. Relative total operating cost
is plotted vs. noise level for 1st generation SST's, advanced supersonic transports with VCE's,
and current wide-body subsonic transports. A 40% reduction in total operating cost plus a
10 to 13 EPNdB reduction in jet noise level is projected for advanced supersonic transports
relative to 1st generation SST's. As indicated, the benefits of supersonic flight may be ob-
tained with the same noise characteristics as current wide-body transports, and with only
slightly higher total operating costs.
MOST PROMISING ENGINES
Cycle, weight and dimensional characteristics of the two most promising VCE concepts are
listed in Table I. Figure 9 shows a flowpath of the Variable Stream Control Engine
(VSCE-502B) and Figure 10 shows the rear-valve Variable Cycle Engine (VCE-112B).
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TABLEI
CHARACTERISTICSOFTHEMOSTPROMISINGPHASE II ENGINES
Variable Stream
Control Engine
(VSCE-502B)
Rear-Valve Variable
Cycle Engine
VCE-112B)
Fan Pressure Ratio 3.3
Bypass Ratio 1.3
Overall Pressure Ratio 20:1
Total Corrected Airflow _lb/sec 900
(kg/sec) (405)
Maximum Combustor Exit Temperature
Primary Burner _°F 2800
(°C) (1540)
Duct Burner _°F 2500
(°C) (1370)
Engine Weight lb 10500
(kg) (4750)
Engine and Nozzle/Reverser Weight lb 13400
(kg) (6200)
Overall Length of Engine and, Nozzle _in 266
(m) (6.80)
Maximum Diameter _in 88
(m) (2.23)
5.8
2.5
25:1
900
(405)
2800
(1540)
1900
(1040)
11450
(5200)
13500
(6300)
305
(7 o70)
82
_.08)
VCE-112B
"TWIN TURBOJETMODE"
SUPERSONICOPERATION
DUCT BURNER OFF
SUBSONIC CRUISE OPERATION
"TURBOFAN MODE"
Figure i 0 VCE-I 12B Rear-Valve Variable Cycle Engine
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Figure 9 VSCE-502B Variable Stream Control Engine
Some key features of the VSCE-502B concept are:
Variable geometry components provide the operating flexibility for low noise
operation as well as high performance for subsonic and supersonic cruise.
An inverse throttle schedule control for the main burner and a compatible control
schedule for the duct-burner provides the operating flexibility to meet take-off
noise levels and to provide low TSFC at subsonic and supersonic cruise.
The reoptimized cycle with reduced bypass ratio gives improved supersonic TSFC
by reducing the level of augmentation required for supersonic cruise.
Incorporation of high performance coannular nozzles offer a potential noise
benefit when the bypass stream has a higher velocity than the core engine stream.
Main burner and duct-burner configurations based on experimental combustor
concepts tested in the NASA/Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Experimental Clean
Combustor Program (NAS3-16829) reduce engine exhaust emissions.
• The high-performance nozzle system is integrated with a targetable thrust reverse.
Advanced materials are incorporated throughout the engines, especially in the
engine hot section.
A structural nacelle provides independent support for the inlet, engine, nozzle
and reverser systems.
Some key features of the rear-valve VCE-112B concept are listed below. In addition, this
valved engine also incorporates most of the key features listed for the VSCE-502B.
This engine has two modes of operation: (1) the "twin turbojet" mode which is
achieved by using the rear valve to invert the two streams when the duct-burner
is operating and (2) the "turbofan" mode which is used for part-power operation
such as subsonic cruise when the duct-burner is not operating. In the "turbofan"
mode, the rear valve mixes the two engine streams and passes them through the
rear turbine. This preserves the airflow match in the rear turbine and yields high
turbine efficiency for part-power subsonic cruise operation.
The "twin turbojet" mode can be accomplished with only one valve. This
capability previously existed only in the heavier dual-valve VCE's.
Total engine airflow is not affected by the rear-valve position as it is by the valve
position in front-valve VCE concepts. Climb airflow and thrust are therefore not
reduced when the engine is switched to the "twin turbojet" mode of operation.
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At takeoff,theengineachieveslowjet velocitiesby operatingin the intermediate
temperature(1900°Fduct-burnerexit temperature)"twin turbojet" mode.The
primaryburnercanbe throttledindependentlyto balancethejet noisebetween
thecoannularstreams.
Locatingtheduct-burneraheadof thevalveresultsin adecreasedenginelength
(relativeto thedual-valveVCEconfigurations).
Thehighbypassratio (2.5) reducesthegasgeneratorweightto helpoffsetthe
weightof thevalveandrearturbineassembly.
Theduct-burnerthrustefficiencyishighbecausethetemperatureprofile is flattened
dueto attenuationastheprofilepassesthroughthevalveandrearturbine
assembly.
ThesupersonicTSFCandthrustcharacteristicsof thisrear-valveVCEaresimilar
to aturbojet - they both have relatively flat TSFC characteristics over a range of
thrust levels.
OTHER ENGINES
Other engines studied in Phase II were dual-valve VCE concepts, single front-valve concepts,
and Low Bypass Engines (LBE's), with and without afterburning.
None of the dual-valve VCE Concepts evaluated in Phase II is competitive, primarily because
of their inherent complexity and excessive weights. These penalties offset the supersonic
TSFC advantage of these dual-valve concepts which is provided by converting to the turbo-
jet cycle. No further evaluation of dual-valve VCE's is recommended for advanced super-
sonic transports. This recommendation is based on the extensive parametric studies and on
the optimistic projections of unique technologies for these dual-valve engines.
Single front-valve VCE concepts cannot provide sufficient variation in bypass ratio to
improve supersonic TSFC and still retain the advantages of turbofan engines, especially
their low weight and low noise. All of the front-valve VCE concepts suffer from a 30%
or more reduction in total engine air flow when shifting from the high to the low bypass
mode. This shift occurs when going from subsonic to transonic climb. The thrust loss
resulting from this airflow reduction causes an extended climb time and related penalties
in TSFC during climb and at supersonic cruise. The potential benefit of redefining these
engines for higher airflow schedules for supersonic operation was investigated. The weight
penalties associated with high-flowing were found to offset the performance gain. It should
be noted that the rear-valve VCE-112B concept was defined to overcome the disadvantages
related with this flow reduction. No further evaluation of single front-valve VCE's is
recommended for advanced supersonic transports.
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Low bypassratio (<0.5), mixed-flowturbojetengineshaveapproximatelythesamesuper-
sonicTSFClevelsasthemostpromisingVCEconcepts.However,thehighweightandpoor
subsonicTSFCcharacteristics,plusthedependenceof theseenginesonhighlevelsof jet
noisesuppression,maketheturbojetfamilyof engineslesscompetitivethantheVSCEand
VCEconcepts.
CRITICAL TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
Critical technology requirements that are common to the two most promising Variable Cycle
Engines are:
• Low noise, high performance coannular nozzle*
• Low emissions duct-burner*
• Variable geometry multi-stage fan *
• Low emissions primary burner
• Hot section technology
• - Directionally solidified eutectic blades
- Ceramic vanes, endwalls and tip seals
- High creep strength disk material
- Active tip clearance control system
- Oxide dispersion strengthened burner liner materials
• Full-authority electronic control system
• Variable geometry low-noise inlet
• Propulsion system integration features
Additional critical technology requirements that are unique for the rear-valve VCE concepts
are:
• Rear Flow Inverter Valve
• Rear Turbine
• Nozzle/Ejector System
* Emphasis on unique technologies
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendations for further studies and technology programs:
Continue Propulsion System Studies, concentrating on further refinement and
preliminary design studies of the most promising Variable Cycle Engines
Continue Joint Engine/Airframe Integration Studies for the most promising
engine concepts. These integration studies should focus on structural nacelle
concepts, inlet/engine aerodynamic compatibility, nozzle and reverser systems,
thermal management, advanced accessories and drive systems, and an integrated
engine/airplane electronic control system
Continue or start research and technology programs for the most critical
propulsion system requirements
Start planning a Variable Cycle Engine demonstrator program. A building-block
approach is considered to be most effective as this will allow each critical tech-
nology to be demonstrated in an engine as individual research and technology
programs provide the foundation for the design of each unique component.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is engaged in a study of the
application of advanced technology to long-range, supersonic, commercial transport aircraft
with emphasis on reduced noise and emissions and improved economics. The NASA
Langley Research Center is conducting an overall Supersonic Cruise Airplane Research
(SCAR) Program. In parallel, the NASA Lewis Research Center is conducting Advanced
Supersonic Technology (AST) Propulsion Studies and technology programs, As part of this
overall program, P&WA has been conducting advanced supersonic propulsion studies under
contract NAS3-16948. The overall objective of this study contract is to identify technology
programs necessary to provide a sound basis for design and possible development of an
advanced supersonic propulsion system. This information will be needed to permit sound
judgement if a decision is eventually to be made to proceed with an advanced supersonic
transport.
1.1 BACKGROUND
In Phase I of these AST propulsion studies 0)*, a broad spectrum of conventional and uncon-
ventional propulsion systems were studied over a wide range of cycle variables. The
conventional engines included the non-afterburning turbojet, the afterbuming turbojet, the
duct-heating turbofan and the afterburning turbofan. The unconventional engines included
variable cycle concepts of the series/parallel type which provide the capability to vary
bypass ratio, the augmented wing concept, the auxiliary engine concept, and the turbofan
ramjet. Two technology levels were projected and evaluated: 1975 and 1980 technology.
These technology levels were defined as engine component technology that can be demon-
strated by the indicated time period and then committed to an engine development program
for certification by the late 1980's or early 1990's.
The P&WA Phase I Study showed that noise constraints have a major impact on the selection
of the various engine types and cycle parameters. Several promising advanced propulsion
systems were identified as having the potential of achieving low noise levels and emissions
with better system economics than the first generation SST systems. The non-afterburning
turbojet, utilizing a high level of jet noise suppression, was determined to be a competitive
engine around the FAR 36 noise level. The duct-heating turbofan with a low level of jet
suppression in the bypass stream was the most attractive engine for the noise level from
FAR 36 down to minus 5 EPNdB. The series/parallel Variable Cycle Engine concept was
competitive in this same noise range and was considered to have the potential of possibly
lower noise levels with moderate penalties. Afterburning turbofans were found to have
TSFC and weight penalties that were significantly higher than the other types of engines.
They were, therefore, eliminated as candidate AST engines.
This Phase I study also showed that an advanced supersonic commercial transport would
benefit appreciably from the application of advanced engine technology. These benefits can
be realized in terms of improved system economics, lower noise levels, and reduced emis-
sions. In addition to recommending research and technology programs in several critical
engine component areas, the Phase I study was concluded with the recommendation that
J
*Numbers in parenthesis refer to references listed in List of References on Page No. 193.
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theevaluationandcomparisonof the most promising engine concepts be continued. These
study recommendations emphasized the need for integrated airplane propulsion system
evaluation as well as refined parametric studies and preliminary design of the most promis-
ing selected engines.
In parallel with this P&WA Phase I study, Boeing had conducted preliminary definition and
evaluation studies of unconventional engine concepts which incorporated a unique flow
control valve, called an Annulus Inverting Valve (AIV) to change the bypass ratio of an
engine. Preliminary Boeing assessment of these engine concepts, called Multi-Cycle Engines
(MCE's), were found to provide significant potential improvements in airplane design range
and off-design performance characteristics relative to conventional technology engines.
NASA awarded P&WA a contract to continue the AST propulsion studies including the
refinement of these single- and dual-valve MCE concepts defined by Boeing. P&WA subcon-
tracted a portion of this follow-on study to Boeing to conduct parametric airplane integra-
tion studies of these unconventional engine concepts.
While Phase I consisted of broad parametric studies of a wide variety of engine concepts, the
follow-on contract, herein referred to as Phase II, was a more concentrated parametric study
including refined cycle studies, airplane integration studies and initiation of preliminary
design of the most promising engines.
1.2 DESCRIPTION OF PHASE II STUDY TASKS
The results of the P&WA Phase I AST propulsion study and the Boeing definition of Multi-
Cycle Engine Concepts provided the initial input to the Phase II study program. The
specific objectives of Phase II were to define, evaluate and compare conventional and
Variable Cycle Engine (VCE) concepts with emphasis on environmental characteristics
(noise and emissions) and economic factors (TSFC, TOGW, DOC and ROI); provide engine
definition to NASA and the airframe contractors involved in the SCAR program; conduct
parametric airplane/propulsion system integration studies (Boeing was the subcontractor for
this integration study); and identify unique critical technology requirements and recom-
mend follow-on programs.
The following Tasks were conducted to meet these program objectives:
Task VII - Concentrated Parametric Studies
Task VII was a concentrated parametric study which provided refined engine definition for
the attractive propulsion systems identified in the broad parametric studies of Phase I. This
task also extended the unconventional engine studies to include further single and dual-
valve Variable Cycle Engine (VCE) configurations. The overall objective of this work was to
improve the engine cycles and configurations with respect to performance, noise and emis-
sions. Engine definitions were based on advanced technology projections which were
considered appropriate for demonstration by 1980 and could be incorporated in an engine
going into operation around the late 1980's or early 1990's. This same level of advanced
technology was used for all of the other Phase II Tasks.
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Estimatesof engineperformance,noise,weightanddimensionsweremadefor avarietyof
cycleparametersfor eachtypeof engine.Engineperformanceandvehiclesystemscreening
studieswereconductedutilizingthisenginedatato selecthemostattractivecycles.For
theselectedconfigurations,morecompleteengineperformanceandinstallationdatawas
generatedandreleasedto NASA-Lewis,NASA-LangleyandassociatedSCARairframecon-
tractorsin theform of data-packs.
Task Vlll - Unique Components
Conceptual design and analysis were conducted in Task VIII for several of the unconven-
tional engine components which were either unique to the candidate propulsion systems
being studied or were essential to minimize the pollution and noise characteristics. This
conceptual design and analysis work was conducted to establish preliminary feasibility of
these unique engine components, to elevate the level of definition of unique components to
be closer to that of the more conventional components used in the parametric system
studies, and to identify the advanced technology requirements for these unique engine com-
ponents. The unique components selected for conceptual design and analysis in Task VIII
were: flow diverter valves required by the VCE concepts; the third turbine assembly that
is a critical component of dual-valve and single rear-valve VCE concepts, engine support and
structural concepts for Low Bypass Engines, Variable Stream Control Engines, and valved
VCE concepts; and nozzle/reverser/suppressor concepts.
Task IX - Military Application of Variable Cycle Engines
One of the greatest potential benefits of Variable Cycle Engine (VCE) concepts is their
flexibility to meet a wide range of operating conditions and varied missions without the
off-design penalties associated with conventional engines. The application of VCE concepts
developed in the Phase II parametric studies to various military missions was evaluated in
conjunction with NASA studies. Because of the restricted nature of this type of evaluation,
this report does not include a summary of Task IX.
Task X - Preliminary Design
From the Task VII parametric studies and the Task XIII parametric airplane integration
studies, the Variable Stream Control Engine (VSCE) was identified as one of the most
promising concepts and was selected for preliminary design in Task X. Because this task was
a limited effort, the preliminary design studies concentrated on the unique features of the
VSCE. These included a high-pressure turbine disk structural and material evaluation, a
review and refinement of the unique component designs to incorporate refined technology
definitions, the engine rotor support and bearing arrangements, a maintainability concept,
and engine/airplane installation definition.
As Task X preliminary design was being conducted, the Task XIII integration studies were
also in progress to improve and refine valved VCE concepts. Late in Phase II, the single
rear-valve VCE configuration was identified as the best valved engine concept evaluated in
these studies. Further evaluation and refinement of this rear-valve VCE concept are
planned for the follow-on Phase III study contract, including the possibility of a preliminary
design effort, along with the continuation of the VSCE preliminary design studies.
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Task Xl - Critical Technology Requirements and Program Recommendations
Realization of the environmental and economic improvements that are described in this
report is contingent on substantial research and technology programs in several critical areas.
In Task XI, critical technology requirements were identified for the most promising engine
concepts. Also, program recommendations were made to continue or initiate research and
study programs in these critical areas.
Task XII -- Technology Comparison
The most promising AST engine concepts defined in Phase II were compared with first
generation supersonic transport engine configurations in Task XI. The purpose of this task
was to identify the technology required by the candidate AST engines to reduce noise and
emission levels and to improve system economics. Because of the proprietary nature of
these technology comparisons, this final report does not contain the results from Task XII.
TASK XIII - Parametric Airplane/Propulsion System Integration and Variable
Cycle Engine Refinement Studies
This task evaluated in a parametric manner the broad influence that the airframe and
nacelle designs have on the desirable features of the most promising engine concepts. Candi-
date engine concepts were identified, the effects of major perturbations in the mission and
in the design of the engine and airframe were evaluated and potential performance benefits
of VCE's were determined by comparison with conventional engine cycles. Boeing sup-
ported this study task in a subcontractor role.
Vehicle system and mission groundrules were established which permitted the evaluation of
data pack engines in a consistent manner in order to identify the propulsion systems that
have the greatest potential to reduce noise and combustion emission levels and also to pro-
vide improved characteristics for the overall airplane system. Results from these integration
studies led to the selection of two engine configurations for refined definition and further
integration studies: the Variable Stream Control Engine (VSCE) and the single rear-valve
Variable Cycle Engine (VCE). The rear-valve VCE concept combines the best features of
the Variable Stream Control Engine and the dual-valve VCE concept. Refinement studies
were conducted to improve the cycle and inlet/engine matching characteristics and the
mechanical and aerodynamic configuration of these two selected engines. Engine perfor-
mance and installation data were generated and released to NASA and associated SCAR
airframe contractors in the form of data packs for these two refined engines. Vehicle sys-
tem integration studies were conducted by Boeing and P&WA including refined pod
definitions, vehicle system performance, emissions and noise estimates.
In addition to the vehicle system evaluation of these engine configurations, the system
sensitivity to perturbations in the mission, airframe and engine designs was evaluated. These
studies included the effect of take-off field length, supersonic cruise Mach number, different
vehicle plan forms such as the delta wing and the arrow wing/blended body aircraft and
propulsion system pod shapes and locations.
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2.0 STUDY PROCEDURE
The interrelationship of the seven Phase II tasks described in the Introduction (Section 1.0)
is shown schematically in Figure 2-1. Also shown is the relation of the Phase II study to
Phase I and to the follow-on Phase III study effort. The broad parametric studies of Phase I
provided the foundation for the more detailed studies in Phase II. Likewise, Phase III will
include further refinement and system integration studies based on the results of the
Phase II studies.
As shown in Figure 2-1, Tasks VII through XIII were not independent tasks but supported
each other. The effort under Task VII, which consisted of screening and detailed parametric
studies of the most promising Phase I engines plus additional concept definitions, provided
input to the design studies (Tasks VIII and X) as well as input for the formulation of data-
packs which were provided to NASA and related SCAR airframe contractors. Task VII also
provided the basis for the Task IX engine definitions (Military Applications) and for Task
XIII (the Airplane Integration studies). The design tasks (VIII and X) along with Tasks IX,
XII and XIII provided the basis for Task XI (identification of critical technology require-
ments and related program recommendations).
The various study methods and groundrules employed in the Phase II study will be outlined
in tiffs section. The study procedures used in this program were not task dependent but
were generally used throughout the total study effort, the format of this procedural section
is by study discipline rather than by study task. Since the vehicle systems study procedures
used by P&WA and Boeing varied slightly, both are presented.
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Figure 2-1 In terrelationship of Propulsion Study Tasks
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2.1 GROUNDRULES
The groundrules for the Phase II study were defined by NASA-Lewis after discussions with
NASA-Langley and the airframe and engine contractors. Figure 2-2 is a listing of the ground-
rule parameters. As shown in this figure, the evaluations covered a range of engine, airplane
and environmental parameters.
AIRPLANEDESIGN
FLIGHTMACHNO.
TAKEOFFFIELDLENGTH
NOISELEVEL
FUELRESERVES
PAYLOAD
INLET CONFIGURATION
TOGW
DESIGNRANGE
DESIGNMISSION PROFILES
ECONOMICEVALUATION
ENGINETECHNOLOGY
Figure 2-2
MODIFIEDARROWWING (LANGLEYREFERENCE
AIRPLANE)AND MODIFIEDDELTAWING
2.2, 2.4, 2.7
10,500 TO 12,400 FT
FAR PART 36 TO -10 EPNdB
LOCKNEED/TWAMODIFIED
292 PASSENGERS/61,030 LBS
AXISYMMETRIC
VARIABLE
4,000 N. MI.
NOMINAL- ALL SUPERSONIC
ALTERNATE- MIXED WITH 600 N. MI.
SUBSONICCRUISE
BASEDON2500 N.MI. AVG MISSION
INCLUDING400 N. MI. SUBSONICCRUISELEG
FORCERTIFICATIONIN THE LATE 1980'S
AST Study Ground Rules
2.2 P&WA STUDY PROCEDURES
2.2.1 Technology Projections
Engine component configuration and performance definitions were based on propulsion
system technology projections which were considered appropriate for 1980 and could lead
to operational capability for commercial engines in the late 1980's to early 1990's. The
technology projections included engine materials, component aerodynamic loadings, com-
ponent performance (efficiencies and pressure losses), mechanical arrangements, and
unique component definitions. These component technology projections provided the
basis for defining the various types of engines including performance, dimensions, and
weight estimates necessary to evaluate each engine concept. Section 3.1.2 summarizes these
technology projections.
2.2.2 Engine Performance
Engine performance was estimated for a range of cycle parameters for each type of con-
ventional and unconventional engine concept. These estimates incorporated the component
performance based on the advanced technology projections.
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Cycle studies were conducted to compliment Phase I parametric studies in order to select
specific engine cycles for further study in Phase II. Each type of engine concept was
evaluated with respect to changes in cycle parameters such as bypass ratio, fan pressure
ratio, overall pressure ratio and burner temperature schedules. Each type of engine was
screened based on engine performance and estimated system characteristics (TOGW and jet
noise). For each concept, the combination of cycle parameters was selected to produce the
best performance with minimum sideline jet noise. For engines with separate nozzle streams
(VSCE's and valved VCE's), this was achieved by balancing the primary and duct stream jet
velocities. The mixed-flow Low Bypass Engines (LBE) were defined with the additional
requirement of a static pressure balance between the primary and bypass streams.
The engine concepts were evaluated for Mn 2.4 supersonic cruise operation, which repre-
sents an intermediate Mach number between the Mn 2.2 to 2.7 supersonic cruise range being
evaluated. Baseline inlet characteristics, including airflow schedule and pressure recovery,
assumed for this study were those of a representative Mn 2.4 inlet. This inlet is an axisym-
metric, mixed compression, variable geometry configuration. Selected engine cycles were
also evaluated for the impact of different inlet airflow schedule on engine performance and
system characteristics.
The method used to determine nozzle performance accounted for the most important
internal and external nozzle performance parameters. The aerodynamic characteristics of
the exhause nozzle were approximated by using a computerized procedure which trades
internal nozzle performance against external drag to produce the best overall performance.
Internal nozzle performance includes such effects as flow profile, internal friction, shock
and divergence losses. External drag includes the effect of nozzle boattail angle only.
Selection of the appropriate nozzle geometry, such as the flap lengths, areas and angles, was
based on preliminary nozzle design layouts. These layouts emphasized the basic nozzle re-
quirements of a supersonic transport system; supersonic and subsonic TSFC, jet noise and
thrust reversal.
In order to optimize engine performance between the subsonic and supersonic cruise con-
ditions and to minimize jet noise at take-off, the effect of engine throttle schedules and
variable geometry was evaluated. The variable geometry included variable fan stators,
variable high-pressure compressor stators, variable turbine vanes and variable exhaust
nozzles.
2.2.3 Engine Dimensions and Weight
An engine configuration was established for each of the selected cycles evaluated in the
systems studies. This engine configuration provided engine dimensions and was used as the
basis for weight estimates.
Engine configurations were defined by constructing an engine flowpath consisting of the
various engine components. Each engine component, such as the compressor, burner, tur-
bine, etc., was configured for consistency with the cycle characteristics (i.e., pressure ratio,
airflow, etc.) and the advanced technology projections for that particular component. This
resulted in a component definition which included such items as the number of stages,
component lengths and diameters, materials, rotor speeds, diffuser lengths, combustion
lengths, valve diameters and lengths, and engine support arrangements.
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Theengineweightestimatingprocedureutilizedin thisstudyconsistedof acomponentby
componentweightestimate.Theweightfor eachenginecomponentwasestimatedbasedon
thecomponentflowpathdefinition,theadvancedmaterials,temperatures,pressuresand
stresslevels.Thisprocedureissuperiorto alternatetechniques,suchasoverallengineweight
correlationswith cycleparameters,inceit accountsfor specificdimensions,rotor speeds,
pressures,temperatures,materialsandtechnologyfor eachuniquecomponentfor each
engineconfiguration.
An engineinstallationdrawingwasgeneratedfor theconfigurationselectedfor datapack
definition. Theinstallationdrawingprovidedtheengineandcasedimensions,enginemounts,
enginecenterof gravity,accessoriesandtowershaftlocation. Thisdrawingwasbasedon
theflowpathdefinition,nozzlearearequirementsandactuationandcontrolsystems
requirements.
Dimensionandweightscalingdatawerealsoprovidedto permitscalingtheengineto sizes
otherthanthebasedefinitionwhichcorrespondedto atotalengineairflowof 900lb/sec
(408kg/sec).
2.2.4 Noise
Jet noise has been identified as the dominant noise problem of the first generation, conven-
tional SST engines. In this Phase II study, preliminary screening and the comparison of
parametric engines were made on the basis of sideline jet noise using the SAE AIR 876
estimating procedure, with flight effects allowed for by using relative jet velocity. After the
initial screening, a more complete noise analysis was conducted for selected engines repre-
senting each type of conventional and unconventional engine.
Jet noise predictions were based on proposed revisions to the SAE AIR 876 procedure dated
October, 1973, and an extension of this procedure above 2200 ft/sec (670 m/sec) using
P&WA turbojet noise data. This procedure includes: data for estimating jet noise directivity,
a variable density correction exponent and a jet temperature effect on jet noise spectra.
Although many studies are in progress throughout the aircraft industry to define jet noise
flight effects, no accepted prediction procedure is in general use at this time. Therefore, the
baseline jet noise calculations summarized in this report were based on relative velocity. To
determine the sensitivity of other techniques for calculating flight effects, an alternative
procedure (2) for estimating jet noise was evaluated.
Groundrules for the noise estimates calculated for the selected representative engines are:
All sideline noise estimates were calculated assuming two engines were completely
shielded; i.e., only two engines contributed to sideline noise on a four engine
aircraft.
Jet suppressor characteristics assumed in this study were based on DOT-SST
static model test results (3). Suppression levels included the effects of acoustic
treatment along the nozzle walls to absorb the high frequency noise generated by
1.
the mixing process.
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The noise benefit for coannular nozzles with inverted velocity profiles as measured
by P&WA in static model tests was applied to the selected engines having the
required nozzle configurations. Section 4.1 describes this coannular noise benefit.
Fan noise estimates are based on measured noise levels for the P&WA JT3D turbo-
fan. Measured noise levels were averaged to establish the data base for application
to the representative AST engines. Corrections were made to the JT3D fan noise
data to account for: blade passing frequency, fan diameter, fan loading, rotor-
stator axial spacing and the number of fan stages.
For each engine, a near-sonic inlet was assumed to have a 20 EPNdB reduction
in fan noise propagating from the inlet.
Acoustic treatment was applied to the bypass stream in the duct region behind the
fan assemblies. The level of acoustic treatment and the corresponding reduction
in fan noise propagating from the duct stream was calculated for each engine. The
duct length to height ratio was the geometric parameter correlating the amount of
treatment and the noise reduction. Corrections were made for flow Mach number,
passage height and treatment backing depth.
The results of these noise estimates are presented in Section 3.2.3.
2.2.5 Emissions
At the same time the Phase II studies were being conducted, P&WA Was conducting another
NASA contract to evaluate emissions characteristics of experimental combustor configura-
tions for advanced gas turbine engines. This Experimental Clean Combustor Program
included an AST Addendum to measure emission characteristics of advanced combustor
configurations under simulated cruise conditions. The results of this experimental program
were applied to two selected engines at the end of the Phase II study. The results are
described in Section 3.2.4.
2.2.6 P&WA Airplane Integration Procedure
Propulsion systems were evaluated using the systems analysis procedure shown schematically
in Figure 2.3. This analytical airplane and mission system performs the basic functions of
integrating the equations of motion, optimizing cruise altitude, iterating for determining
take-off gross weight, etc. The program is modularized and incorporates separate sub-
routines for calculating aircraft weight and geometry, engine size, aerodynamics, mission
profile, and economic characteristics. Among the unique features of this program is the
capability of optimizing power settings along the climb path to obtain maximum range.
This feature is particularly useful for augmented engines.
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2.2.6.1 Airplane Characteristics
The baseline airplane used in the P&WA engine evaluation is the NASA Langley Reference
Aircraft, as described in NASA CR-132374, Advanced Supersonic Technology Concept
Study Reference Characteristics. This is basically a modified arrow wing aircraft carrying
292 passengers with a design range of 4000 NM (7408 km). The NASA Reference Aircraft
has a TOGW of 762,000 lbs. (345600 kg), but for purposes of this study, the TOGW was
scaled to maintain constant range as propulsion system characteristics changed. An equation
defining airframe weight (OEW - Pod weight) as a function of TOGW and wing loading was
defined by NASA Lewis for parametric engine evaluation. Aerodynamic polars described in
NASA CR-132374 were modified for changes in pod drag from engine to engine, and
Reynolds Number changes with flight condition and airplane size. Inlet losses (spillage and/
or bypass drag, pressure losses, and boundary layer bleed), engine power extraction, nozzle
internal performance and nozzle boattail drag were considered to be thrust losses and
charged to engine performance. Nacelle external wave and friction drag were book-kept as
airplane drag and charged to airplane performance. The nacelle drag was calculated on the
basis of an isolated pod with no interference effects.
2.2.6.2 Key Engine Sizing Parameters
Three key parameters used throughout this study to relate engine and airframe size are:
Parameter*
Airflow Loading (WAT2/TOGW)
Thrust Loading (Fn/TOGW)
Specific Thrust (Fn/WAT 2)
Related Condition
Engine Size
Take-off Field Length
Jet Noise
*Defined at 200 knots (370 km/hr), sea level operation at standard day +10°C
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Enginesize,asusedin thisreport,refersto theenginecorrectedairflow. Thiscorrected
airflowisnormalizedby dividingby theairplanetake-offgrossweightto determinerelative
engineairflowsizefor theairplane.Airflow/TOGWisusedasthe enginesizeparameter
insteadof thrust/TOGW,becausemostof theenginesarenot operatedat theirmaximum
thrustcapabilityat take-off,dueto noiseconstraints,but areusuallyoperatedat theirmax-
imumairflowcapacity.Therangecapabilityof theairplaneis essentiallyauniquefunction
of WAT2/TOGWparameterfor agivenenginetype. Thetake-offfield lengthcapabilityis
relatedto theairplanethrustloading,i.e.,take-offthrust/TOGW.Thehigherthethrust
loading,theshorterthefield length. A valueof Fn/TOGW= 0.275(at STD+ 10°C)was
estimatedto satisfythe 10,500ft. (3200m) field length(at STD+15°C)andwastherefore
usedfor thisstudy.
Jetnoiseof anengineisdirectlyrelatedto its specificthrust(thrust/airflow)whichis pro-
portionalto anaveragerelativejet velocity. Byvaryingthepowersetting,anenginecan
operateoverarangeof specificthrustandnoiselevels.Eachenginehasits owncharacter-
istic jet noise vs. specific thrust relationship, but for a first approximation, engines tend to
have equal levels of jet noise when operated at equal levels of specific thrust.
These three parameters are related by the equation:
Fn/WAT 2 = Fn/TOGW for a 4 engine airplane.
4(WAT2/TOGW) '
For the given take-offfield length capability (Fn/TOGW) and a given relative engine size
(WAT2/TOGW), the operating specific thrust of each engine (Fn/WAT 2) and jet noise were
determined. For parametric screening, jet noise was determined using the engine's charac-
teristic noise vs. specific thrust relationship.
2.3 BOEING STUDY PROCEDURES
Boeing supported the Phase II studies in a subcontractor role by conducting parametric
integration studies in Task XIII. The baseline airplane used in these Boeing studies was a
delta wing configuration with four podded engines and a maximum taxi gross weight of
750,000 lbs. (340,000 kg). The supersonic range capability was approximately 3500 NM
(6500 km) on a hot day using the same fuel reserve rules employed in the National SST
Program.
Aircraft range was determined with the following factors held constant:
• Payload - 57,057 lbs. (25,880 kg) (273 passengers)
• Maximum Taxi Gross Weight - 750,000 lbs. (340,000 kg)
• Cruise Mach Number -2.32 (Mn 2.4 on STD day)
• Reference Wing Area - 7700 ft. 2 (715 m 2)
• OEW Minus Propulsion Pod Weight - 271,920 lbs. (123340 kg)
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Enginesweresizedfor maximumrangewith acceptablesidelinenoise(FAR 36traded)and
atake-offfieldlengthof 12,400ft. (3780m) at sealevelonastandard+15°Cday. Figure
2.4showstheall supersonicmissionprofileusedto evaluateairplaneperformanceandrange
sensitivities.
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2.3.1 Propulsion Pod Definition
2.3.1.1 Pod Geometry
All the study pods were drawn to a well-established set of rules and constraints. These rules
and constraints provided a consistent means of defining the pod external lines for com-
parative purposes. The pod definition rules are shown schematically in Figure 2.5.
1. The boundary layer diverter height is 11 inches (0.30 m).
, The intake centerline is parallel to the wing lower surface slope as measured at the
intercept of the Mach line at supersonic cruise.
. The engine centerline is rotated with respect to the intake centerline in order to
raise the aft eiad of the pod as high as possible, without having the pod upper
surface interfere with the auxiliary spar.
. The intercept of the intake and engine centerlines is aft of the rear end of the
fully retracted centerbody, and must not exceed an angle of 2.5 °. This angle
limitation is based on distortion considerations of the airflow entering the engine.
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. The nozzle centerline is rotated with respect to the engine centerline, to direct the
exhaust within 0.5 ° of the wing reference plane. This provides a near optimum
supersonic cruise thrust axis.
6. The intercept of the nozzle and engine centerlines is located as far aft as practical,
and must not exceed 6 ° , based again on engine distortion considerations.
7. The minimum cowl depth is 3 inches (0.08 m) over the engine front frame, and
one inch (0.03 m) over the engine accessories gearbox.
o In the side view, the lower surface is a straight line from the tip of the fully expand-
ed nozzle to the clearance point over the front frame or the gearbox, whichever
is controlling.
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Figure 2-5 Variable Cycle Engine Pod
Within these rules and limitations, individual judgments were exercised for each type of
engine to complete the geometry definitions. In all cases, the option existed to increase the
pod radial dimensions at any station, if it was shown to be beneficial. Exercising this option
was conducted separately for each engine.
2.3.1.2 Installation Technique
The baseline airplane has four independent propulsion pods mounted on the underside of
the wing near the trailing edge. The inboard pod is located outboard of the main landing
gear truck. The landing gear doors are deployed to act as slush/debris deflectors in the gear
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extendedpositionandtherebyreducetheingestionprobabilityof foreignobjectsandslush.
Theseparationbetweeninboardengineexhaustjet andhorizontaltail waschosento elim-
inatetheexhausejet impingementon thestabilizersurfaceduringhighangleof attackflight
maneuvers.Theprobabilityof mutualintakeunstartswasreducedby providingalip-to-lip
spacingof about1.8diametersbetweeninboardandoutboardpod andby providingan
unstartfencebetweenintakepairs.Theairplanestabilityandcontrolsystemwasdesigned
to handleamutualintakeunstartin conjunctionwith anenginefailure.
Thepropulsionpodswereinstalledwith theirmaximumdiametersectionsasnearthewing
trailingedgeaspossibleto obtainthemostfavorableinterferencedrag. Aft locations,while
favorableto drag,causeotherconfigurationproblemssuchaslongerlandinggearandcom-
poundthe airplaneaft centerof gravityproblemandadverselyaffect thewingflutter
characteristics.Figure2.6showswhy thepodlocationaffectsgearweightandthespace
requiredfor gearstowage.Groundclearancecriteriafor theenginenozzlehardpointwere
observedfor all normalaircraftattitudes.
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Figure 2-6 Effect of Engine Installation on Landing Gear Length
2.3.1.3 Pod Drag
The installed nacelle drag buildup consisted of the following components:
. Isolated Nacelle Wave Drag - Knowing the installed pod geometry, the installed
drag was calculated using established methods. A modified Lighthill theory was
used for calculating isolated wave drag. This method gives good agreement with
test data for a wide variety of body shapes including bodies with discontinuities in
surface shape such as nacelle boattail.
. Wing-Nacelle Thickness Interference Drag - This drag component is caused by the
interference between the nacelles and a thick uncambered wing at zero incidence
and calculated using a modification of the supersonic area rule.
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Wing-Nacelle Lift Interference Drag - The lifting interference was determined
using Whitham's theory to calculate the pressure field of each isolated pod. The
presence of the thin cambered lifting wing and adjacent nacelles was then
accounted for. These effects included the drag of the nacelle pressures acting on
the wing camber surface and the drag acting on the nacelle due to the wing lifting
pressure. In addition, there was a reduction in drag due to lift because the pod-
induced lift enabled the wing to fly at a lower angle of attack. The nacelle shocks
and pressure were assumed to reflect away from the wing surface at adjacent
nacelles, the so-called "glance" method.
Skin Friction Drag - Skin friction drag was calculated using a standard method
assuming flat-plate, adiabatic-wall, and turbulent boundary layer.
The complex spillage interference effects were not calculated in this series of parametric
studies. Drag calculations were made with the nozzle in the supersonic cruise position.
When the nozzle is not in the cruise position, the engine performance data included the boat-
tail effects.
The installed nacelle drags were included in the airplane drag polars. Installed nacelle drags
were calculated for an engine size of 900 lb/sec (408 kg/sec). Since the variation of drag
with engine size is small, the 900 lb/sec (408 kg/sec) drag data were used for all engine sizes.
"2.3.2 Engine Performance
Uninstalled engine performance data were converted to installed performance data by
making any necessary corrections for differences in intake recovery and/or nozzle gross
thrust coefficient (CFG), and by including the effects of the intake excess air drags (bleed,
leakage, vortex valve, bypass and spillage).
The pod wave drag, skin friction, and lift/drag interference effects between the wing and
pod, that are associated with the basic supersonic cruise pod geometry, were not included in
the installed performance. These effects are included in the basic airplane polar definitions.
However, drag increments associated with nozzle geometry deviations from the supersonic
cruise position are included in the instal!ed engine performance.
2.3.3 Noise Estimation Procedure
Prior studies on the National SST Program have shown that the jet dominated sideline noise
is the most difficult of the FAR 36 noise criteria to meet. Sideline noise was therefore
selected as the criterion for judging the relative merits of the various.types of engines being
evaluated.
The static to flight effects for high velocity jet has been a topic of considerable discussion.
The effects of forward speed on turbojets have been tested at Boeing in a wind tunnel and
with the F-86 airplane. These tests have shown the SAE ARP 876 relative velocity correc-
tions to be applicable to turbojets. Currently, wind tunnel tests are being conducted at
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Boeingfor dualflowstreams.Staticmodeltestsof coannularnozzlesystemsconductedby
P&WAindicatesignificantlylowernoiselevelsthanthat predictedby SAEARP876. Since
thesenoisebenefitshavenot beenverifiedunderforwardvelocityconditions, it was decided
to use the SAE relative velocity procedure to estimate the noise levels for the Variable Cycle
Engines until forward velocity effects on coannular nozzles have been established.
2.3.4 Airplane Performance Calculation
The method used in this study evaluates airplane performance with a step by step integration
of the equations of motion. Inputs to this method include atmospheric conditions, aero-
dynamic data, weight data, installed engine performance characteristics data and the mission.
profile. In most cases, it was necessary to adjust the climb power setting schedule to obtain
maximum range. Engine size effects on airplane performance were calculated by scaling
thrust, fuel flow, and installed engine plus pod weight from the 900 lb/sec (408 kg/sec)
reference engine size. Incremental airplane performance was calculated for each leg of the
mission.
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3.0 RESULTS
3.1 PARAMETRIC STUDY
Performance studies conducted under Tasks VII through XIII of the AST Phase II study
were an extension of the Phase I parametric studies. The Phase I studies explored a broad
range of conventional and unconventional propulsion systems. The broad scope of the
initial study was made possible by applying general ground rules, assumptions and tech-
nology projections to each type of engine being evaluated. This general parametric approach
allowed numerous concepts to be evaluated effectively with minimum design definition.
The Phase II studies consisted of more detailed evaluation of the most promising engine
concepts identified in Phase I by applying special and unique refinements to the selected
engines.
The types of engines selected for more extensive parametric study were: Duct-Heating
Turbofans (which evolved into Variable Stream Control Engines); Low Bypass, Mixed-flow,
dry and afterburning Turbojets; and single and dual-valve Variable Cycle Engines. Each
engine concept was refined and re-evaluated with special consideration given to: supersonic
performance, jet noise, weight, dimensions, and installation characteristics.
3.1.1 Engine Descriptions
3.1.1.1 Low Bypass Engine (LBE)
Previous parametric studies have shown the turbojet engine to be competitive for super-
sonic cruise aircraft if a highly effective jet noise suppressor system with low pressure loss is
assumed. For an all supersonic cruise mission where the relatively poor subsonic cruise per-
formance of turbojets is not a major factor, and if a highly effective jet noise suppressor is
applied to the single exhaust stream, the turbojet cycle appears to be an attractive super-
sonic transport engine. The turbojet studies conducted in Phase I were optimistic in that no
allowance was made for cooling either the nozzle or suppressor components.
Parametric evaluation of turbojets in Phase II accounted for this cooling requirement by
redefining the turbojet cycle. The resulting mixed-flow Low Bypass Engines (LBE) have
bypass ratios from 0.1 to 0.5 in which either some or all of the bypass flow is used for
cooling the nozzle/suppressor system. Figure 3.1-1 shows a schematic cross-section of a
typical advanced LBE concept. In addition to providing a source of nozzle/suppressor cool-
ing flow, the bypass stream improves TSFC. In fact, supersonic cruise thrust loss with
increasing bypass ratio becomes the limiting factor. For those engines where supersonic
climb and cruise thrust loss represented an engine sizing criteria, thrust augmentors in the
form of afterburners were added to improve climb and cruise thrust capability.
The family of LBE's studied in Phase II were separat6d into two classes; those engines that
utilize a manifold and pipe bypass system (similar to the P&WA J-58 engine), and engines
that use an annular duct arrangement similar to that shown in Figure 3.1-1. The class for
each cycle was determined by the bypass ratio. For each engine class, component assump-
tions were assigned commensurate with the bypass system definition.
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Figure 3.1-1 Low Bypass Engine
Several suppressor concepts that are suitable for LBE's have been tested in the SST-DOT
program and by various engine and airframe companies. The concept that has the highest
effectiveness in terms of noise reduction is the multi-tube design. For the Phase II evalua-
tion of LBE's, advanced multi-tube suppressors were assumed. This multi-tube suppressor
configuration is applied to the entire nozzle stream and is stowable for climb and cruise
operation. Its noise and performance characteristics are shown in Figure 3.1-7.
3.1.1.2 Variable Stream Control Engines
The Variable Stream Control Engine (vscE) is an advanced technology refinement of the
conventional duct-heating turbofan engine. Advanced technology being evaluated in these
and other Phase II parametric engines have resulted in significant improvements in perform-
ance relative to the initial definition of the duct-heating turbofan engines evaluated in Phase
I. A number of variable geometry and advanced technology components have been included
in the Variable Stream Control Engine concept shown in Figure 3.1-2 which evolved from
the Phase I turbofans. In addition to the variable geometry components shown in this figure,
a low-emissions, low temperature duct-burner, a low emissions primary burner which has a
unique throttle scheduling concept, and a coannular nozzle system constitute the basic com-
ponents of this engine. Some form of variable geometry turbine may benefit the VSCE.
However, at this time it is uncertain that the off-design performance improvement associated
with variable turbine geometry is sufficient to justify the complexity to the turbine design.
Changes in engine cycle and throttle schedule have significantly improved the supersonic
cruise performance and take-off noise characteristics of this engine. Figure 3.1-3 shows the
relation of three of the important system variables (supersonic cruise TSFC, engine weight
and take-off noise) to changes in bypass ratio and combustor exit temperature. The solid
circle represents a conventional turbofan cycle from Phase I. The solid diamond locates a
representative VSCE concept. Note the significant improvement in supersonic cruise TSFC
while take-off noise remains essentially unchanged. To achieve the same noise level at the
lower BPR of the VSCE, the primary burner combustor-exit-temperature is reduced by
approximately 600°F (333°C) for take-off. Figure 3.1-3 also shows that the improved per-
formance is offset slightly by an increase in engine weight which results from the decreasing
BPR (larger gas generator).
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Figure 3.1-3 Variable Stream Control Engine Cycle Characteristics
One of the main advantages of the VSCE is its flexibility to take advantage of the noise
benefit associated with coannular nozzles or from other types of jet noise suppressors. Fig-
ure 3.1-4 shows that if the VSCE is designed without a suppressor, total jet noise can be
minimized by properly balancing the primary and bypass stream jet-noise levels. The top
curve, which represents the summation of the individual stream noise levels for an unsup-
pressed engine, shows that the total jet noise is minimum at the point where the fan-duct
and primary noise curves intersect. Stream velocities can be adjusted by changing the level
of duct-burning and by changing the primary burner power setting. In this manner, thrust
can be held constant while stream velocities are balanced to achieve maximum noise benefit
from the coannular nozzle or from a suppressor system applied to the bypass stream only.
As shown for two representative suppressors, it is possible that total jet noise can be reduced
from four to ten EPNdB with no change to the engine cycle or redesign of the engine con-
figuration. This flexibility makes the VSCE concept relatively insensitive to the somewhat
uncertain noise reduction characteristics of coannular nozzles and mechanical suppressors in
actual flight operation.
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3.1.1.3 Valved Variable-Cycle Engine Concepts
Valved Variable-Cycle Engines (VCE) have the capability for major changes in BPR when
going from the design point to some alternate operating condition. Typically, this variation
is from a low BPR at supersonic cruise, to a higher BPR condition at take-off and subsonic
cruise. For these engines to be suitable for commercial operation, this variation in BPR must
be accomplished while maintaining acceptable performance, price, weight and installation
features.
Valved VCE concepts studied in Phase II were of two major types; single-forward valve
VCE's and dual-valve VCE's. Late in the study, a third concept, the single-rear-valve VCE
was evaluated. This rear-valve engine was a derivative of the VSCE and dual-valve VCE con-
cepts and is described in Section 3.2.
Single-Forward- Valve VCE's
One of the simplest methods for accomplishing a variation in BPR is to design a fan that has
the capability to accept wide variations in airflow and a corresponding turbine design with a
wide variation in work capability. However, fans and turbines operate at reduced efficiencies
over the wide range that is required. A more effective method to provide this cycle variation
is to design two fan assemblies to operate either in series or parallel. This requires some
form of valve to regulate the airflow between the fan assemblies. The two fans can receive
their airflow from a common inlet or from separate or auxiliary inlets. The same option
applies to the nozzles where either a common variable-geometry nozzle or separate nozzles
can be used.
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A cross-sectionof thesingle-forward-valveVCEconceptwith series/parallelfansis shownin
Figure3.1-5. Duringlow bypassratiooperation,for supersoniclimbor cruise,thetwo fans
operatein serieswith theair from thefirst fanflowingdirectlyinto thesecond.For high
bypassratiooperation,requiredfor low noisetake-offandfor subsonic ruise,theair from
thefirst fan iseitherductedto aseparatenozzleor mixedwith air from thesecondfan.
Inlet air to thesecondfanisobtainedby ductingit aroundthefirst fan into thesecond.*
This parallel mode of operation significantly increases engine bypass ratio and total engine
air flow, and reduces the effective fan pressure ratio (and jet velocity) of the cycle.
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Figure 3.1-5 Single- Valve Variable Cycle Engine
In the Phase I studies, several variations of single-forward-valve VCE's were evaluated. From
these early parametric studies, it was concluded that the single-forward-valve concept was
competitive for low noise levels and therefore should be evaluated further in Phase II. Be-
cause of the similarity between these engines and the VSCE concept, many of the features
described for VSCE's apply equally to the single-valve VCE.
Dual-Valve Variable-Cycle Engines ( VCE's)
The dual-valve VCE Concept is similar to the single-valve concept in that it also produces a
major change in cycle from take-off to supersonic cruise operation. During take-off and
subsonic cruise operation, it operates as a moderate BPR, high overall pressure ratio turbo-
fan engine. During supersonic cruise, it operates as a moderate OPR turbojet. This shift in
cycle characteristic- is accomplished by adding three major components to the single-valve
VCE concept; a rear valve, a second burner system and a second low-pressure turbine assem-
bly (Figure 3.1-6).
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Figure 3.1-6 Three Nozzle Stream Dual-Valve VCE
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In thehighBPR(parallel)mode,like thesingle-valveVCE,theforwardvalveductsfirst fan
exit flow into abypass treamductandinlet air into thesecondfan. Therearvalvepasses
primaryandsecondaryfanflowstraightthroughduringhighBPRturbofanmodeoperation.
Forthe threenozzlesystemwhichis the configurationshownin Figure3.1-6,duct-burners
arelocatedin both fanstreamsandcanbeusedduringtake-offor climbwhenthe engineis
in thehighBPRmode.Therearduct-burnercanalsobeusedfor thelow BPRmode.
For climbor supersonicruise,thisVCEconvertsto aturbojet. Thefirst valveisin the
straight-throughposition(first fanflow passesdirectlyinto thesecondfan),andtherear
valveis indexedto theinvertingpositionsothatgasgeneratorflow is divertedinto theouter
streamandfanflow is divertedthroughthesecondburnerandsecondlow-pressureturbine.
In thismode,with bothburnerslit andall flow passingthroughseparateturbines,thecycle
isessentiallythatof aturbojet.
3.1.2 Engine Component Technology
The engine component and m_iterial technology utilized for the Phase II studies is based on
advanced technology projected for engine certification in the late 1980's or early 1990's.
This allows several years for research and evaluation of the critical technology requirements
followed by an eight to ten year engine development program. The advanced technology
projections are incorporated in all of the conventional and Variable-Cycle Engine definitions
evaluated in Phase II.
3.1.2.1 Material Technology
Materials were defined and selected for each engine component with consideration for a
proper balance between commercial engine price and weight.
The fan and intermediate case sections are subjected to a maximum inlet temperature of
375°F (191°C) at the Mach number 2.4 condition, and maximum exit temperatures in the
550 to 800°F (288 to 427°C) range, depending on the design fan-pressure-ratio. An
advanced high temperature composite material, boron fibers in an aluminum matrix, was
selected for the fan blade material in all fan stages except where excessive temperatures pre-
cluded its use, in which case, titanium alloys were selected. Titanium alloys were also used
in the remainder of the fan and intermediate section, including the vanes, disks, inlet-guide-
vane assembly, cases, containment, struts, and seals.
Advanced high-temperature titanium alloys were selected for most of the high pressure com-
pressor elements, including the blades, drum-rotor, hubs, and cases. For fire safety reasons,
steel vanes were defined to prevent the possibility of a titanium-on-titanium rub in the event
of a rotor-stator axial shift failure. In the higher temperature rear stages of the high-pressure
compressor, nickel alloys were substituted for titanium and steel alloys.
The primary materials defined for the burner, including the liner and case, were nickel base
alloys. An advanced Oxide Dispersion Strengthened burner liner material was projected to
provide flexibility in cooling air distribution for the low emissions burner (section 4.5.3).
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For thePhaseII studyengines,maximumcombustorexit temperaturesarein the2600to
2800°F (1427to 1538°C)rangewith maximumturbinecoolingair temperaturesin the 1150
to 1300°F(621to 704°C)range.Maximumrotor speedsandstresslevelsoccurat thesuper-
soniccruisecondition. Advancedhigh-temperaturematerialsarerequiredto avoidexcessive
coolingair requirementswhichwouldimposeasignificantpenaltyonenginecycleandtur-
bineefficiency.An advancedirectionallysolidifiedeutecticalloymaterialwith an
advancedcoatingwasselectedfor theturbinebladematerial.Thismaterialhasthepotential
for increasedesignstressandtemperaturescomparedto currenttechnologydirectionally
solidifiedsuperalloys.Advancedceramicmaterial,requiringminimalcooling,wasselected
for thehighpressure-turbineinlet guidevanes.Theremainderof the turbinevanesandthe
turbinecaseswouldemploynickelbasealloys. Theturbinedisksrequireanadvancedhigh
creep-strengthnickelbasealloy(Seesection3.4.2).
Titaniumor nickelbasealloyswereselectedfor theaugmentorandnozzlematerials,depend-
ingon thethermalenvironment.Honeycombconstructionisutilizedwhereverpossibleto
reduceengineweight. A cost-weighttradestudyisrequiredto substantiatethischoiceof
construction.
A newanduniqueenginecomponentrequiredby thevalvedVCE'sis theflow-divertervalve.
Forthe forwardvalve,which ispositionedbetweentwo fanassemblies,ahigh-temperature
lightweightcompositematerial(graphite/polyimide)wasselectedfor thewalls,with acase
constructedof titaniumhoneycomb.Therearvalveissubjectedto amuchhighertempera-
tureenvironmenthantheforwardvalveandwasdefinedwith advancedhigh-strengthnickel
alloysheetconstructionwith ahoneycomboutercase.
3.1.2.2 Component Technology
A brief description of the advanced technology incorporated in each major engine com-
ponent is presented in the following paragraphs. Based on these component definitions,
engine performance, weight and dimension estimates were made.
Fan
Multi-stage fans were defined with variable camber inlet-guide-vanes and exit-guide-vanes for
good subsonic and supersonic cruise efficiency and stability characteristics. The variable
camber feature is obtained with variable trailing edge flaps on the inlet-guide-vanes and
variable leading-edge-flaps on the exit-guide-vanes. In addition, some of the VCE concepts
require variable internal stators for improved inlet/engine airflow matching. The fan effi-
ciency and aerodynamic loading are representative of advanced multi-stage fan designs. A
50 percent axial spacing between each row of airfoils is utilized to reduce fan rotor noise by
allowing the wakes from upstream airfoils to weaken by attenuation before striking the next
row of airfoils. Further study was undertaken in the Task X preliminary design to increase
the axial spacing and the level of acoustic treatment applied to the fan duct. Also, for noise
considerations, fan corrected tip speeds were limited to 1600 ft/sec (488 m/sec). All of the
fans are constant mean diameter configurations in order to obtain high pressure ratio per
stage with minimum cost and weight penalties.
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High-Pressure Compressor
High-pressure compressors with pressure ratio from 3.5 to 6.0 were defined to achieve
overall cycle pressure ratios in the 15 to 25 range when combined with a multi-stage fan.
The compressor inlet-guide-vanes and several rows of variable geometry stators are utilized to
obtain good subsonic and supersonic cruise efficiency and stability characteristics. The com-
pressor efficiencies and aerodynamic loadings are representative of advanced axial-flow
compressor designs. The compressor corrected tip speeds are approximately 1300 ft/sec
(396 m/sec) to achieve high pressure-ratio per stage without incurring efficiency penalties
associated with higher tip speeds. Turbine blade and disk stress considerations set the speed
of the high-pressure rotor which, combined with the compressor corrected tip speed, estab-
lish the compressor diameter. The compressor was also defined as a constant mean diameter
configuration to represent an optimum combination of aerodynamic loading, weight, cost
and diameter match with the fan and primary burner.
Compressors for Low Bypass Engines
The Low Bypass Engines (LBE) were configured with single-spools for the overall pressure
ratios in the 15 to 20 range. Further detailed engine design and performance studies of a
one versus two-spool arrangement are required before a final configuration is selected. The
low-pressure compressor technology is the same as the fan technology described previously.
Slightly higher aerodynamic loading is incorporated in the low-pressure compressor than in
the fan definition, due to higher exit Mach numbers made possible by not haying a diffuser
and duct-burner. However, more variable-geometry stators are required than in the fan
definition because of the single-spool configuration. The LBE high-pressure compressor
technology is the same as the high-pressure compressor technology, described in the pre-
ceding section, except that corrected tip speeds are not as high because of the single spool
configuration.
Primary Burner
The primary burner is an advanced burner configuration that minimizes emissions while pro-
viding high efficiency and stability. The exact burner configuration will depend on results
from the NASA/P&WA Experimental Clean Combustor Program (ECCP), including the AST
Addendum (Section 3.1.7), and follow-on burner emissions programs. A specific primary
burner definition was selected in the Task X preliminary design to reflect the results to date
of the NASA/P&WA Experimental Clean Combustor Program (Section 3.2.4).
Turbines
The single-spool LBE's utilize a two-stage turbine, while the twin-spool VSCE and valved
VCE concepts utilize a single-stage high-pressure turbine plus a multi-stage low-pressure tur-
bine. In addition, some of the VCE concepts require a third turbine consisting of a single-
stage low-pressure turbine.
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Bladestresslevels,basedonadvancedirectionallysolidifiedmaterials,establishedthemaxi-
mumallowablerotor speeds.Turbineexit annulusareaissetby amaximumexit Machnum-
berof 0.60. Turbineefficiencyandaerodynamicloadingisrepresentativeof advanced
turbinedesigns.Variable-statorgeometrywasnot incorporatedin thebaseparametricdef-
inition, butwasstudiedfor its potentialenginematchingimprovements°
Thetotal turbinecoolingair requirements,includingall secondarycoolingandleakageair-
flow, aresetasfunctionsof both themaximumcombustorexit temperatureandthemaxi-
mumhigh-pressurecompressorexit temperature.In thecaseof someof theVCE'swhich
utilizeanadditionalrearturbine,fanexit airflowis thesourceof coolingair for that turbine
assembly.Theceramichigh-pressureturbineinlet-guide-vanesrequireaminimalconvection
coolingschemewhile thefirst-stagebladesemployanadvancedmulti-holefilm coolingtech-
nique. Theremainingstagesareeitheruncooledor employconvectioncooling,depending
on thelocalgastemperature.
Duct-Burners
The duct-burners were designed to minimize emissions while maintaining good stability and
performance characteristics° A staged ram-induction burner was defined which requires a
pilot because of the low temperatures in the bypass stream. This parametric duct-burner
definition was redefined as part of the Task X preliminary design to reflect the results of the
NASA/P&WA Experimental Clean Compustor Program.
Engine Support and Installation Features
The engine mounts are located at the turbine exit case and the fan inlet case; the forward
mount provides the thrust support. In the case of the valved VCE's, the engine mounts are
integrated with the flow-inverter valve structure for minimum weight. The high spools,
which are relatively low in pressure ratio, have two-bearing support arrangements. The addi-
tional rear turbine assembly, required by some of the valved engines, required a fourth low-
spool bearing. The single-spool LBE arrangements were defined with three bearings. The
engine gearbox and accessories are located externally as a maintenance feature.
Nozzle/Reverser/Suppressor
Two types of nozzle/reverser/suppressor concepts were defined for the parametric engine
definitions, a single-stream nozzle with a multi-tube type suppressor for the LBE's and a
coannular nozzle configuration for the VCE's.
The nozzle/reverser/suppressor configuration used with the single stream engines is shown in
the LBE engine schematic (Figure 3.1-1). Noise suppressor and thrust loss characteristics,
shown in Figure 3.1-7, are applied to the entire mixed exhaust stream. The LBE suppressor
concept features a multi-tube suppressor that is stowable in the nozzle shroud and operates
in conjunction with an ejector system to reduce jet noise. A translating shroud provides
ejector air when the tube suppressor is stowed to improve performance for low Mach num-
ber operation. Variable throat area provides inlet airflow scheduling capability, and variable
exit area allows nozzle operation at optimum area ratio to provide good performance over a
range of nozzle pressure ratios. An integrated thrust reverser works in conjunction with the
translating shroud for reverse thrust operation.
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Figure 3.1- 7 Jet Noise Suppression Characteristics
The nozzle/reverser definition for the VSCE and valved VCE concepts is shown in Figures
3.1-2 and 3.1-5. Through proper cycle selection and throttle scheduling, the primary stream
. noise is kept well below that of the bypass stream. Finger, tube or chute mixers operated in
conjunction with eje,ctors were originally defined for jet noise suppression in the outer
bypass stream of these engines.
The jet-noise suppression capability that was used for the various suppressor types is shown
in Figure 3.1-7. These suppression effects are based on static model test results. The sup-
pression capability actually achievable will depend on results of further testing including
flight effects and full-scale effects. The thrust losses for the mechanical mixers are also
shown in Figure 3.1-7 and are based on static test results. These nozzle designs were later
redefined by eliminating the mechanical mixers to reflect the coannular nozzle jet noise ben-
efit, as results became available from the NASA/P&WA test program (Section 4.1 ). Variable
throat areas in both nozzle streams provide inlet airflow scheduling and fan operating line
matching capability, while variable nozzle exit area allows nozzle operation at the optimum
area ratio to provide good performance over a range of nozzle pressure ratios. An integrated
thrust reverser works in conjunction with the ejector openings during reverse thrust opera-
tion. The ejector is also used at low Mach number conditions to improve installed perform-
ance.
3.1.2.3 Unique Component Technology
The valved VCE concepts evaluated in this study require a flow-diverter valve, a new and
unique engine component. The purpose of this valve is to invert two coannular flows or, in
the alternate mode, to allow the flows to pass straight through the valve. This valve is locat-
ed between two fan assemblies (forward-valve VCE) and/or between the low-pressure
turbine and a third turbine assembly (dual and rear-valve VCE's).
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Variousflow-divertervalveconceptshavebeendevised.Themovable-chuteconceptwas
definedin TaskII of thePhaseI studies.Anotherconcept is the Boeing Annulus Inverting
Valve (AIV). The AIV offered potential length, sealing and aerodynamic improvements over
the movable-chute concept; therefore, the AIV was selected as the baseline definition for
the flow-diverter valves used in the Phase II Variable-Cycle Engine parametric studies.
The AIV ducts were sized for a maximum Mach number of 0.5 and a projected 2 percent
total pressure loss. The valve length was defined on the basis of an advanced length to flow-
height ratio of 4.5. Conceptual design effort on valves conducted under Task VIII is dis-
cussed in detail in Section 3.4 of this report.
3.1.3 Parametric Engine Studies
3.1.3.1 Cycle Studies
Selection of engine cycles for refinement studies and data-pack definition for NASA was
based on cycle evaluations conducted in Phase II, in addition to the broad parametric
studies of Phase I. These studies identified the various cycle parameters (BPR, OPR, FPR
and CET) which give the best performance and noise characteristics. Figures 3.1-8 and
3.1-9 are typical of the comparisons used in the cycle studies. The grid in Figure 3.1-8
shows the effect of BPR and OPR on non-augmented supersonic cruise performance.
As shown, relatively large improvements in performance are possible with the proper
selection of cycle parameters. Figure 3.1-9 shows that for a given take-off airflow size, the
thrust required for supersonic cruise and the corresponding augmentation level has signifi-
cant impact on TSFC, depending on the engine cycle. These higher augmentation levels
result in poorer TSFC. Trends of the type illustrated in these two figures were used to
screen and select the best representative cycles for each engine concept.
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3.1.3.2 Variable Stream Control Engine (VSCE)
The VSCE concept is described in Section 3. l. 1.2. Based on conclusions drawn from
previous parametric studies and from the cycle studies, a parametric study was conducted
to determine the overall system and noise sensitivity to reductions in cycle BPR and fan
pressure ratio (FPR). For each of the cycles evaluated, the take-off combustor temperature
levels were set such that the maximum benefit could be derived from either a jet-noise
suppressor in the bypass stream, or the coannular noise benefit. At the same time, the
maximum combustor exit temperature at the supersonic cruise condition was set at 2600°F
(1427°C). Thus, each cycle was defined with a different level of Inverse Throttle Schedule
(ITS) depending on its FPR and BPR.
Table 3.1-I contains a summary of the take-off (sea level static) cycle characteristics of each
engine evaluated. As shown, a single overall pressure ratio (OPR) was selected. This OPR
was selected based on past studies considering a potential cruise mission Mach number
requirement of 2.7 and a maximum compressor discharge temperature limit of 1300°F
(704°C).
Figures 3.1-I0,-11 and -12 compare the installed subsonic and supersonic cruise perfor-
mance of the seven parametric engines summarized in Table 3.1-I. The installed perfor-
mance data includes such effects as: inlet losses associated with the baseline Mach number
2.4 axisymmetric inlet, representative levels of engine bleed and horsepower extraction, and
both internal nozzle performance and external boattail losses. Shown on each of the figures
are P&WA estimates of typical operating power settings for each of the engines. These
estimates were based on preliminary system evaluations of each engine in the NASA
reference airplane.
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TABLE 3.1-I
VARIABLE STREAM CONTROL ENGINE SUMMARY
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Figure 3.1-10 Estimated Supersonic Cruise Performance for VSCE Cycles
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A comparison of the augmented supersonic cruise performance (Figure 3.1-10) shows that
in all cases, reducing BPR results in better TSFC. This figure also shows that for engines
with the same BPR but differing FPR's (VSCE's -505 and 507), there is little change in
cruise performance.
Although improvements in supersonic cruise performance can be achieved through
reductions in BPR, the installed subsonic cruise performance data (Figures 3.1-11 and -12)
show that there may be a loss in subsonic performance. This loss is indicated by the typical
nominal mission cruise power settings shown on the figures. In addition to the loss in sub-
sonic performance, Figure 3.1-13 shows the trend of increasing engine weight with decreas-
ing BPR.
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Figure 3.1-11 Estimated Subsonic Cruise Performance for VSCE Cycles
To sort out these opposing effects, the family of VSCE's was evaluated on an overall system
basis to help select the best cycle combination. For this evaluation, a chute-type jet-noise
suppressor was applied to the engine bypass streams. The engines were sized to provide a
lift-off thrust loading of 0.275 with a power setting corresponding to a bypass stream relative
jet velocity of 2250 ft/sec (690 m/sec). This power setting was selected because it corre-
sponds to a point of near maximum suppressor effectiveness (Figure 3.1-7). The results
shown in Figure 3.1-14 indicate that the best BPR is in the 1.0 to 1.3 range with a FPR from
3.3 to 4.1. The increased engine weight (Figure 3.1-13) and poorer subsonic performance of
the lower BPR VSCE-506 engine offsets its improved supersonic cruise TSFC.
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Figure 3.1-14 VSCE Cycle Optimization
In terms of TOGW vs. noise, the results for the VSCE's are shown in Figure 3.1-15. The
solid lines represent the results for engines incorporating chute suppressors in the bypass
streams only. The triangular point on each curve represents a minimum engine size being
operated at _/high take-off power setting with a resultant high bypass stream jet-velocity
level of 2500 ft/sec (760 m/sec). Moving along each line toward lower noise levels corre-
sponds to increased engine size and lower take-off power settings. The engine size corre-
sponding to a lower power setting yielding 2250 ft/sec (690 m/sec) fan-jet velocity in the
bypass stream is shown by the circular point. Engines sized by this criterion are near the
,knee" of each curve. Because of the assumed suppressor characteristics (Figure 3.1-7),
increasing engine size beyond this point does not result in significant reductions in
jet-noise.
Shown for comparison with the chute suppressed VSCE's is the TOGW vs. noise relationship
for an unsuppressed VSCE-502 based on the SAE noise prediction procedure. In addition,
results for the unsuppressed VSCE-502 based on the coannular model static test data are
shown and indicate the potential noise and TOGW benefit of the coannular nozzle.
Figures 3.1-14 and -15 indicate that the best FPR is 3.3 to 4.1 ; however, at this time it is
difficult to narrow the FPR selection further because of the preliminary nature of the
coannular noise benefit estimates and because specific noise requirements have not been
established for advanced supersonic transports. The VSCE-502 engine was selected as the
best representative VSCE cycle. It was also selected for further VSCE refinement studies
and for release in data-pack form.
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3.1.3.3 Low Bypass Ratio Engines (LBE)
The previous parametric studies conducted in Phase I indicated that the turbojet engine
could be competitive for a commercial supersonic transport aircraft if a low pressure loss,
highly effective jet-noise suppressor system is assumed. As described in Section 3.1.1, these
broad parametric studies were optimistic in that no allowance was made for cooling the
nozzle/reverser/suppressor system. To account for this requirement and to take advantage
of the decrease in engine weight with increasing bypass ratio, turbojet concepts evaluated
in Phase II were low bypass ratio, mixed-flow engines in which either some or all of the
bypassed flow was used for cooling the nozzle/suppressor system. Table 3.1-II shows the
matrix of Low Bypass Engine (LBE) cycles that were evaluated to determine the most
attractive LBE cycle for more detailed system evaluation.
As a result of this parametric study, an overall pressure ratio (OPR) of 17:1 was selected
based on engine performance trends and on the 1300°F (700°C) compressor exit tempera-
ture limit corresponding to a 2.7 Mn cruise condition. The BPR range selected for study
was from 0.1 to 0.5. In addition, as a result of the parametric study which showed matching
benefits with Inverse Throttle Schedules (ITS), the take-off to cruise throttle ratio was
altered in each of the engines selected for more detailed system evaluation. Table 3.1-III
shows the four LBE cycles selected for detailed performance and system evaluation.
Figures 3.1-16 and -17 show supersonic and subsonic cruise part power performance for
each of the engines shown in Table 3.1-III. The installed performance shown includes
corrections for inlet drag, representative levels of engine bleed and horsepower extraction,
internal nozzle performance, and external nozzle boattail drag. For the part power condi-
tions shown, inlet drag is minimized by throttling the engine while holding engine airflow
constant over a range of power settings. Engine airflow is held constant by varying the
nozzle throat area.
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TABLE 3.1-II
LOW BYPASS ENGINE CYCLE MATRIX
CORRECTEDAIRFLOW(W AT2 DESIGN)
BYPASS PRESSURERATIO__
BYPASS RATIO
OVERALLPRESSURERATIO__.
COMBUSTOREXIT TEMPERATURE
HOT DAY TAKEOFF
HOT DAY MAX CLIMB......
900 Ib/sec
(408 kg/sec)
3.3 - 5.0
0.1 - 0.5
12 - 25
2200 - 2700 °F
(1200 - 1480 °C)
2600 °F
(1430 °C)
ALT--53.000FT.(16,150rn) MN= 2.32 STD÷ 8°C
OPRoEsIGN= 17 WAT20ESIGN : 900LB/SEC(408kg/SEC)
-INSTALLED
TSFC
PERCENT
1 O-- LBE BPR CET r/o| oMAxC',MB 40_ _ _00--_.320°CI[]TYPICALNOMINALM,SS,ON "_ 03 2400°F.320°CJ
| CRUISE POWER SETTING 416 0.3 2200°F (1200°C)
5[\ WAT2/TOGW_O.00,2_- "_ 425 0.5 2400°F (1320°C)
01 tBt-4(6
-51 _ I I I I I I
50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120
NET THRUST - PERCENT
I
130
Figure 3.1-16 Estimated Supersonic Cruise Performance for LBE Cycles
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TSFC
PERCENT
ALT = 36,089 FT. (11,000 m) Me = 0,9 STD ÷ 8°C
OPRoEsIGN = 17 WAT2DESIGN= 900 LB/SEC (408 kg/SEC)
INSTALLED
15 Lee BPR CET T/O
405 0.1 2400°F (1320°C)
415 0.3 2400°F (1320°C)
416 0.3 2200°F (1200°C)
425 0.5 2400°F (1320°C)
10 0 MAX Power
\ (_ LBE-425
0
LBE-416
"5 I I I I I I I
60 70 80 80 100 110 120 130
NET THRUST- PERCENT
L-I TYPICAL CRUISE TO ALTERNATE
POWER SETTING _ NOMINAL MISSION
WAT2/TOGW : 0.0012
I
140
Figure 3.1-1 7 Estimated Subsonic Cruise Performance for LBE Cycles
TABLE 3.1-III"
SELECTED LOW BYPASS ENGINE CYCLES
SEA LEVEL STATIC TAKEOFFPOINT 40_._55 415 41._..66 42-5
BYPASS PRESSURERATIO 4.3 3.7 3.3 3.4
OVERALLPRESSURERATIO 17
BYPASS RATIO 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.5
COMBUSTOREXIT TEMP
T.O° STD + 18°F OF 2400 2400 2200 2400
STD + 10°C °C (1320) (1320) (1200) (1320)
SUPERSONICCLIMB
STD + 14.4°F OF 2600
STD+8°C °C (1430)
TOTAL FAN CORRECTEDAIRFLOW
LB/SEC 900 ---
Kg/SEC (408)
AUGMENTATION YES YES YES YES
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Figures 3.1-18 and - 19 show how the various LBE's compare in terms of airplane TOGW and
engine size. Since both the 0.3 and 0.5 BPR engines studied were marginal in transonic climb
thrust margin, afterburning versions of both cycles were evaluated (LBE-416 aug and LBE-
425 aug). These engines had improved thrust margins, but because both engine weight and
TSFC increased, no improvement in airplane TOGW resulted (Figure 3.1-18). Figure 3.1-19
shows that for engines sized in the 0.0011 airflow/TOGW size, which would be equivalent
to FAR 36 (suppressed), the 0.1 BPR turbojet cycle achieves the lowest TOGW of any of
the LBE's studied. On the basis of these systems studies, the 0.1 BPR LBE-405 engine was
selected as the best engine of this type and was prepared for data-pack release.
SUPPRESSED ENGINES
Relative
TOGW
1.40
1.30
1.20
1.10
1.00
0.0009
NOMINAL MISSION MACHNO.= 2.32
425 Aug_ 416 Aug
i .
0.00140.0010 0.0011 0.0012 0.0013
• Airflow/TOGW - sec"
Figure 3.1-18 System Comparison of Low Bypass Engines
RELATIVE
TOGW
ALL SUPERSONICNOMINALMISSION
• AIRFLOW/TOGW= 0.0011 SEC"1_[(Vj= 2285 ft/sec(7OOm/sec)]
• TASK Pll TUBESUPPRESSOR
• FAR 36 MINUS 2 (FN/TOGW -- 0.275)
WITHOUTA/B
(425)
t418I_. _. 7-_"
(405) _- WITH A,f/B
T/OMI N=1.38
1.30 -
1.20-
1.10
1.00
0.9
i i I I I
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
BYPASS RATIO
Figure 3.1-19 LBE Cycle Optimization
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3.1.3.4 Single-Front-Valve Variable-Cycle Engines
The studies that were conducted on the single-front-valve Variable-Cycle Engine (VCE)
were formulated to compliment the broad parametric studies of the Phase I studies.
Although still parametric in nature, these studies were designed to explore improvements
and refinements relative to the early definitions of front-valve VCE concepts.
Because of the similarity between these front-valve cycles and the VSCE's, many of the
trends established for VSCE's apply also to these single-valve engines. For example, con-
clusions drawn with regard to the best OPR level for the VSCE's apply also to the front-
valve VCE's. Therefore, the front-valve engine parametric studies concentrated on the
impact of more unique cycle characteristics such as the sensitivity of FPR, BPR, ITS, and
airflow schedule on supersonic and subsonic performance.
Two arrangements were evaluated: mixed fan-duct flow vs. separate flow. The front-valve
engine shown in Figure 3.1-20 has a mixed fan-duct flow leading to a single duct-burner.
An alternate design (similar to the VBEIA concept from Phase I) has separate fan streams so
that when the engine is operating in the high BPR mode, the bypass streams from the two
fans do not mix. This alternate arrangement allows more flexibility in the basic cycle in
that the two duct-streams, because they are not mixed, do not require static pressure
balancing and more importantly do not experience the large shifts in duct corrected flow
(Mach number) or pressure loss with changes in mode (high to low BPR). Another benefit
is that the outer stream may be used to bypass excess inlet air when the engine operates in
the low BPR mode. Adisadvantage is that two duct-heaters would be. required to balance
the stream noise levels during augmented take-off. For the purpose of allowing maximum
flexibility during the initial screening of the parametric single-valve engines, only separate
fan-stream configurations were evaluated. Later refinement studies centered on the mixed-
flow configurations since they offered potential weight improvements.
FLOW
DIVERTER
___ O/H
FAN1 FAN2 HPC HPT LPT
Figure 3.1-20 Single Valve Variable Cycle Engine, Mixed Fan-Duct Flow Configuration
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Aswith theVSCEconcepts,apreliminaryevaluationof theInverseThrottle Schedule (ITS)
technique resulted in a significant improvement in single-front-valve VCE performance.
Table 3.1-IV compares the take-off cycle characteristics of a baseline front-valve VCE
(VCE-102) with an ITS cycle in which both the take-off CET and BPR have been signifi-
cantly reduced. As shown in Table 3.1-IV and Figure 3.1-21, a direct result of ITS is a
significant increase in supersonic cruise airflow (from 42 to 66 percent of take-off airflow)
without an increase in the primary nozzle jet area requirement. Figure 3.1-21 also shows
that for constant FPR, reducing the engine BPR in combination with ITS increases super-
sonic cruise thrust and reduces TSFC. For the ITS engines, the increase in thrust is partly
due to the reduction in BPR and partly due to the increase in supersonic cruise airflow.
The net result of these changes is that the amount of duct-burner augmentation required to
meet supersonic cruise thrust requirements is reduced. In addition, increasing the super-
sonic cruise engine airflow makes the engine more compatible with the representative inlet
system. It is expected that fully installed, the difference in TSFC between the ITS single-
valve VCE and the base VCE should be even greater than the uninstalled improvement shown
in Figure 3.1-21 due to the elimination of inlet bypass flow at supersonic cruise conditions.
TABLE 3.1-IV
SINGLE FRONT-VALVE VCE PARALLEL MODE CYCLE PARAMETERS
ITS*
VCE-I02 VCE-107
CORRECTEDAIRFLOW
WAT2_ LBS/SEC 900
(WAT2~ KG/SEC) (408)
BYPASS RATIO 3.3
FANPRESSURERATIO- 1 2.5
FANPRESSURERATIO- 2 2.5
CYCLEPRESSURERATIO 15:1
COMBUSTOREXITTEMP(°F)
HOTDAYTAKEOFF BASE
HOTDaY MAXCLIMB BASE
WAT2 CRUISE/WAT 2 TAKEOFF(%) >42
r
1.5
-760
>66
* INVERSE THROTTLE SCHEDULE
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ALT 55,000 FT. (16,760 m) 2032 MN STD + 8°C
WAT2 TAKEOFF = 900 LBS/SEC (408 kg/SEC) SERIESMODE
1"51 VCE-102o4 (BPR 3.3) INCREASINGCRUISE
AIRFLOW
1.3_
RELATIVE , i_i;;_:_ii;_:_ ITS
TSFC 1.2_- E-107
 .IL CBPR1.51
1oL/ ^ o
Oi9J- /.;._ii_:! _,, MAXl,
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 205 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5
RELATIVE FN
Figure 3.1-21 Single Front Valve VCE Estimated Supersonic Cruise Performance
Figure 3.1-22 shows that at subsonic cruise, despite the VCE-107's lower BPR (1.5), it has
a level of TSFC and thrust that is comparable to the higher BPR VCE-102 engine.
Therefore, the VCE-107's improvement in supersonic cruise performance is not accompanied
by a compromise in subsonic performance.
ALT 36,089 FT (11,000m)
RELATIVE
TSFC
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
l.O
0.9
0.2
0.90 MN STD + 8°C
WAT 2 = 900 LBS/SEC (408 kg/SEC)
PARALLEL MODE
I-I MAX POWER
ITS
VCE-107
R 2.51
VC .
(BPR
I I J I I [ _ I
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
RELATIVE FN
Figure 3.1-22 Single Front Valve VCE Estimated Subsonic Cruise Performance
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In order to select an engine for data-pack release, each of the parametric single-valve VCE's
was evaluated on an overall system basis. Since each of the engines evaluated had similar
noise characteristics, engines were compared at the same airflow to TOGW ratio, which
corresponds to a constant level of sideline jet noise. For a constant airflow/TOGW of
0.0013, Figure 3.1-23 shows that the VCE-107, with 1.5 BPR, has the lowest TOGW of
the three separate stream front-valve VCE's evaluated. However, the VCE-107M, a two
stream version which provides for mixing of the two fan-streams in the high BPR mode,
gave slightly lower TOGW than the three stream version and was estimated to have better
installation characteristics. As a result, the VCE-107M engine was selected for data-pack
release.
NOMINALMISSION AIRFLOW/TOGW= 0.0013 LB/SEC/LB
RELATIVE
TOGW
Figure 3.1-23
1.4 _"
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0
0,9
1.0
VCE-101
VCE.106_
VCE-IO7M
I I I
1.5 2.0 2.5
BYPASS RATIO
Single Front Valve VCE Bypass Ratio Selection
3.1.3.5 Dual-Valve Variable-Cycle Engines
Because of the complexity and the uniqueness of the dual-valve Variable Cycle Engine
(VCE) concepts relative to the other engine types, it was necessary to increase both the
range and number of cycle parameters to be evaluated in this study. Table 3.1-V shows
the broader range of overall pressure ratio (OPR) and BPR which were chosen for study
with a new variable, turbine work split, included in the list.
For each combination of fan pressure ratio (FPR), BPR, OPR, and combustor exit tempera-
ture (CET), a minimum of four different values of low-pressure turbine work split were
evaluated. This parameter is significant since it determines the fan match and fan surge
margin when the engine is operated in the twin turbojet mode. Turbine work split is
defined as the ratio of work in the first low-pressure turbine (LPT) assembly (located up-
stream of the rear valve) to total turbine work in both LPT assemblies.
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TABLE3.1-V
RANGEOFDUAL VALVE VCECYCLEPARAMETERS
RANGEOF VARIABLES~ (PARALLELMODE)
• BYPASS RATIO..... 2.0 - 3.5
• FAN PRESSURERATIO _2.0 - 3.5
• CYCLEPRESSURERATIO 15 - 25
• LOW TURBINEWORK SPLIT (%)_ 40 - 90
• TAKEOFFPRIMARY COMBUSTORTEMP_....... 2600 - 2800°F
• SECONDARYCOMBUSTOROUTLETTEM_ ........
• AUGMENTERTEMP_
• CRUISEFLIGHT MN
• NOISEGOALS
(1430- 1540°C)
UP TO 2500°F
(UP TO 1370°C)
UP TO 2500°F
(UP TO 1370°C)
2°2,2.4,2.7
_FAR PART 36 TO FAR 36-10
Table 3.1-VI lists the three-stream dual-valve X,_CE's studied. With the exception of the
VCE-201B & C cycles, all engines were matched to the same inlet airflow schedule at
supersonic cruise. The VCE-201 A, B and C cycles had the same cycle characteristics at
take-off but were evaluated with different supersonic cruise airflow levels.
TABLE 3.1-VI
DUAL VALVE VCE CYCLES EVALUATED
CYCLE
NO
201A 3°0 2.5/2.5
201B 3.0 2.5/2.5
201C 3.0 2.5/2.5
202 3.0 2.5/3.0
207 3.5 2.5/2.5
209 2.5 2.5/2.5
210 2.5 2.5/3.0
211 2.5 3.073.0
212 2.0 3.0/3.0
213 2.0 3.0/3.5
214 2.0 2.5/2.5
215 3.0 2.5/2.5
216 3.0 2.5/2.5
217 3.0 2.5/2.5
PARALLELMODE
CRUISEINLET
TURBINE AIRFLOW
BPR FPR/FPR2 OPR CET(OF) CET(°C) WORKSPLIT SCHEDULE
20:1 1430
25:_.!
20:1 1540
15:1 1430
2600
I
I
I
1.
280--0
2600
70/30- 40/60 BAS......,.._E
70/30 +15%
70/30 +23%
70/30 40/60 B,eSE
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Table 3.1-VII is a summary of the most attractive dual-valve VCE's matched to the same
cruise airflow schedule. It indicates that although the engines evaluated were quite different
in cycle characteristics, the difference in engine performance was small. The cycle with
the best supersonic cruise performance and largest subsonic cruise thrust margin was the
2.0 BPR VCE-213 cycle. However, these performance improvements relative to the base
3.0 BPR cycle were achieved at the expense of increased engine weight.
For the nominal (all supersonic) and mixed mission, a system evaluation of three engines
that cover a range of bypass ratios from 2.0 to 3.0 is shown in Figure 3.1-24. The 3.0 BPR
VCE-201A cycle shows a slight advantage relative to the other dual-valve cycles. These
results indicate that the weight increase for the lower bypass ratios offsets the supersonic
performance advantage these lower BPR cycles have. When sized for low airflow/TOGW
levels (higher noise levels), the 3.0 BPR engine is marginal in subsonic cruise thrust. This
requires augmentation for the mixed mission which would eliminate the small advantage
that this engine has relative to the other lower BPR engines.
TABLE 3.1-VII
THREE-STREAM DUAL VALVE PERFORMANCE
COMPARISON
VCE NO. BPR
RELATIVE
RELATIVE* SUBSONIC RELATIVE
OESIGNPARAMETERS TAKEOFF CRUISE SUPERSONIC
SEA LEVEL STATIC STD. DAY NOISE PERFORMANCE CRUISE TSFC
FPR_/FPR 2 OPR CET (*F) CET (°C) ~APNdB FN/TSFC (%) (%)
201A 3.0 2.5/2.5 20:1
202 3.0 2.5/3.0 J
211 2.5 3.0/3.0
213 2.0 3.0/3.5
215 3.0 2.5/2.5 25:1
216 3.0 2.5/2.5 20:1
2600 1430
280.__00 1540
BASE BASE/BASE BASE
*2 0.0/0.0 -0.9
+2 ÷15/-0.5 -1.8
+1 ÷33/÷0.5 -2.4
*1 -6/-2.5 0.0
0 ÷3/÷1.5 ÷0.5
* RELATIVEUNSUPPRESSEDTAKEOFFNOISEATCONSTANTFN/WA= 50 (SINGLEENGINEPNdO)
The 3.0 BPR/2.5 FPR VCE-201A definition was selected in the engine screening studies as
the most promising dual-valve VCE cycle. It was then evaluated with increased amounts of
supersonic cruise airflow. Figure 3.1-25 shows the inlet airflow versus Mach number
schedule for the representative axisymmetric inlet designed for Mach number 2.4 supersonic
cruise. If the inlet capture area is sized for the maximum flow requirement, the operating
condition that sizes the inlet is the high bypass ratio mode, such as during either subsonic
cruise or take-off. Also shown on Figure 3.1-25 are three engine flow schedules (A, B and C)
corresponding to the low bypass mode of operation (turbojet mode). As shown, the
B schedule most closely matches the inlet supply at both the subsonic (high BPR mode)
and supersonic (low BPR mode) conditions, although even for this best schedule, the inlet/
engine flows are mismatched during the transonic and supersonic climb portions of the
mission. At these flight conditions, inlet spillage or bypass losses would adversely affect the
installed performance of this engine type.
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NASA LANGLEYREFERENCECONFIGURATION
VCE FPR_/FPR_ BPR
201A 2.5/2.5 3.0
212 3.0/3.0 2.0
211 3.0/3.0 2.5
NOMINALMISSION
1.6
1.4
RELATIVE
TOGW 1.2
1.0
0.8
FAR 36 /,
AT FN/TOGW= O_w _
FAR 36
AT FN/TOGW = 0.25 /,,_
MN= 2°32
MIXED MISSION
t t /  TO0W:02,5
FAR 36
AT FN/TOGW = 0.25
J I 1 I I I I t I t I | I I
10 12 14 16 10 12 14 16
AiRFLOW/TOGW AIRFLOW/TOGW
,,,, 10-4 SEC "1 _ 10-'_ SEC-1
Figure 3.1-24 -Cycle Comparison of Dual Valve VCE's
PARALLELMODESIZING MN2.4 INLET
120
100
PERCENTINLET
CORRAIRFLOWeo
6O
)ARALLELMODE
(HIGHBPR)
- _ jI_-/_MACH 2.4 INLET
"_'_ V" FLOW SCHEDULE
SERIESMODE " "'<,,,.
(LOWBPR) SCHEDULEC-7_
-
A/'._._../ --...... BASEFLOWSCHEDULE
40 l t t I J
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
MN
Figure 3.1-25 Dual Valve VCE Inlet Airflow Schedule Matching
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As the supersonic cruise inlet corrected airflow is increased, going from schedule A to B to
C, the amount of variable fan geometry required is also increased. Increased amounts of
variable fan geometry allow the speed of the low spool, and thus the low-pressure turbine
stress levels, to be kept to a minimum as the engine corrected airflow is increased.
Minimizing the low-rotor speed at the supersonic cruise condition is a critical factor because
at this flight conditions the turbine blades and disks are exposed to the most severe com-
bination of stresses, thermal environment (high combustor exit temperature and cooling
air temperature) and the highest percent of engine operating time.
Incorporating increased levels of variable fan geometry to minimize rotor speed as the
engine airflow schedule is increased, reduces engine weight and design life penalties which
would otherwise be associated with these higher supersonic cruise airflow schedules. Even
with variable fan geometry, there is still a weight increase. Figure 3.1-26 shows the weight
increase with engine airflow at supersonic cruise for the VCE-201 configuration. The benefit
of variable fan geometry to minimize low-rotor speed is allowed for in the weight trend
shown. Fan surge margin and maximum turbine blade stress levels (design life) were held
constant as the flow level was increased.
A comparison of the supersonic cruise performance of the dual-valve VCE-201 engine with
these different cruise airflows shows that the intermediate schedule B results in an increase
in cruise thrust without a significant change in TSFC (Figure 3.1-27). The higher flow
schedule (schedule C) provides a further increase in thrust but with a TSFC penalty.
Therefore, schedule B, in addition to matching the inlet flow schedule (Figure 3.1-25),
also provides an increase in cruise thrust capability with an improved TSFC.
ALT55,000 FT (16,760 m)
19
_ 8.5
" 16
8.0
== _'z'
7.0
15
MN2.32 STD+ 8°C
I f
-SCIEDULEA SCHIDULEB
I i li
55 60 65 70
RELCRUISEINLETCORRECTEDAIRFLOW
WAT2 CRUISE
WAT2 TAKEOFF
Figure 3.1-26 Supersonic Cruise Engine Weight
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ALT 55,000 FT.(16,760 m)
SERIESMODE
+15]-
+10 - [[]MAXCLIMB
0 MAX CRUISE
+5-
0-
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20 40
MN 2°32 STD + 8°C
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VCE-201A BASE FLOW
(SCHEDULEA)
VCE-201C +20% FLOW
(SCHEDULEC)
''_"_V_14%FLOW
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Figure 3.1-27 Dual Valve VCE Estimated Supersonic Cruise Performance
To determine whether the TSFC and cruise thrust improvements offset the increase in
engine weight with increasing cruise airflow, the A and B flow schedule versions of the
VCE-201 engines were evaluated in terms of relative engine size (airflow/TOGW) and air-
plane TOGW. The results of this system evaluation (Figure 3.1-28) show that the high flow
version, the VCE-201 B, yields a lower TOGW at the small values of engine size (low
airflow/TOGW), but a higher TOGW at the larger engine sizes. Since there was this sensi-
tivity to engine flow size selection, both the A and B versions of this engine were selected
for data-pack definition. In addition, a two stream version (VCE-302B) with similar cycle
characteristics, but without the augmentors, was also issued as a data-pack engine. The
VCE-302B has the same high flow schedule as the VCE-201B.
NASA LANGLEYREFERENCECONFIGURATION MN= 2.32
RELATIVE
TOGW
Figure 3.1-28
NOMINALMISSION
VCE 201B HIGH FLOW
_--m VCE 201A LOW FLOW
1.6 1.6
FAR 36 AT FN/TOGW = 0.275
%
1.4 _// 1.4
1.2 /" 1.2
/.,,
1.0 _ 1.0
FAR 36 AT FN/TOGW = 0.25
0.8 I I i I I I 0.8
10 12 14 16 10
AIRFLOW/TOGW
~ 10-4 SEC-_
MIXED MISSION
FAR 36 AT
FN/TOGW = 0.275_
FAR 36 AT FN/TOGW = 0.25
I I I I I I
12 14 16
AIRFLOW/TOGW
~ lO -4 SEC-I
Comparison of High and Low Flow Dual Valve VCE's
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3,1.4 Description of Data-Pack Engines
At the conclusion of the screening studies in which the various types of engines were evalu-
ated parametrically, seven representative engines were selected to be issued in data-pack form
to NASA and associated SCAR airframe contractors for a more thorough system evaluation.
Data was issued by P&WA in the form of magnetic computer tapes which contained engine
performance over the entire flight spectrum. In addition, installation drawings, inlet airflow
schedule description, engine weights and envelope dimensions, scaling data and general
engine descriptions were included. The following tables and figures summarize the installed
engine performance and installation data that were issued in the form of data-pack defini-
tions for each representative engine.
3.1.4.1 Performance Comparison
Table 3.1-VIII contains a summary of the cycle characteristics, basic installation parameters
such as engine weights and dimensions, and the date each data-pack was issued. A dis-
cussion of the engine weights and dimensions is presented in Section 3.2.1.
TABLE 3.1-VIII
DATA PACK ENGINE WEIGHT AND DIMENSIONS SUMMARY
Engine Identification LBE-405 VSCE-501 VSCE-502 VCE-107M XtCE-201A VCE-201B VCE-302B
Date Issued (1974) Nov June 26 June 26 July 31 May 29 May 29 July 2
Mission MN 2.4 >_
Airflow Schedule Representative Mach 2.4 Inlet >
(Low Flow) (High Flow) (High Flow)
Cycle Characteristics
(At T.O.)
Fan Pressure Ratio
Bypass Ratio
Cycle Pressure Ratio
Combustor Exit Temp
(Max. Climb)
4.1 3.3 3.3 2.5/2.5 2.5/2.5 2.5/2.5 2.5/3.0
0.1 2.1 1.3 1.5 3.0 3.0 3.0
17 15 15 15 20 20 20
°F 2600 2600 2600 2600 2600 2600 2600
(°C) (1430) (1430) (1430) (1430) (1430) (1430) (1430)
Weights
Bare Engine lb 13,000 9300 9950 12,650 13,200 14,200 14,100
(kg) (5900) (4220) (4510) (5740) (5990) (6440) (6400)
Engine + N/R lb 15,600 12,400 12,750 15,850 16,600 17,800 17,400
(kg) (7080) (5620) (5780) (7190) (7530) (8020) (7890)
Engine + N/R/S lb 16,800 13,200 13,700 16,850 _
(kg) (7620) (5990) (6210) (7640) _
Dimensions
Nozzle Max Diameter
Max Diameter
Including
Auxiliary Nozzle
in. 85.0 91.6 88.8 94.0 88 90 95.0
(m) (2.16) (2.33) (2.26) (2.39) (2.24) (2.29) (2.41)
m" _ _ _ _ 90 90
(m) .... (2.29) (2.29)
m. 301 265 253 303 380 402
(m) (7.65) (6.73) (6A3) (7.70) 0.65) (1021)
Eng + N/R Length 413
(10.49)
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Eachof theseselecteddata-packenginecycleshasapotentialcruiseMachnumbercapability
of 2.7. Thecyclefor eachenginewasselectedconsideringnot only engineperformancebut
alsoacompressordischargetemperaturelimit of 1300°F(700°C)at themaximumMach
numbercruisecondition(2.7). Sinceeachtypeof enginehasadifferentOPRlapsebetween
thetake-offandsupersonicruisecondition,theappropriateOPRat take-offwasindividually
selectedfor each.Asshownby Table3.1-VIII, all engineswereoperatedat thesamemaxi-
mumcombustortemperature,2600°F(1430°C),andall excepttheVCE-201Awere
matchedto thesameinlet airflowschedule.
Figures3.1-29and-30showtheestimatedinstalledsupersonicandsubsonic ruiseperfor-
manceof thesevenengineslistedin Table3.1-VIII. Installedperformanceincludeseffects
of bothinternalnozzleperformanceandexternalnozzledrag.Performancealsoincludes
theeffectsof therepresentativeMach2.4inlet pressurerecoveryanddragcharacteristics.
ALTITUDE= 53,000 FT. (16,150 m)
mm
¢_ _ ".1. 6
u.. _ 0.16- _.
¢,_-_. ,,,
,_.1.5
0.15 -
MACHNO.= 2.32 STD+ 8"C
WAT2oESIGN= 900 LB/SEC(408 kg/sec) INSTALLED
1.8
0.18 -
• MAX CLIMB /VSCE-501
• TYPICAL CRUISE POWER SETTING
0.17 1.7 NOMINAL MISSION WAT2/TOGW = 0.0012
_VCE-201B
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Figure 3.1-29 Supersonic Cruise Performance Comparison of Data-Pack Engines
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Figure 3.1-30 Subsonic Cruise Performance Comparison o/Data-Pack Engines
3.1.4.2 Engine Weights and Dimensions
The engine component technology definition described previously in Section 3.1.2 was
utilized to define engine flowpaths for each of the data-pack engines. These flowpaths
included: number of fan, compressor and turbine stages; the fan, compressor, burner and
turbine diameters; and the engine component lengths. These flowpaths and related engine
definition established the overall engine dimensions and provided the basis for preliminary
engine weight and cost estimates.
Table 3.1-VIII presents a summary of the engine weights and dimensions for the data-pack
engines. As shown by this table, the valves, in conjunction with the additional engine
components that constitute the valved VCE concepts, resulted in substantial weight
increases relative to the Variable Stream Control Engines. Figure 3.1-31 shows graphically
a comparison of the overall dimensions of each basic type of engine.
Since each of the single and dual-valve VCE's have comparable subsonic and supersonic
cruise performance levels when compared to the VSCE-502, it would not be expected that
these engines would show any overall advantages to the airplane system. Results of P&WA
system studies are discussed in Section 3.1.5.
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Figure 3.1o31 Overall Size Comparison
3.1.4.3 Data-Pack Engine Price
Relative engine prices are shown in Table 3.1-IX. As indicated, compared to the LBE and
VSCE configurations, the single and dual-valve VCE's sEow signlificant (60 to 100 percent)
increases in engine price. °
3.1.5 System Evaluations of Data-Pack Engines
3.1.5.1 P&WA System Evaluation of Data-Pack Engines
Variable Stream Control Engines
During the initial screening of Variable Stream Control Engines, the Inverse Throttle
Schedule (ITS) VSCE-502 engine was identified as providing nearly the minimum TOGW
airplane when compared to other VSCE's studied. For the purpose of maintaining a
reference cycle from the Phase I study, the 2.1 BPR VSCE-501 was updated and redefined
for a technology level consistent with the Phase II data-pack engines.
With no change to the basic engine definition, the VSCE-501 and -502 cycles were able
to take advantage of the coannular nozzle jet-noise benefit that was being demonstrated
in static model tests at about the same time the data-packs were released. The relationship
of system sizing parameter (airflow/TOGW) to the take-off thrust loading parameter
(Fn/TOGW) and sideline jet-noise goals is shown in Figures 3.1-32 and -33. The left hand
curve in Figure 3.1-32 shows the unsuppressed jet-noise characteristic as analytically predic-
ted by the SAE procedure and also as modified for the coannular nozzle noise benefit.
Since noise is affected by engine size, data is provided for two airflow sizes. A variable
TOGW analysis involves iterations since the engine size isn't known initially.
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TABLE 3.1-IX
RELATIVE PRICES FOR DATA PACK ENGINES
Engine
Identification
LBE-405B*
VSCE-501
VSCE-502
Single Valve VCE- 107M
Dual Valve VCE-201A
Dual Valve VCE-201B
Dual Valve VCE-302B
Relative Engine Price
Base
+ 10%
+ 10%
+ 60%
+ 90%
+ 100%
+ 100%
*including tube suppressor
10
5
FAR 36
e.-
-5
40
War2 =
900 Ib/sec [408 kg/sec]
SAE predicti_///_/700 (3201 1.4
f/I
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Figure 3.1-32 VSCE Engine Sizing
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VSCE-501 and -502 Take-Off Gross Weight Evaluation
For the jet noise to meet FAR 36, the VSCE's can be operated at a lift-off specific thrust
of 66.5 lb/lb/sec (650 N/kg/sec) assuming a coannular noise benefit of 8.5 EPNdB at this
operating condition. The right hand curve in Figure 3.1-32 indicates that the corresponding
engine aifiow size parameter (airflow loading) is 0.00103 sec "1 for a 0.275 lift-off thrust
loading° If the lift-off specific thrust is reduced to 55.5 lb/lb/sec (540 N/kg/sec), the side-
. line noise would be reduced to FAR 36 minus 3 EPNdB; or, if in flight, the coannular bene-
fit decreases to 5 EPNdB, the 55.5 lb/lb/sec (540 N/kg/sec) specific thrust would just meet
FAR 36. The corresponding airflow size parameter would then be 0.00124 sec "1 at a lift-
off thrust loading of 0.275 (or 0.00113 sec -1 at a thrust loading of 0.25). As will be seen in
the next figure, these airflow size parameter values are low enough to provide near minimum
TOGW for VSCF's.
The evaluation of VSCE-501 and -502 is shown as a function of the engine airflow size
parameter in Figure 3.1,33. The engine size required for FAR 36 sideline jet noise, applying
the coannular benefit, is indicated. At this engine airflt_w size, the TOGW is essentially at
the minimum value for both engines. The results show that the VSCE-502 is significantly
better than the VSCE-501 for both the nominal (all supersonic), and mixed missions. The
left side of these curves are relatively flat, indicating that a moderate increase in the airflow
parameter does not result in a large TOGW penalty. This characteristic is very important if
jet noise levels less than FAR 36 are required or if the full statically measured coannular
noise benefit cannot be achieved in flight. The results for the mixed mission show that the
VSCE's are well balanced in their subsonic and supersonic cruise efficiencies in the NASA
Reference Airplane Configuration, with the mixed mission being only slightly more critical
than the all supersonic mission.
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Figure3.1-34presentsafuel consumptioncomparison,expressedin relativeTOGWdecrease
vs.distancefor theall supersonicmission.Thiscurveprovidesanindicationof the fuel
burnedduringeachlegof themission.Sinceaccelerationcharacteristicsof theseengines
differ, climbfuelalonedoesnot provideagoodindicationof theengine'sclimbcharac-
teristics.Startingat zerodistance,bothairplanesareat theirmaximumTOGW.Thefirst
segmentis thesubsonicclimbto Mn0.9. BoththeVSCE-501and-502areessentiallyequal.
Duringthesecondleg,theaccelerationto supersonicruisespeed,theaveragefuel con-
sumptionis lower for the-502,asindicatedby theshallowerslopein that segment.Up to
thestartof supersonicruise,theVSCE-502hasconsumedlessfuel thanthe501. During
thesupersonicruise,theVSCE-502againhasaloweraveragefuel consumption(better
rangefactor)thanthe 501,asindicatedby theshallowerslope.By theendof descent,the
VSCE-502hasconsumedsignificantlylessfuel thanthe501,andthisdifferenceis pre-
servedwhenthereservefuel is included.Sincetherelativeengineweightsareaboutthe
samein thiscase,thehigherzerofuelweight(ZFW)for theVSCE-502translatesinto more
payloador lowerTOGWasshownin Figure3.1-33.Theeconomicevaluationfor the
2500nm(4630km) averagemissionisshownin Figure3.1-35.TheVSCE-502shows
significantadvantagesovertheVSCE-501in bothROIandDOC.
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Figure 3.I-34 VSCE-501 and-502 Fuel Consumption Comparison
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Figure 3.1-35 Economic Comparison of VSCE-501 and-502
Low Bypass Engines (LBE-405)
The screening studies of Low Bypass Engines (LBE) indicated that the non-augmented
0.1 BPR LBE-405 provided the lowest TOGW. Since the LBE's have a relatively high
weight/airflow characteristic, they are competitive only when they can be matched to
minimum airflow levels which require high levels of jet-noise suppression. The engine
sizing factors are shown in Figure 3.1-36. These curves are analogous to those used for the
VSCE's except that relative jet velocity is used for the abscissa rather than specific thrust.
This is preferred because jet-noise suppressor characteristics are more easily related to jet
velocity and because the jet-noise level is independent of suppressor thrust losses for a given
jet velocity. The relative jet velocity and the corresponding exhaust gas temperature are for
the mixed core-and-bypass flow. With the multi-tube suppressor characteristics shown in
Figure 3.1-7, jet-noise levels can meet FAR 36 with a relative jet velocity of 2400 ft/sec
(730 m/sec) which corresponds to about 2700 ft/sec (820 m/see) absolute jet velocity.
At this condition, 14.2 EPNdB of suppression is required to meet FAR 36. The correspond-
ing airflow size parameter is 0.001045 sec "1 at a thrust loading of 0.275 and includes an
11.5% suppressor thrust loss. If the suppressor can only achieve 10 EPNdB of suppression
with the same thrust loss, the engine would have to operate at a take-off power setting
equivalent to a relative jet velocity of 2100 ft/sec (640 m/sec). The corresponding airflow
size parameter would then be 0.0012, which would translate into a significant TOGW
penalty.
Figure 3.1-37 shows the impact of suppressor thrust losses on the required airflow size
parameter. The multi-tube suppressor assumed an 11.5 percent loss in gross thrust at 200
knots (370 km/hr) at 2400 ft/sec (730 m/see) relative jet velocity. This corresponds to a
specific thrust of 66 lb/lb/sec (650 N/kg/sec). If the suppressor gross thrust loss could be
reduced to 6 percent and the engine operated at 2400 ft/sec (730 m/see) (FAR 36), the
specific thrust would increase to 70.6 lb/Ib/sec (690 N/kg/sec) and the airflow size para-
meter would be reduced to 0.00097. The suppression level required, however, would be the
same (i.e., 14.2 EPNdB).
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The TOGW evaluation of the LBE-405 is shown as a function of the airflow size parameter
in Figure 3.1-38. The solid line is for an unsuppressed LBE-405. The dashed curve includes
the weight of the suppressor plus an estimated 1 percent penalty in nozzle Cv at all flight
conditions because of the effect the stowed, multi-tube suppressor has on the nozzle design.
The dash-dot curve includes the suppressor weight penalty but assumes no loss in nozzle
performance. Without a suppressor, the engine size required for LBE-405 jet noise to meet
FAR 36 is unacceptably large. With the assumed multi-tube suppressor, the TOGW is com-
petitive with the VSCE-502 for the all supersonic mission. The LBE-405, however, is not
as competitive for the mixed mission. Note the steepness of the LBE-405 TOGW curve with
increasing airflow size. This indicates the LBE's sensitivity to good suppressor performance.
The dashed curve, which includes a nozzle penalty for the suppressor, represents the base-
line LBE-405 performance.
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Figure 3.1-38 LBE-405 Take-Off Gross Weight Evaluation
The impact of the jet suppressor on the TOGW vs. noise relationship for LBE-405 is shown
in Figure 3.1-39. The dashed line (1) represents the TOGW vs. noise relationship without a
suppressor. Line (2) includes the weight and performance losses associated with the suppres-
sor, but does not include the suppressor noise reduction. The noise increase is due to the
higher power setting required to regain the thrust loss from the suppressor. Line (3) is
similar to line (2) except it includes the suppressor noise reduction. It can be seen that the
net suppressor benefit is only about half of that expected without the weight penalty and
performance loss.
Figure 3.1-40 presents the relative fuel consumption with distance for the LBE-405 and the
VSCE-502 on the all supersonic design mission. The LBE-405 accelerates at a higher average
rate than the VSCE-502 during the subsonic climb, and at about the same average rate dur-
ing the supersonic climb. The VSCE-502 is not operated at its maximum augmentation level
during climb, but at a level optimized for best range. The LBE-405 reaches its begin-cruise
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altitudewhilethe VSCE-502 is still climbing. This results in the LBE-405 having consumed
less fuel at the same distance as the VSCE-502 at begin cruise. If the supersonic climb drag
is higher than predicted, however, the performance of the LBE-405 will be degraded more
than the VSCE-502 which has the flexibility of increasing its augmentation level. The
LBE-405 has a better cruise range factor than the VSCE-502, which, coupled with the
initial climb advantage, translates into an advantage in fuel consumed at the end of descent.
However, the higher reserve fuel weight required for the LBE-405 and its higher engine
weight off-set this advantage.
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Figure 3.1-39 Effect of Suppressor on LBE-405 TOG W vs. Noise
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Theeconomicevaluationof thesuppressedLBE-405for the 2500nm (4630km) average
missionisshownin Figure3.1-41.TheLBEisnot asattractiveastheVSCE-502oneither
anROIor DOCbasisbecausethesubsoniclegin theaveragemissionsignificantlydegrades
thefuel consumptionperformanceof theLBE-405.
Valved Variable-Cycle Engines
Figure 3.1-42 shows the TOGW vs. airflow size parameter results for the valved VCE's com-
pared to the VSCE-502. The dual-valve VCE-201B resulted in the lowest TOGW of all of
the dual-valve engines evaluated. The higher TOGW of the dual-valve VCE-201A resulted
from its lower supersonic flow capacity relative to the VCE-201B. Another dual-valve
engine, the VCE-302B (not shown in Figure 3.1-42), had insufficient climb thrust for
reasonable engine sizes and, as a result, it could not achieve the design range of 4000 nm
(7400 km) with a reasonable TOGW. The VCE-107M, a single-front-valve engine, resulted
in a lower TOGW than the dual-valve engines but was still not competitive with the
VSCE-502.
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Figure 3.1-41 Economic Comparison of LBE-405 and VSCE-502
The reason that the valved VCE's are not competitive is that at the operating cruise power
setting the TSFC's are only slightly lower than that of VSCE-502 and the weights are
significantly higher. For the comparison shown in Figure 3.1-42, the engines are sized for
jet noise levels that meet FAR 36 assuming that all of these valved engines can take advan-
tage of the coannular noise benefit.
Although this initial study did not result in a competitive VCE concept, the study did reveal
areas of deficiencies and suggested possible improvements. As a result, refined versions of
the valved engines were defined. One of these was studied late in the Phase II effort and
showed significant improvement relative to the data-pack valved engine concepts. This
rear-valve concept is discussed in Section 3.2.
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Figure 3.1-42 Valved-VCE and VSCE Comparison
Data-Pack Engine Summary Comparisons
Figure 3.1-43 presents a TOGW versus noise summary comparison of the data-pack engines
for the all supersonic mission. This comparison shows the unsuppressed VSCE-502 with
coannular noise benefits to be the best of the data-pack engines. It provides the lowest
TOGW at FAR 36 jet noise levels and exhibits minimum penalty in TOGW as the jet-noise
level is reduced. The coannular noise benefit has the potential for substantial reductions in
noise relative to the SAE prediction. The LBE-405 with the assumed multi-tube suppressor
is competitive with the VSCE-502 at FAR 36, but its TOGW increases rapidly as the noise
level is reduced. The LBE-405 without this very effective suppressor is not competitive.
The dual-valve and single-front-valve VCE's have significantly higher TOGW's than the
VSCE-502 even when credited for the same coannular noise benefit.
An ROI comparison of these engines is shown in Figure 3.1-44. These airplanes were sized
for the all supersonic design mission, but the economics were evaluated on the 2500 nm
(4630 kin) average mission. The engine comparison on this economic basis gives essentially
the same results as the TOGW comparison.
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3.1.5.2 Boeing System Evaluation of Data Pack Engines
Pod Geometry and Drag Data
Pod geometries were developed for selected data-pack engine definitions. Figure 3.1-45
shows a typical pod geometry definition for the VSCE-502 from which area distributions
and pod drags were calculated. Figures 3.1-46 and -47 show the pod cross-sectional area
versus length and the pod drag versus Mach number for four of the engines subjected to air-
plane performance analysis. One of these engines is a representative P&WA engine from the
Phase I study, the D/H TF C-D (Duct-Heating Turbofan having a 2.1 BPR). It was included
as a reference to measure improvements of VCE concepts. The drag data for the VCE-107M
(Figure 3.1-46) is quite optimistic, since no allowance was made for the engine accessories
envelope. The geometry of the engine is such that the accessories package would create
prohibitive drags. In order to determine if the cycle was otherwise competitive, the pod was
defined without consideration for accessories.
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Figure 3.1-45 VSCE-502 Engine Pod
Pod Weight Data
Baseline propulsion pod weight data is shown in Table 3.1-X. Figure 3.1-48 indicates the
pod weight trend versus engine size. A 20% reduction in engine size provides a pod weight
reduction in the order of 9000 Ib (4080 kg) for the entire airplane. These data reflect pod
wei_jat differences only; vertical tail size, gear lengths, wing flutter, material, balance, etc.
have not been included. For a given configuration, the inclusion of these effects would
accentuate the gains shown in Figure 3.1-48.
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TABLE 3.1-X
POD WEIGHT DATA _ lb (kg)
BASE AIRFLOW 900 PPS (408 kg/sec) @ SLS (HIGH BYPASS MODE FOR VALVED VCE'S)
VCE_01A VCE-302A VCE_02B
Engine 16600 (7530) 16200 (7350) 17400 (7890)
Inlet 3380 (1530) 3430 (1560) 3430 (1560)
Cowl 1750 ( 790) 1740 ( 790) 1740 ( 790)
Supt 1130 (510) Ill0 (500) 1170 (530)
Total/Pod 22860 (10370) 22480 (10200) 23740 (10770)
/Airplane 91440 (41480) 89920 (40790) 94960 (43070)
VSCE-502
(Suppressor
D/HTF C-D VSCE-502 In Bypass Stream) VCE-107M
Engine 12260 (5560) 12750 (5780) 13700 (6210) 15850 (7190)
Inlet 3760 (1700) 3460 (1570) 3460 (1570) 3530 (1600)
Cowl 1220 (550) 860 (390) 840 (380) 1410 (640)
Supt 830 (380) 890 (400) 940 (430) 1080 (490)
Total/Pod 18070 (8190) 17960 (8150) 18940 (8590) 21870 (9920)
/Airplane 72280 (32785) 71840 (32590) 75760 (34360) 87480 (39680)
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Comparative Airplane Performance
The results of the Boeing performance evaluation of the various data-pack engines for the
baseline airplane configuration are presented in this section. Table 3.1-XI contains a
summary of climb match data, range increments and mission fuel buildups for 900 lb/sec
(408 kg/sec) size engines. The effect of engine size, subsonic legs, and reduced noise on
airplane range are also presented.
A comparison of the installed performauce of the VSCE-502 with the Phase I engine, the
D/H TF C-D, is included in Table 3.1-XI, and the effect of engine size is shown in
Figure 3.1-49. Two range values are given in Figure 3.1-49 for the VSCE-502 at an engine
size of 900 lb/sec (408 kg/sec). The lower value uses the same propulsion pod weight and
drag levels as the C-D cycle and thus reflects the significant improvements in thermo-
dynamics. The second value includes the correct weight and drag level for the VSCE-502.
The reduced propulsion pod drag provides an additional benefit of 43 nautical miles (80 km)
plus the reduction in propulsion weight of 110 pounds (50 kg) per pod, which is equivalent
to 8 nautical miles (14.8 kin), and leads to a total improvement of 346 nautical miles
(640 km) for the 900 lb/sec (408 kg/sec) engine size over the D/H TF C-D. Most of this
range improvement is due to better cruise TSFC, (1.498 lb/hr/lb (0.153 kg/hr/N), compared
to 1.604 (0.164) for the D/HTF C-D. The effect of en_gine size for the VSCE-502 shown
in Figure 3.1-49 indicates an engine size between 800 and 850 lb/sec (360 and 380 kg/sec)
would be optimum and would increase the range improvement to 370 nautical miles
(685 km).
The range and thrust margin characteristics of the dual-valve engines are shown in
Figure 3.1-50. The initial data-pack definition of the nonaugmented VCE-302B (identified
as Base in Figure 3.1-50) was found to be deficient in climb thrust. This deficiency, plus
its excessive weight resulted in poor range capability, -300 nautical miles (560 km), relative
to the D/H TF C-D. Discussions with P&WA of possible improvements led to the following
revisions to this engine:
Revisions
Hotter CET for supersonic climb (Mn 1.3 to 1.9)
Hotter CET for transonic climb (Mn 1.1)
A weight reduction of 2000 pounds (910 kg)
per engine based on a reconfigured valve arrangement
These revisions were evaluated for effects on range and, as indicated in Figure 3.1-50,
increased the VCE-302B range by approximately 300 N.Mi (560 km). However, even with
these revisions, the dual-valve engine has range capability that is no better than the Phase I
D/H TF C-D. The augmented version of the dual-valve engine VCE-201B, was judged to be
no better, as shown in Figure 3.1-50.
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MTW = 750,000 lb Phase I
PL = 57057 lb (273 Pass) Duct-
STD + 8°C Day Heating
Mcruise = 2.32 Turbofan
Baseline Airplane DHTFC-D
Total Mission Range
Increment, nmi 0
Engine Plus Pod Weight, lb 18070
OEW, lb 344200
Taxi & Takeoff Fuel, lb 7107
Subsonic Climb Fuel, lb 24286
Distance, nmi 115
Supersonic Climb Fuel, lb 62106
Distance, nmi 309
Cruise @ W = 550k lb L/D 7.955
TSFC lb/hr]lb 1.60
Descent Plus ILS Fuel, lb 4489
Distance, nmi 176
Reserves Fuel, lb 49371
RF M = 0.9[RF M = 2.32 1.09
T-D
Mach Number- D P.S.
M = 0.9 0.245 2
1.1 0.477 1
1.6 0.633 1
2.32 0.128 1
TABLE 3.1-XI
RANGE INCREMENTS AND MISSION FUEL BUILD-UPS
WaSLS = 900 LB/SEC
VSCE
VSCE-502 VCE-201B
+346 -61
17960 22860
343760 +8 363360 :316
6446 +7 6136 +11
19216 27825
+14 -34
73 121
52729 72566
+43 -61
249 372
8.19 8.18
+258 +325
1.50 1.455
4366 4459
+8 +11
182 186
48882 +8 49190 +3
1.03 0.95
Dual-Valve VCE's
VCE-302B VCE-302BIM
Single
Front-Valve
VCE-107M
0.685 14 0.531 63 0.982 20 0.982 20 0.410 64
0.466 12 0.511 61 0.061 20 0.215 20 0.573 11
0.559 12 0.333 12 0.089 20 0.237 20 0.482 12
0.581 12 0.444 12 0.325 20 0.270 20 0.560 12
T-D T-D T.D T.D. T.D.
D P.S. D P.S. D P.S. D P.S. D P.S.
--435 -18 +48
23740 21740 21870
366880 -374 358880 -242 359400 -250
5864 +14 5788 +15 6446 +7
23802 23806 22922
-36 -36 -13
74 74 87
136140 93602 60876
-430 -143 -21
798 547 275
8.04 8.045 8.14
+311 +314 +302
1.445 1.445 1.47
5336 5503 4445
-2 -8 +8
188 185 183
44361 +82 44379 +82 48431 +15
1.03 1.03 0.97
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Figure 3.1-49 Effect of Engine Size on Range and Thrust Margin for VSCE Cycles
Figure 3.1-50 also shows the performance characteristics of the single-valve VCE-107M. At
900 lb/sec (408 kg/sec) size, it has only 48 nautical miles (89 km) more range than the
D/H TF C-D, even with the optimistic pod geometry that excluded dimensional effects of
accessories. The improvement of 302 naj_tical miles (560 km) in cruise performance for
this front-valve engine is negated by the increase in propulsion pod weight, 3800 lb
(1720 kg), per pod with a corresponding 250 nautical mile (460 km) decrease. As shown
in Figure 3.1-50, the VSCE-502 was identified as the best data-pack engine evaluated in these
parametric integration studies.
The performance evaluations of these valved VCE concepts for the Boeing baseline airplane
configuration led to the conclusion that the single front-valve and the dual-valve concepts
were not competitive because of excessive weight, poor climb performaflce, and relatively
high propulsion pod drag.
At this point in these integration studies, it was decided to concentrate on a new valved
engine concept, the single rear-valve VCE, that was designed to overcome these problems.
This new concept evolved from these initial parametric studies and is described in the next
section, along with an improved version of the VSCE-502 concept.
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TABLE3-1-XI
RANGEINCREMENTSANDMISSIONFUELBUILD-UPS(SIUNITS)
WAsLs = 408kg/sec
MTW = 340193 kg
PL = 25880 kg (273 Pass.)
STD + 8°C Day
Mcruise = 2.32
Baseline Airplane
Total Mission Range
Increment, km
Engine Plus Pod Weight, kg
OEW, kg
Taxi & Take-off Fuel, kg
Subsonic Climb Fuel, kg
Distance, km
Supersonic Climb Fuel, kg
Distance, km
Cruise @ W = 249475 kg L/D
TSFC kg/hr/N
Descent Plus ILS Fuel, kg
Distance, km
Reserves Fuel, kg
Phase I _ Duff-Valve VCE's
DHTFC-D VSCE-502 VCE-201B VCE-302B
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Figure 3.1-50 Effect of Engine Size on Range and Thrust Margin for Selected Data-Pack
Engines
3.2 REFINED STUDIES
3.2.1 Refined Engine Studies
The selection of engines for refined studies was based on the screening evaluation conducted
by P&WA and Boeing as well as by the other NASA SCAR airframe contractors. These
refined studies consisted of further parametric cycle and installed evaluations of three
engines selected from the initial Task VII and XIII parametric studies described in Section 3.1.
One engine selected for refinement was the VSCE-502 concept which showed significant sys-
tem improvements compared to the best engines evaluated in the Phase I studies.
The second engine was the single rear-valve VCE concept. It was defined late in the Phase II
study and evolved from the VSCE-502 concept and the dual-valve VCE concepts. It was
selected because it had the potential for significant improvements relative to earlier valved
engine concepts.
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A third engine,thesinglefront-valveVCEconceptwasalsochosenfor theserefinement
studies.ThePhaseII parametricstudyof singlefront-valveengineconcepts(Section3.1.3)
identifiedoneengine,theVCE-107M,ashavingcruiseperformanceandinlet flow matching
characteristicsthatwereconsiderablybetterthanthePhaseI front-valveengineconcepts.
Althoughtheparametricintegrationstudiesof theVCE-107M(Section3.1.5)indicatedit
wasnot asattractiveastheVSCEconcept,it wasfelt thatwith refinement,theweightof
thisenginecouldbereduced,makingit moreattractiveonanoverallsystembasis.
3.2.1.1 Variable Stream Control Engine (VSCE)
The results from the parametric integration studies and the preliminary design studies led to
a refined version of the VSCE concept, designated the VSCE-502B. In arriving at the
VSCE-502B cycle, several component and cycle refinements were evaluated:
• The impact of increased supersonic cruise airflow,
The sensitivity of engine performance to various amounts of variable fan
geometry,
• The impact of variable turbine geometry on performance and inlet matching,
• The effect of component and cycle refinements.
These parametric cycle and integration studies of the VSCE concept led to the following
refinements relative to the initial VSCE-502 data-pack engine.
An increase in cycle pressure ratio to 20: 1, which results in a maximum
compressor exit temperature of 1300°F (700°C) at the Mn 2.4 cruise condition.
This high cooling air temperature level will require advanced, high creep-strength
disk materials for the back end of the high-pressure compressor as well as the
high-pressure turbine.
Increased fan rotor-stator axial spacing for improved aft radiated fan noise charac-
teristics and a near-sonic inlet for controlling forward propagating fan noise.
An increase in supersonic cruise inlet and engine airflow. This required an increase
in inlet capture area with an attendant weight penalty.
An increase in the maximum primary combustor temperature to 2800°F
(1530°C) with a corresponding increase in turbine cooling airflow. In addition,
the primary burner design was updated to reflect one of the experimental
configurations being evaluated in the NASA/P&WA Experimental Clean Com-
bustor Program (NAS3-16829). The configuration chosen was the swirl Vorbix
design (Vorbix = Vortex burning and mixing).
A refined duct-burner definition, for consistency with the low-emissions high-
efficiency piloted Vorbix concept. This improved duct-burner resulted in
improved supersonic cruise performance.
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An advancedtechnologybranchdiffuser concept for the duct-burner. This pro-
vides additional diffusion required for the high-efficiency duct-burner concept
without an engine length penalty.
Study of variable turbine geometry in the VSCE-502B engine did not provide
significant improvement. At this point, it appears that any advantage that variable
turbine geometry may offer can be accomplished by a change in engine cycle,
thereby avoiding the complexity and attending penalties of variable turbines.
Table 3.2-I and Figure 3.2-1 illustrate how these cycle or component improvements affected
the performance of the VSCE-502 engine. As shown, a 5.2% improvement in augmented
TSFC has resulted from these refinements. This 5.2% improvement in TSFC is accom-
plished by a combination of refinements that include better supersonic airflow matching as
well as improved duct-burner efficiency. Table 3.2-I shows that the increase in supersonic
cruise airflow alone resulted in a 2.1% improvement in cruise performance.
ALTITUDE= 53,00OFT(16,150m) MACHNO= 2.32 STD+ 8°C
WAX2TAKEOFF= 900LB/SEC INSTALLED
1.8
VSCE-501
a Nenuuimunted cruise JVSCE-502
--_ i.6
1.5
..,e
1.4 _
13 ,; 1; 2'o ,'o
~ 1000 Ibs
I I
~ 1000 kg
Net thrust
Figure 3. 2-1 Estimated Supersonic Cruise Performance for VSCE Cycles
The TOGW improvements for the VSCE-502B are shown as a function of the airflow size
parameter in Figure 3.2-2. The jet-noise characteristics of the VSCE-502B are the same as
the original VSCE-502; therefore, the engine sizing discussion in Section 3.1.5 and the data
of Figure 3.1-32 apply to the VSCE-502B as well. The VSCE-502B supersonic TSFC has im-
proved significantly (5.2%) relative to the 502, which had improved by some 6.3% over the
VSCE-501. The total improvement to TOGW for the 502B relative to the VSCE-501 is 13%.
The TOGW comparison of these engines on the mixed mission is essentially the same as for
the all supersonic mission.
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TABLE 3.2-I
VSCE-502 CYCLE AND COMPONENT REFINEMENTS
Cycle Cruise
characteristics performance changes
ATSFC% ATSFC%
Sea level subsonic supersonic
static takeoff VSCE-502 VSCE-502B cruise cruise
Corrected airflow
WAX2 ~ Ib/sec .......... 900 ............. 0 ..... 0
(kg/sec) (408)
Bypass ratio ............... 1.3 ............. 0 ...... 0
Fan pressureratio ........... 3.3 .............. 0 ....... 0
Cycle pressureratio .......... 15:1..... 20:1...... -3.6 .... _+1.0
Combustor temp
Hot day takeoff_°F ........ 2300
(*C) 112601
Hot day max climb_*F ........ 2600 .... 2800 ..... *2.0 .... -1.3
(*C) (1430) (1540)
Augmenter EFFICIENCY
(Chemical) ............ 90(97)__ _94.5(99.5) .... +0.2 ..... -1.3
Supersoniccruise airflow
% of takeoff ............ 68.5 ..... 74.5....... 0 ..... -2.1
Other components......................... -2.0 ..... -1.5
Engine * no. 33/rev
weight _lbs ........... _12,750 .... 13,400 ...... 0 ....... 0
(kg) (57801 (9080)
Total fuel consumptionimprovement = -3.4 % -5.2%
MACHNO. = 2.32 STD + 8°C UNSUPPRESSEDENGINES
*Based on coannular model test data and FN/TOGW = 0.275
Nominal mission
375 - 830r
_; V$_7ooi •
350 - _t_.,_ _
_:_ °730:
325 _
300 680 -_
630 I J I , [
1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4
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68O
63O I
1.0
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Airflow/TOGW~ lO .3 sec "!
Figure 3. 2-2 VSCE Take-Off Gross Weight Evaluation
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TheTOGWimprovementfrom theVSCE-501to the-502Bisattributedprimarilyto the
supersonicruiseTSFCimprovementshownin Figure3.2-1. Figure3.2-3showsthe fuel
burnedvs.distancecomparisonfor theVSCE-502and-502B.TheVSCE-502Bhasaslightly
higheraveragesupersoniclimbratethanthe-502andreachescruisealtitudein lessdistance.
This,combinedwith thebettersupersonicruiserangefactor,resultsin theVSCE-502B's
betteroverallperformance°
3.2.1.2 Single-Rear-Value Variable Cycle Engine (VCE) Refinement Studies
The results of the initial parametric integration studies (Section 3.1.5) indicated that a com-
petitive VCE concept must have the following characteristics:
• Turbojet performance at supersonic cruise
• Turbofan performance at subsonic cruise
• Good transonic thrust
• Turbofan weight characteristic
Good supersonic climb and cruise inlet airflow match without compromises to
inlet/engine/nozzle dimensions, complexity and weight.
RELATIVE
TOGW
ALLSUPERSONICMISSION
1.00
0.80
0.6
0.4
M = 2.32 (STD+ 8"C1
1-SUBSONIC LIMB
2-SUPERSONICLIMB
3-SUPERSONICRUISE
1_ 4-DESCENT
2 _ 5~RESERVES
6-POD WEIGHT
3 _ /VSCE 502B
6 10bo 20'00 30'00 40bo
~ N.Mi.
t I i I
0 2500 5000 7500
DISTANCEFROMTAKEOFF-km
Figure 3. 2-3 VSCE-502 and -502B Fuel Consumption Comparison
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Dueto both installationandperformancecompromises,thesingle-forward-valveanddual-
valve VCE's evaluated in the initial parametric study did not meet the above criteria and
consequently were not competitive with the VSCE. However a new valved engine design,
the single-rear-valve VCE concept, shown schematically in Figure 3.2-4, generally meets
these criteria and has the potential for significant improvements over the other valved
engine configurations.
"Twin turbojet modW'
Supersonic operation
Valve in inverte d position
Duct burner on / _ . _ L...... _:=..-
_ / ._- _ .7"--4_--_-'-__---------_---
Valve in mix position
Subsonic cruise operation
"Turbofan mode"
Figure 3. 2-4 Single Rear Valve Variable Cycle Engine
The single-rear-valve VCE is a twin-spool configuration consisting of a multi-stage fan, high-
pressure compressor, primary burner, high-pressure turbine, low-pressure turbine, duct-
burner, flow inverter/mixer valve, an additional low-pressure turbine assembly located
behind the valve, and a two stream nozzle. The nozzle has a fixed inner stream throat area,
a variable outer stream throat area, and a free-floating nozzle exit area. Shown in the
schematic are the two modes of operation for this VCE: the twin turbojet mode, which is
achieved by using the valve to invert the two streams with the duct-burner turned on; and
the turbofan mode, with the duct-burner turned off and the valve mixing the two streams
prior to entering the rear low-pressure turbine.
This single rear-valve VCE concept has the following features:
Twin turbojet cycle at supersonic cruise. This capability previously existed only
in the heavier dual-valve VCE's.
Total engine airflow is not affected by the valve position as was a problem with
front-valve and dual-valve VCE's. Climb airflow and thrust are therefore not
reduced when the engine is switched to the twin turbojet supersonic mode of
operation.
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At take-off,thecorestreamcanbe throttled for intermediatejet velocitiesby
operatingin the low temperature(1900°F(1030°C)max. duct-burnertempera-
ture)twin turbojetmode. In addition,theprimaryburnercanbecontrolledto
achievetheproperjet noisebalancebetweenthetwo coannularstreams.Theduct-
burnertemperatureis limitedto 1900°F(1030°C)in orderto minimizethecool-
ingrequirementsfor theflow inverter/mixervalveandtheadditionalrearturbine.
Therear-valveVCEconceptmaybecapableof beingadaptedto benefitfrom the
potentialnoisereductionassociatedwith invertedvelocityprofilesfor coannular
nozzles.
At subsoniconditions,in theturbofanmode,thehighfanpressure ratio is
effectively reduced by expansion through the rear turbine. This produces a
lower fan pressure ratio cycle similar to the VSCE-502B which is more optimum
for subsonic cruise operation.
Locating the duct-burner ahead of the valve decreases engine length and improves
the flow profile into the duct-burner relative to the dual-valve VCE's. This
location does, however, require additional bleed air from the fan to cool the
valve surfaces.
The high BPR reduces the gas generator weight and helps to off-set the weight of
the valve and additional turbine. This results in a total engine weight comparable
to the VSCE concept.
The duct-burner thrust efficiency is not penalized due to a parabolic temperature
profile, because of the estimated attenuation of this profile through the rear turbine.
A preliminary assessment of the single-rear-valve VCE concept showed that it has good sub-
sonic and supersonic cruise performance characteristics. Furthermore it is lighter than the
previously studied Valved engines. Based on these early encouraging results a limited para-
metric study was conducted.
The parametric study conducted concentrated on the effects of fan pressure ratio and duct-
burner temperature variations. Table 3.2-II shows a summary of the parametric cycle
characteristics. Comparisons of both subsonic and supersonic cruise performance levels indi-
cated relatively small differences between the four engines. To facilitate the screening of
these four engines, P&WA screened each cycle for the all supersonic mission only. Fig-
ure 3.2-5 shows that in terms of relative airplane TOGW, there exists only small differences
in overall airplane performance. The VCE-112 and -113 have only slightly lower TOGW
than the other two cycles. Since each of the VCE's studied could benefit from a higher
second burner temperature, 1900 ° F (1030 ° C), this benefit was applied to the VCE- 112
engine. Also, re-evaluation of the engine weight estimates indicated that there was a
potential improvement to the VCE- 112 weight when compared to the other engines. The
TOGW reduction possible due to the reduction in engine weight and the increase in 2nd
burner temperature is indicated in Figure 3.2-5.
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TABLE 3.2-II
SINGLE REAR-VALVE PARAMETRIC STUDY ENGINE SUMMARY
Engine identification
Mission Mach no
Airflow schedule_
Cycle characteristics SLS takeoff
Fan pressure ratio 4.8 ....
Bypass ratio .... 2.5
Cycle pressure ratio 25:1
Combustor temperature, max
Primary burner "--°F 2800
(*C) (1540)
Duct burner ~*F 1700
(*C) (930)
VCE-110 VCE-111 VCE-112 VCE-113
2.4 -
1900
(1040)
__Boeing Mach 2.4 inlet
5.3 .... 5.8 .... 4.8
Total corrected airflow ~lb/sec .... 900
(kg/sec) (408)
Parametric engine weights and dimensions
Bare engine weight (Ibs) ............. base .... +200 .... +400 ....
Engine + N/R (Ibs) base___ +250 ___+450 ....
ALL SUPERSONICMISSION WAT2/TOGW= 0.0012
[] Potential engine weight improvement
[] 2nd burner CETincrease to VCE-113 level
Relative
TOGW
1.00 -
0.99 -
0.98 -
0.97
-110B -111 -112 -113
VCE engines
Figure 3.2-5 Single Rear Valve VCE Cycle Comparison
Both the P&WA and Boeing preliminary evaluations of the single-rear-valve VCE's indicated
the VCE-112 cycle should receive further study. A data pack was therefore generated for
the VCE-112B and released to NASA and associated SCAR airframe contractors. A com-
parision of this engine and the VSCE concept is presented in a following section.
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3.2.1.3 Single Front-Valve VCE
During the parametric system and integration studies of the single front-valve VCE concept,
two characteristics of this type of engine were identified as requiring further study. These
were:
During climb, the reduction in total engine airflow after the switch from the
high to low bypass mode resulted in significant increases in inlet drag due to
spillage effects. This compounded the effect of the reduced engine airflow on
available thrust.
When the valved engine was sized for the same take-off airflow as the VSCE (with
the valved engine in the high bypass mode), the best single front-valve concept
(VCE-107M) is approximately 25 percent heavier than the best VSCE concept
(VSCE-502).
The large shift in inlet airflow when going from the high to the low bypass mode is an
inherent characteristic of the single front-valve engine concept. By employing an auxiliary
inlet for the second fan, the supersonic inlet can be sized for the airflow required by the
first fan only. This reduces the inlet size and weight and improves the spillage or bypass
loss characteristics during transonic and supersonic climb. This was one of the refinements
evaluated for the front-valve concept. The other refinement involves a cycle change to
reduce the number of fan sta_ges and, in doing so, further lightens the engine. The
VCE-107M parametric cycle had two f_[n assemblies, each requiring three stages to achieve
a 2.5 FPR in the high bypass mode with acceptable surge margin. This conservative fan
design was a result of the low spool rotational speed limitation set by the low-pressure
turbine blade stress levels. By reducing the FPR from 2.5 to 2.0, the total number of fan
stages was reduced from six to four. This change was accomplished while holding the maxi-
mum blade stress in the low-pressure turbine constant. This blade stress was a critical
factor in this refinement study because even with advanced, high strength blade materials,
it was the limiting parameter that set the fan rotational speed. Other adjustments in the
other cycle characteristics were required to achieve acceptable take-off thrust and jet-noise
levels without using suppressors. Table 3.2-III shows the resulting refined engine cycle,
designated the VCE- 108. The maximum combustor exit temperature was increased to
2800°F (1530°C) for consistency with the other refined engines. This table shows that as
a result of the component and cycle changes incorporated in the VCE-108 cycle, a 10%
reduction in engine weight was achieved. However, this improvement'was accompanied by
a loss in both subsonic and supersonic TSFC. For reference, the VSCE-502 is also listed in
Table 3.2-III. Figures 3.2-6 and 3.2-7 compare the performance characteristics for subsonic
(high bypass mode) and supersonic (low bypass mode) cruise. As shown in Figure 3.2-7,
the supersonic TSFC (including inlet and nozzle drag) of all three engines is nearly equal
at the typical cruise power setting. For subsonic cruise, the VCE-108 has nearly 7% higher
TSFC compared to the VCE-107M.
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TABLE 3.2-III
SINGLE FRONT-VALVE VCE REFINEMENT SUMMARY
HIGHBYPASS MODE
Engine identification VCE- 107M VCE- 108
Cycle characteristics (S.L.S. takeoff)
Total corrected airflow 900
WAT2-- Ibs/sec (kg/sec) (408)
VSCE - 502
Bypass ratio 1.5 1.6 1.3
Fan pressure ratio - 1 2.5 2.0 3.3
Fan pressure ratio - 2 2.5 2.0 --
Cycle pressure ratio 15.1 =
Combustor exit temp.-*F 2600 2800 2600
Max climb (*C) (1430) (1540) (1430)
Engine weights
Bare engine - Ibs Base -1300 -2700
(kg) (-590) (-1220)
Engine plus nozzle/reverser ~ Ibs Base -1150 -3100
(kg) (-520) (-1410)
ALTITUDE = 36,089 FT.(11,000 m) MACHNO. = 0.9 STD ÷ 8°C
WAX2:TAKEOFF = 900 Ib/SEC (408 kg/SEC)
INSTALLED
1.15
0.115-
, _ VCE-108
1.10 __ (High BPRmode)
0.110- \
oo _ 1.05
_0.105- _ VCE-IO7M
_ "_ (High BPRmode)
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Figure 3. 2-6 Estimated Subsonic Cruise Performance
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Figure 3.2-7 Estimated Supersonic Cruise Performance
To access the trade between reduced engine weight and the poorer engine performance, a
system comparison of the VCE-108 cycle with the earlier VCE-107M and the VSCE-502
& -502B was made° This evaluation was optimistic for the VCE-108 in that it did not
include any weight or dimensional penalty for the auxiliary inlet required by the second
fan for the high bypass mode of operation. Figure 3.2-8 shows a comparison of the TOGW
achieved with the VCE-108 as a function of the engine airflow loading parameter (WAT 2 /
TOGW). As shown by the figure, for the nominal (all supersonic cruise mission), the
subsonic and supersonic cruise performance losses more than offset the 10% reduction in
engine weight. For the mixed mission where subsonic cruise performance weighs more
heavily, the VCE-108 fades even further because of its poorer subsonic TSFC.
Based on these system results, no further refinement of the single front-valve VCE was
conducted. The refined VCE-108 was not released as a data-pack engine.
3.2.1.4 Refined Engine Comparison
The advanced component technology study results, outlined in Section 3.1.2, were utilized
to define engine flowpaths for the refined VSCE-502B and the refined single-rear-valve
VCE-112B. The engine flowpaths shown in Figures 3.2-9 and 3.2-10 established the com-
ponent definitions and overall engine dimensions for engine weight estimates and for installa-
tion dimensions.
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Figure 3.2-9 Variable Stream Control Engine, VSCE-502B
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Figure 3.2-10 Single Rear Valve Variable Cycle Engine, VCE-112B
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Table 3.2-IV summarizes the engine cycles, weights and dimensions for two data-pack
parametric engines (LBE-405 & VSCE-502) and the ref'med engines VSCE-502B and VCE-
112B. As shown by the table, the Task VII data-pack engines were designed with a maximum
Mach number capability of 2.7. The refined engines (VSCE-502B and VCE-112B) have
higher cycle pressure ratios which limit their application to a maximum cruise Mach num-
ber of 2.4. In addition, the refined engines have higher maximum primary combustor
temperatures, 2800°F versus 2600°F (1530°C versus 1420°C).
TABLE 3.2-IV
REFINED ENGINE CYCLE AND INSTALLATION SUMMARY
Task VII Task XIII Ref'med Engines
Engine Identification LBE-405 VSCE-502 VSCE-502B VCE- 112B
Mission Math No. Max. 2.7 2.7 2.4 2.4
Cycle Characteristics
(S.L.S. Take-off)
Fan Pressure Ratio 4.1 3.3 3.3 5.8
Bypass Ratio 0.1 1.3 1.3 2.5
Cycle Pressure Ratio 17:1 15: I 20: l 25: l
Combustor Temp. Max.
Primary Burner ~°F) 2600 2600 2800 2800
(°C) (1430) (1430) (1540) (1540)
Duct Burner -_F 1900
(°C) (1040)
Total Corrected Airflow
(lb/sec) 900 900 900 900
(kg/sec) (408) (408) (408) (408)
Engine Weights and Dimensions
Bare Engine Weight _ lbs 13,000 9950 10,500 11,450
(kg) (5900) (4510) (4760) (5190)
Engine + N/R _ lbs 15,600 12,750 13,400 13,500
(kg) (7080) (5780) (6080) (6120)
Max. Diameter in. 85 89 88 82
(m) (2.16) (2.26) (2.24) (2.10)
Engine + N/R
Length _ in. 301 253 266 305
(m) (7.65) (6.43) (6.76) (7.75)
Engines weights shown in Table 3.2-IV include a variable primary stream nozzle for both
Task VII data-pack engines and for the VSCE-502B. The VCE-112B engine weight assumes a
fixed primary stream nozzle and a variable bypass stream nozzle. The VCE-112B requires
a very optimistic duct-burner diffuser length. This is a result of letting the primary gas
generator length set the overall engine length and not adding extra length required by a
more conventional diffuser. Another assumption which kept the VCE-I 12B length to a
minimum was that no increase in fan rotor-stator axial spacing was made. An increase was
allowed for in the VSCE-502B. It was felt that the VCE-112B engine would not require
the additional spacing since aft turbo-machinery noise would be dominant rather than fan
noise, due to the addition of the large rear turbine assembly.
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Figures3.2-11and3.2-12comparethesupersonicandsubsonicinstalledengineperformance
of thefourengineshownin Table3.2-IV. Theinstalledperformanceshownincludes:
• Inlet pressure recovery
• Aircraft bleed and housepower extraction
• Drags associated with inlet spillage, bypass, and boundary layer bleed
(based on the Boeing Mn2.4 axisymmetric inlet)
• Nozzle internal performance
• Nozzle boattail drag
The LBE-405 engine allows for a penalty in the internal nozzle performance because of
the difficulty in packaging the multi-tube suppressor together with a thrust reverser. It
should be noted that, as with the VSCE-502B engine, refinements to the LBE-405 engine
could improve subsonic and supersonic cruise performance. Because of the program schedu-
ling restrictions, these improvements could not be made. However they are not expected to
approach the levels realized in the VSCE engine.
ALTITUDE= 53,00OFT(16150 m) MACHNO = 2.32
0.18
0.17
,¢:__ 0.16
"_ 0.15
0.14
1.8
m
1.7_
,= 1.6
,= 1.5
1.4"
0.13 5
STD+ 8°C WAT2 rAKE-OFF
= 900 Ib/sec
INSTALLED (408 kg/sec)
V,_CE-5_ /
D Non-augmented cruise
(Suppressed)
I I I I I I I
10 15 20 25 30 35 40
~ 1000 Ibs
I I I I I
6 9 12 15 18
~ 1000 kg
Net thrust
Figure 3. 2-11 Estimated Supersonic Cruise Performance
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Figure 3. 2-12. Estimated Subsonic Cruise Perfot'mance
3.2.2 System Evaluation of Refined Engines
3.2.2.1 P&WA System Evaluation of Refined Engines
The TOGW versus noise relationships for the best of each type of engine is shown in
Figure 3.2-13. The results shown are for an all supersonic mission with engines sized for a
take-off thrust loading (FN/TOGW) of 0.275. The VSCE-502 and LBE-405 were included
to show improvement in the VSCE-502B and VCE-112B relative to these earlier data-pack
engines.
The VSCE-502B has the lowest TOGW for any noise level of interest. The VCE-112B is
slightly higher. This figure shows that compared to the earlier front and dual-value VCE's,
the single-rear-valve VCE-112B is by far the best of the valued cycles and in fact is the only
valved cycle studied to date that is competitive with the VSCE.
The family of curves shown as solid lines on Figure 3.2-13 represent engines with the
sideline jet noise level estimated using the SAE prediction method. The dashed curves
assume coannular nozzle noise benefit or, in the case of the LBE-405, assume an advanced
multi-tube suppressor. In either case, the VSCE-502B is the best engine. The front and
dual-valve VCE's are not competitive even with the coannular noise benefit. For the
mixed mission, the relationship between the VSCE-502B and VCE-112B remains essentially
unchanged, while the LBE-405 is significantly worse because of its poor subsonic TSFC.
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Figure 3.2-13 Summary Engine Comparison
A summary of some key airplane/engine system parameters is presented in Table 3.2-V.
The VSCE-502B and VCE-112B engines are sized for jet-noise levels that meet FAR36,
assuming the full coannular static test benefit, while the LBE-405 is sized for FAR36
assuming the multi-tube suppressor characteristics shown in Figure 3.1-7. The VSCE-502B
has the lowest TOGW and the lowest block fuel per passenge r mile of any of the'engines.
The supersonic cruise range factors (R.F.) are very close for all three engines while the sub-
sonic cruise range factor for the LBE-405 is significantly worse than the other engines.
3.2.2.2 Boeing Integration Evaluation of Refined Engines
One of the recommendations from the initial Boeing parametric integration evaluations of
the data-pack engines was to refine the cycles by examining higher airflow schedules;
improved duct-burner efficiency; front frame diameter of the VSCE, changes in bypass
ratio, fan pressure ratio and combustor exit temperature of the duct-burner; and configura-
tion improvements for the valved engine concepts. These refinements were accomplished
in an extension of the original contract and resulted in definition of refined cycles desig-
nated VSCE-502B and VCE-112B. The evaluation of these cycles, combined with improve-
ment in airframe drag characteristics associated with a blended wing airplane design, shows
nearly equal performance of the two cycles for a total range improvement of some 1000
N.MI (1850 km) over the baseline conventional engine from Phase I (D]H TF C-D).
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TABLE 3.2-V
SUMMARYOFKEY AIRPLANE/ENGINESYSTEMPARAMETERS,
ALL SUPERSONICMISSION,FAR36SIDELINENOISE
VSCE-502B VCE-112B LBE-405
Value A% Value A% Value A%
DesignMission
TOGW"_lb
(kg)
WAT2/TOGW --,sec -1
640,000 0 662,000 +3.4 710,000 +10.9
(290,300) (300,300) (322,000)
1.020 0 1.025 +0.5 1.045 +2.5
Supersonic Cruise
TSFC "lb/hr/lb
(kg/hr/N)
L/D
R.F. "_N.Mi
(kin)
Subsonic Cruise*
TSFC "_lb/hr/lb
(kg/hr/N)
L/D
R.F. "_N.Mi
(kin)
1.403 0 1.413 +0o7 1.401 -0. I
(0,143) (0.144) (0o142)
9.52 0 9,62 +1.0 9.64 +1.3
9315 0 9344 +0.3 9451 +1.4
(17250) (17300) (17500)
0.961 0 0.950 -1.1 1oi66 +21.3
14.25 0 14.17 -0.6 13.82 -3.0
7884 0 7932 +0.6 6304 -20
(14600) (14690) (11675)
Fuel/TOGW
Mission
Reserve
0.4517 0 0.4581 +1.4 0.4604 +1.9
0.3851 0 0.3896 +1.2 0.3811 -1.0
0.0666 0 0.0685 +2.8 0.0793 +19.1
Pod/TOGW
(Pod and Fuel)/TOGW
0.0848 0 0.0874 +3.1 0.1025 +20.9
0.5365 0 0.5455 +1.7 0.5629 +4.9
Average Mission
lb Fuel/Pass/N.Mi
(kg Fuel/Pass/km)
0.200 0 0.210 +5.0 0.237 +18.5
(0.049) (0.051) (0.058)
*Reserve cruise to alternate airport
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At theendof the parametric integration work described in Section 3.1, the VSCE-502 and
a preliminary version of the single rear-valve VCE had been defined, evaluated and identified
as the most promising concepts. The evaluations indicated the potential for additional
range improvement through refinement of cycle characteristics to optimize the engine/
airframe combination. It was also evident that further reductions in required thrust, and
thus engine size, could be achieved by identified modifications to the airplane to reduce
transonic and supersonic drag levels. The opportunity to combine the airplane improve-
ments and these engine cycle refinements was provided by a NASA Langley Contract
(NASI-13559), "Advanced Supersonic Configurations Studies Using Multi-Cycle Engines
for Civil Aircraft," and an extension to Task XIII of the NASA Lewis/Pratt & Whitney Air-
craft Contract (NAS3-16948), "Advanced Supersonic Technology Propulsion Study."
Under the Langley contract, the airframe was modified and the engines re-matched with a
resultant improvement in the transonic/supersonic operating L/D's of approximately 20%
(relative to the 1971 SST configuration). Under the NASA Lewis/P&WA Task XIII exten-
sion, cycle refinements in terms of bypass ratio, fan pressure ratio, combustor exit tempera-
ture, supersonic airflow and front frame geometry were optimized to match the blended
wing/body airframe. The refined VSCE-502B and VCE-112B cycles were integrated with
the airframe and the range performance characteristics were calculated.
Evaluation of Selected Variable Cycle Engines
The installed performance characteristics for the refined VCE-112B and the VSCE-502B
engines are shown in Figure 3.2-14. The data are shown for 900 pps (408 kg/sec) versions
of the engines. The installed performance includes the intake excess air drags and the
boattail drags effects at off-design operation.
The VSCE-502B climb performance is shown for a power setting (P.C. 12) which was found
to be near optimum for the earlier VCE-502 data-pack engine as installed in the non-blended
delta configuration. For the blended delta configuration, a slightly lower power setting
would be optimum.
A scaled nacelle drawing was prepared for each engine installation (Figures 3.2-15 and
3.2-16). The pods were integrated with the wing at both the inboard and outboard loca-
tions. These drawings were used for pod drag and weight estimates.
In the course of defining the VCE-112B installation, it was found that the nozzle exit area
was under-expanded, and that an excessive boattail angle would result. P&WA then pro-
vided a geometry and weight adjustment increment, +170 lb (77 kg), for the fully expanded
cruise nozzle, which is shown in the installation drawing and included in the weight.
Nacelle radius distributions for the VSCE-502B and VCE-112B evaluations are shown in
Figure 3.2-17 with installed drags shown on Figure 3.2-18. The pod Weight scaling data
is shown on Figure 3.2-19.
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Figure 3.2-19 Pod Weight Data for VSCE-502B and VCE-112B
Detailed mission performance analyses were conducted on the two propulsion systems in
order to assess the engine/airframe matching characteristics. The analysis was based on a
blended delta configuration. Engine size was parametrically varied to determine the airflow
for optimum range while achieving a minimum transonic climb thrust margin of 0.3, a time
to climb to cruise altitude no greater than 0.75 hours, and a ratio of subsonic to supersonic
cruise range factor equal to/or greater than one. The lift-off thrust required to meet the
Boeing take-off field length criterion of 12000 feet (3660 m) on a standard + 10°C davy, has
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beenestimatedto be44,500lb (19.9x 104N)perengine.Thislevelof thrustcouldbepro-
videdat allenginesizesconsidered.Theseanalysesdidnot addressthenoiseaspectsof engine/
airplanematchingin anydetail,dueto thelackof definitivenoisecharacteristicsdatafor dual-
streamengines.
Figure3.2-20showsthat theVCE-112Benginesizefor maximumrangeis approximately
650lb/sec(290kg/sec).At thisenginesizethetransonicthrustmarginis0.30which
meetstheobjective.Figure3.2-21showsthat theoptimumsubsonic/supersoniccruise
match(equalcruiserangefactors)occursat aVCE-112Benginesizeof 650lb/sec(290kg/sec),
but the+timeto climbis 0.25hoursmorethanthegoalof 0.75hours. Increasingtheengine
sizeto meetthetimeto climbobjective(airflow= 700lb/sec(310kg/sec))wouldresult
in a20-25n.mi. (37-46km) rangepenalty. In addition,thecruisematchworsensslightly
suchthat theairplanewouldsuffera0.8%reductionin rangeflyingsubsonically.Con-
versely,thetransonicthrustmarginwouldincreasefrom0.3 to 0.39.
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Figure 3. 2-21 Cruise Match and Time to Climb Comparison for VSCE-502B and VCE-
l12B
Maximum range for the VSCE-502B is obtained with a 700 lb/sec (310 kg/sec) airflow as
shown in Figure 3.2-20 and is 55 miles (100 km) less than the maximum range of the
VCE-112B. The transonic thrust margin at this engine size is 0.544, considerably larger
than the objective of 0.3. Figure 3.2-21 shows that at a VSCE-502B engine size of 700 lb/sec
(310 kg/sec) the subsonic cruise range factor is approximately 2.3% lower than the super-
sonic cruise range factor (the best match is at 625 lb/sec (280 kg/sec)). Time to climb
to cruise altitude for a 700 lb/sec (310 kg/se-c) engine size is 0.4 hours. Decreasing the
VSCE-502B engine size to 650 lb/sec (290 kg/sec) would reduce the range by less than 5
nautical miles (9 km) and improve the subsonic/supersonic cruise match by approximately
1.4% while the transonic thrust margin would decrease to 0.438 and time to climb would
increase to 0.46 hours. Since the transonic thrust margin and time to climb to cruise
altitude far exceed the objectives, an optimization of the climb power settings could lead
to an increase in range for the VSCE-502B.
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Theresultsof this study indicate that both of these refined engines, the VCE-112B and the
VSCE-502B, achieve satisfactory engine airframe matching characteristics at engine size of
700 (310) and 650 lb/sec (290 kg/sec), respectively, when applied to the blended delta
configuration.
3.2.3 Noise Estimates
Throughout the Phase II parametric cycle and integration studies summarized in Section 3.1,
jet noise was a basic consideration in comparing and evaluating candidate engines. For each
type of engine concept, a range of cycle parameters was evaluated. Installed engine per-
formance and weight estimates were factored into an overall system assessment, expressed in
terms of gross airplane weight versus sideline jet noise. Figure 3.1-15 is a typical curve show-
ing the results of these TOGW versus noise studies. On the basis of these noise-system
assessments, the best cycle was selected to represent each type of conventional and unique
engine concept. More extensive noise estimates were then made for the selected representa-
tive engines. This section summarizes these more detailed noise calculations. As described
in Section 2.2.4, the procedure used to estimate these noise levels is based on the proposed
revision to the SAE AIR 876 jet noise prediction method with relative velocity accounting
for flight conditions.
The four engines that were analyzed more extensively for noise characteristics were the Low
Bypass Engine (LBE), the Variable Stream Control Engine (VSCE), the single front-valve
Variable Cycle Engine (VCE-107M) and the dual-valve Variable Cycle Engine (VCE-201B).
The single rear-valve VCE concept was not included in this.more detailed noise evaluation
because it evolved,from these data-pack engines and was defined late in the Phase II study.
The Phase III study will include a noise evaluation of this rear-valve VCE concept.
All of the noise estimates reviewed in this section are based on engines with low-noise, near-
sonic inlets which were assumed to reduce engine inlet noise by 20 EPNdB. Two levels of
acoustic treatment were evaluated for each engine. The first level is obtained by applying
acoustic treatment to the duct behind the fan which also serves as the diffuser between the
fan and the duct-burner. The second level is obtained by a more extensive level of acoustic
treatment, assuming the duct-burner liner can serve the dual function of a thermal shield plus
acoustical noise attenuation. These two levels were evaluated in order to determine the sen-
sitivity of overall engine noise to different levels of acoustic treatment for each engine con-
figuration. The level of acoustic treatment is expressed in terms of treated duct length to
passage height ratios (L/H). The corresponding fan noise reductions in terms ofa EPNdB
are also shown in Table 3.2-VI. These L/H values are based on treatment for the inner and
outer duct walls only: none of the engines evaluated had acoustically treated splitter rings
in the fan duct. Because of the small duct height for the LBE, the 2nd level of acoustic
treatment was not evaluated. Weight and pressure loss penalties associated with acoustic
treatment were not included in this evaluation.
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TABLE 3.2-VI
LEVELS OF ACOUSTIC TREATMENT FOR REPRESENTATIVE ENGINES
Engine
LBE
VSCE
Single Front-Valve
VCE-107M
Dual-Valve
VCE-201B
Level of AEPNdB
Acoustic From Acoustic
Treatment ( 1) L/H (2) Treatment
1 36 15.5
1 7 12.5
2 12 13.5
I Front 141
Duct
1
Rear
Duct 7
iFront0}Duct2 Rear
Duct 13
l Front 5 I
Duct
1
Rear
Duct 14
l Front I
Duct 15
2
Rear
Duct 25
13.5
14.5
12.5
15.5
(1)
(2)
Level 1 is based on acoustic treatment along the inner and outer walls of the
duct between the fan and duct-burner.
Level 2 assumes the duct-burner liner can also serve as acoustic treatment.
L/H is the ratio of treated duct length to duct height.
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3.2.3.1 Results
Noise levels were estimated first for each of these four engine types without jet noise sup-
pressors and without the coannular nozzle noise benefit. Each type of engine was throttled
to reduce the jet noise in order to meet FAR 36 (108 EPNdB) at the sideline measuring sta-
tion. The engine was then sized to meet the study groundrule of a nominal 4000 nautical
mile (7400 km) range with a 292 passenger payload. TOGW was the variable determined
for each type of engine. Table 3.2-VII summarizes the noise-related engine conditions at the
three noise measuring stations defined in FAR 36: sideline, community with cut-back
power, and approach. The climb-path for the community noise estimates is defined in Fig-
ure 3.2-22. Engine size in terms of total airflow and TOGW levels are also listed in Table
3.2-VII. The TOGW levels in Table 3.2-VII and in the following tables are based on a take-
off thrust loading ratio of 0.275 (engine thrust/TOGW at rotation). The LBE was designed
for a mixed-flow nozzle. The other three engines have separate nozzles for the bypass stream
and the engine stream. These conditions and the resulting noise estimates for the valved
VCE's are based on these valved engines operating in the low-noise mode (high BPR
low FPR). Results for these unsuppressed engines are summarized in Table 3.2-VIII.
90 EPNdB noise contours were also estimated for each of these engines. The results are
shown in Figure 3.2-23. Conclusions from these noise estimates are discussed below.
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Figure 3.2-22 Climb Path for Noise Contour Analysis
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TABLE3.2-VII
NOISE-RELATEDENGINEOPERATINGCONDITIONSFORUNSUPPRESSEDNOISEESTIMATES
Engine Type LBE VSCE
Station
Single Front-Valve VCE-107M Dual-Valve VCE-201 B
Sideline Community Approach Sideline Community Approach Sideline Community Approach Sideline Community Aprpoach
Total Engine Airflow
_lbs/sec 1,170 - - 1,100 - - 1,340 - - 2,000
(kg/sec) (530) (500) (620) (910)
TOGW ~lbs 800,000 - - 760,000 - - 900,000 - - 1,200,000
(kg) (360,000) (345,000) (410,000) (540,000)
O
Jet Velocities _ft/sec
(m/sec)
Fan 1
Fan 2
Engine
Jet Temperatures N° F
(0 C)
Fan 1
Fan 2
Engine
1,510 1,200 670
(460) (365) (205)
m _ --
880 710 490
(470) (375) (254)
1,290 1,I00 430 1,560 990 710 1,390 1,030 690
(390) (340) (132) (475) (300) (217) (425) (315) (210)
...... 1,500 980 670
(460) (300) (205)
1,600 1,120 900 1,330 1,300 360 1,390 1,200 320
(490) (340) (275) (405) (400) (110) (425) (365) (98)
330 320 230
(166) (160) • (110)
w -- --
1,240 1,240 790
(670) (670) (420)
1,210 360 200 740 270 180
(650) (182) (93) (393) (132) (82)
940 270 170
- - - (490) (132) (77)
1,090 1,090 740 1,360 1,320 960
(590) (590) (393) (740) (725) (515)
TABLE 3.2-VIII
EPNdB NOISE ESTIMATES FOR REPRESENTATIVE AST ENGINES
WITHOUT JET NOISE SUPPRESSORS(1 )
Community
With
Noise Station Sideline Cut-Back Approach
Level of
Acoustic
Engine Treatment(2) 1 2 1 2 1 2
Traded Noise
Including//Excluding
Approach/Approach
I 2
LBE Jet 107.5 - 105.0 - 91.0 -
Fan 88.5 - 98.0 - 108.0 -
Total 108.5 - 107.5 - 110.5 -
VSCE Jet 107.0 107.0 103.5 103.5 100.0 100.0
Fan 94.5 93.5 103.5 102.5 112.0 111.0
Total 108.5 108.5 109.5 109.0 115.0 114.0
Single Front Valve Jet 106.5 106.5 105.5 105.5 91.0 91.0
VCE-107M Fan 94.5 93.5 104.0 103.0 111.0 110.0
To tal 108.0 107.5 111.0 I 10.0 113.0 112.5
Dual Valve Jet 106.5 106.5 103.0 103.0 93.0 93.0
VCE-201B Fan 95.0 92.0 105.0 102.0 110.0 107.0
Total 108.0 107.5 110.0 108.0 112,5 110.0
(1) Noise estimates are for four engines and allow for fuselage shielding and ground attenuation effects.
(2) Assuming low noise, near-sonic inlets and acoustically treated ducts as described in Table 3.2-VI.
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Figure 3.2-23 Comparison of 90 EPNdB Noise Contours
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Additionalnoiseestimateswerethencalculatedto determinetheeffectof jet noisesuppres-
sorsandalsoto assessthecoannularnoisebenefitdescribedin Section4.1. Twotypesof
jet noisesuppressorswereevaluated:multi-tubesuppressorsfor themixed-flowLBEanda
fingersuppressorappliedonly to thebypass treamof theVSCE.Thejet noisereductions
assumedfor thesesuppressorsareshownin Figure3.1-7. Thecoannularnoisebenefit
assumedfor thesenoisecalculationsisconsistentwith thestaticexperimentaldataobtained
in theNASA/P&WAtestprogram.Theseexperimentaldataincludetheeffectof acoustic
treatmentin theejectorregionof thesenozzlesystems.ThevalvedVCE'swerenot evaluated
with suppressorsbecauseit wasfelt that theywouldbecomemorecomplicatedandless
attractiveif theywereto beartheperformanceandweightpenaltiesassociatedwith suppres-
sors,especiallywhenthesesuppressorswouldhaveto beappliedto two bypass treams.
Evaluationof thecoannularnozzlenoisebenefitfor themostpromisingvalvedVariable
CycleEngine- thesinglerear-valveconcept- is planned in the following Phase III propul-
sion system studies.
Table 3.2-IX lists the engine operating conditions that were evaluated for the LBE and VSCE
engines with jet noise suppressors. In general, each engine was throttled so that with either a
jet noise suppressor or with the coannular nozzle noise benefit, the sideline jet-noise level
would meet FAR 36. Each engine was then sized to meet the range and payload groundrules.
As indicated in Table 3.2-IX, the engine sizes, in terms of air flow rate, were much smaller
than those in Table 3.2-VII where the FAR 36 sideline noise level was met without suppres-
sors and without the coannular noise benefit. Two power settings were evaluated for each
engine concept. For the VSCE, the first column in Table 3.2-IX corresponds to a take-off
cbndition with the fan operating at its design pressure ratio (3.3: 1). The second column is
for a reducdd fan pressure ratio (2o8:1 ) which was evaluated to determine the effect of lower
density air in the fan stream on jet noise. Take-off with the reduced fan pressure ratio
requires a higher level of thrust augmentation in the duct-burner. This is indicated in column
B by the higher jet exhaust temperatures in the bypass stream. For the LBE, the two power
settings listed in columns C and D were evaluated for noise characteristics.
The resulting noise estimates for these two engines are summarized in Tables 3.2-X, XI and
XII. Normalized 90 EPNdB noise contours are shown for the VSCE in Figure 3.2-24. A
noise contour comparison between the unsuppressed LBE and the VSCE with the coannular
nozzle noise benefit is shown in Figure 3.2-25. The contours in this figure are normalized to
the unsuppressed VSCE contours shown in Figure 3.2-24. The noise comparison shown in
Figure 3.2-25 has special significance because the TOGW levels of these two engines are
approximately equal as shown in Table 3.2-IX.
3.2.3.2 Conclusions
When these various types of engines are throttled and sized to meet FAR 36 without jet
noise suppressors and without allowing for the potential noise benefit from coannular
nozzles (Tables 3.2-VII and 3.2-VIII and Figure 3.2-23):
The VSCE concept has the lowest TOGW, 760,000 Ibs (345,000 kg); the conven-
tional LBE has the next lowest, 800,000 lbs (360,000 kg).
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TABLE 3.2-IX
NOISE-RELATED ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR SUPPRESSED NOISE ESTIMATES
Engine Type
Power Setting
Station
Fan Pressnre Ratio
Total Engine Airflow
~lbs/scc
(kg/sec)
Unsuppressed
Suppressed
TOGW -lbs
(kg)
Unsuppressed*
Suppressed
Jet Velocities _ft/sec
(m/see)
Fan
ILnginc
Jet Temperatures ~° I'
Co)
Fan
t-ngine
VS('E LBE
A B C D
Sideline Community Approach Sideline Community Approach Sideline Community Approach Sideline Community Approach
3.3 3.3 2.1 2.8 2.8 2.1 3.3 3.1 2.0 3.3 3.3 2.1
780 - - 780 ......
(355) 13551
815 - - 815 - - 880 - - 710
(370) 13701 1400) (320)
700,000 - - 700,000 ......
(315,000) (315.000)
722,000 - - 722,000 - -- 800,000 - -- 710,000
(330,000) t330,000) (360,000) (320,000)
2.250 1,460 960 2,250 1,500 960 ....
(690t (450) (280) 1690) (460) (280)
1,370 1,360 480 1,270 1,270 480 2,250 1,710 760 2,540
(420) (420) (146) 1390) (390) (146) (690) (520) (230) (770)
1,600 530 240 2,100 780 240 ....
(870) (277) t116) 1i,15(1) (416) (116)
1,200 1,200 810 1,230 1,230 810 1,590 990 520 2,040
(650) _6501 (430) (660) (660) (430) (865) (530) . (271) (1,115)
1,930
(5901
790
(240)
1,140
(615)
520
(2711
*These unsuppressed 'I'O(;V¢ levels also apply to the VS('E with tile coaunular nozzle noise benefit.
TABLE 3.2-X
EPNdB NOISE ESTIMATES(I) FOR VSCE - UNSUPPRESSED, SUPPRESSED
DUCT STREAM AND COANNULAR NOZZLE NOISE BENEFIT
POWER SETTINGS CORRESPONDING TO COLUMN A IN TABLE 3.2-1X
Noise Station Sideline
Noise Level of
Estimate Acoustic
Based On Treatment (2) 1
Community
With
Cut-Back Approach
Traded Noise
Including//Excluding
Approach/Approach
2 1 2 I 2 1 2
No Suppressor Jet 117.0 117.0 114.0 114.0 103.0 103.0
Fan 96.0 95.0 105.5 104.5 112.5 111.5
Total 118.0 118.0 116.5 116.0 I 15.5 1 ! 4.5
Suppressor(3) in Jet 106.0 106.0 111.0 111.0 103.0 103.0
Duct Stream Fan 96.0 95.0 105 o5 104.5 112.5 111.5
Only Total 108.0 108.0 114.5 114.0 115.5 114.5
Coannular(3) Jet 108.0 108.0 108.0 108.0 103.0 103.0
Nozzle Noise Fan 96.0 95.0 105.5 104.5 112.5 111.5
Benefit Total 109.5 109.5 112.5 I 11.5 115.5 114.5
i 14/--"/I 12.5
113//- 110.5
(I) Noise estimates are for four engines and allow for fuselage shielding and ground attenuation effects.
(2) Assuming low noise, near-sonic inlets and acoustically treated ducts as described in Table 3.2-VI.
(3) Includes the effect of acoustically treated ejector:
TABLE 3.2-XI
EPNdB NOISE ESTIMATES FOR VSCE ENGINE - UNSUPPRESSED, SUPPRESSED
DUCT STREAM AND COANNULAR NOZZLE NOISE BENEFIT( 1)
POWER SETTINGS CORRESPONDING TO COLUMN B IN TABLE 3.2-1X
Noise Station
Noise Level of
Estimates Acoustic
Based On Treatment(2)
No Suppressor
Suppressor in(3)
Duct Stream
Only
Coannular(3)
Nozzle Noise
Benefit
Sideline
Community i
With
Cut-Back Approach
Traded Noise
Including/Excluding
Approach/Approach
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
Jet 115.0 115.0 113.0 113.0 104.5 104.5
Fan 95.0 94.0 103.5 102.5 112.5 111.5 116/ 116,,,,/
Total 116.0 116.0 115.0 115.0 116.0 115.0 / 115.5 / 115.5
Jet 102.5 102.5 108.5 108.5 104.5 104.5
Fan 95.0 94.0 103.5 102.5 112.5 111.5 _ 113/,// 109.5
Total 105.0 105.0 112.0 111.5 116.0 115.0
Jet 106.0 106.0 107.0 107.0 104.5 104.5
Fan 95.0 94.0 103.5 102.5 112.5 111.5 114,,--''_ 113/
Total 108.0 107.5 111.5 111.0 116.0 115.0 ,,,/110 / 109.5
(1) Noise estimates are for four engines and allow for fuselage shielding
(2) Assuming low noise, near-sonic inlets and acoustically treated ducts
(3) Includes the effect of acoustically treated ejector.
and ground attenuation effects.
as described in Table 3.2-VI.
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TABLE 3.2-XII
EPNdB NOISE ESTIMATES FOR LOW BYPASS ENGINE (LBE 416) - UNSUPPRESSED AND SUPPRESSED
FOR THE TWO POWER SETTINGS LISTED IN COLUMNS C AND D IN TABLE 3.2-IX (1)
POWER SETTINGS CORRESPONDING TO COLUMN C IN TABLE 3.2-IX
Noise Station
No Suppressor
Multi-Tube(2)
Suppressor
Sideline Cutback Approach
Jet 119.0 118.5 96.5
Fan 89.5 99.0 109.5
Total 119.5 119.5 112.5
Jet 104.0 106.5 96.5
Fan 89.5 99.0 109.5
Total 105.5 109.5 112.5
Traded Noise
Including / Excluding
Approach / Approach
POWER SETTINGS CORRESPONDING TO COLUMN D IN TABLE 3.2-IX
Noise Station Sideline Cutback Approach Traded Noise
No Suppressor Jet 121.5 122.5 97.5 122
Fan 89.5 99.0 109.5 - t2/_'
Total 122.0 123.5 112.5
Multi-Tube(2) 111Jet 108.5 108.5 97.5
Suppressor Fan 89.5 99.0 109.5 .-'_1
Total 109.5 110.5 112.5
(1) Noise estimates are for four engines and allow for fuselage shielding and ground attenuation effects.
(2) Includes the effect of acoustically treated ejector.
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Figure 3. 2-25 Comparison of 90 EPNdB Noise Contours for LBE and VSCE Cycles
The valved VCE engines, because of their excessive weight, are not competitive.
This is indicated by TOGW levels of 900,000 Ibs (410,000 kg) and higher.
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Approach noise for each type of engine is well above the sideline and community
levels. Several areas require further investigation to reduce approach noise relative
to the other stations, including: a two segment operating procedure for approach;
more detailed evaluation of "tuned" acoustic treatment; reducing fan source noise
by incorporating low noise design features in the fan (e.g., increasing the axial
spacing between rows of airfoils beyond the 50% assumed here may reduce fan
noise by 3 PNdB); and the possibility of reducing engine power and using aug-
mentation during approach, as described in Section 4.3.2.
Traded noise levels are inconclusive at this stage of the AST propulsion studies
because of the dominance of approach noise. When approach noise is excluded,
traded noise levels shown in the last column of Table 3.2-VIII indicate a small
(1 EPNdB) advantage of the LBE configuration relative to the other engines. This
is because of the unusually high L/H level for the acoustic treatment (Table 3.2-VI).
Because no weight or pressure loss penalty was included in this evaluation, this high
level of treatment may not be practical and this approach noise advantage may not
apply.
The two levels of acoustic treatment (Columns 1 and 2 for each noise station in
Table 3.2-VIII) show a small improvement in total noise levels at each station.
This improvement is not considered to be significant enough to justify the compli-
cations of combining acoustic treatment with the duct-burner lining.
The 90 EPNdB noise contours shown in Figure 3.2-23 for these unsuppressed
engines vary from 26 to 35 square nautical miles (90 to 120 km2). This narrow
range readily illustrates that any of these engine concepts can be throttled to meet
a certain footprint size. The dependent variable that determines the worth of each
engine is TOGW. The valved VCE concept s shown in Tables 3.2-VII and 3.2-VIII
and Figure 3.2-23 are not competitive, not because of noise characteristics, but
because of their excessive weights which result in high TOGW levels.
When the VSCE concept is evaluated for the effect of jet noise suppressors applied to the
duct stream only, and also for the potential noise benefit from coannular nozzles
(Tables 3.2-IX, X and XI and Figures 3.2-24 and 3.2-25):
The potential noise reduction from the coannular nozzle, when applied to the
VSCE, yields the lowest TOGW. This is due to no weight or performance
penalties associated with the coannular noise benefit.
In contrast, jet noise suppressors applied to the bypass stream only, impose
penalties to the engine in terms of extra weight, performance losses in the
nozzle - both in the stowed and deployed positions - and overall complexity
to the nozzle. Even though suppressors may have the capability of reducing jet
noise more than the coannular benefit (by 2 EPNdB at sideline), these penalties
cause higher TOGW levels.
Application of a jet noise suppressor to the duct stream of the VSCE concept
is considered a back-up to the potential noise benefit from coannular nozzles.
Experimental wind-tunnel evaluation of the coannular benefit has commenced.
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Dataareexpectedfrom thisprogramby thefirst quarterof 1976. At that time,
theneedfor aback-upsuppressorcanbedetermined.
Thepotentialreductionin the 90EPNdBfootprint contoursfor theVSCEis
verypromisingasshownin Figure3.2-24.Relativeto theunsuppressedengine,
thecoannularnozzlebenefithasthepotentialto reducethe noisecontourareas
32%.A furtherreductionto 25%ispossiblewith powercut-backduringtake-off.
Thereisa possiblenoisebenefitassociatedwith theVSCEengineat take-offfor
areducedfanFPRandwith higheraugmentationto providetherequiredthrust
(Tables3.2-Xand3.2-XI). Thisis obtainedwith no increasein TOGWasshown
in Table3.2-IX. Furtheranalysisof coannularnoiseandthedependenceonduct
streamtemperature,densityandvelocityis requiredto confirmthisbenefit.
Theconclusionstatedin theprecedingsectionfor approachnoise,acoustictreat-
mentandtradednoiseapplyalsoto theVSCEwith eitherajet noisesuppressor
or with thecoannularnoisebenefit.
For theLow BypassEngine(LBE - Tables3.2-IXandXII andFigure3.2°25):
Thecoannularnoisebenefitdoesnot applyto theLBEconfigurationwith a
mixed-flownozzle.
An optimisticmulti-tubesuppressorwasevaluatedto reducethenoiseto meet
FAR36. Relativeto theunsuppressedLBEsummarizedin Table3.2-VII
(TOGW= 800,000lbs(360,000kg)),thesuppressedengineyieldsapproximatel3)
a 12%reductionin TOGW,asshownin Table3.2-IXoEvenwith thisoptimistic
suppressor,theTOGWfor the LBEishigherthanthe VSCE.
Thetwo powersettingslistedin columnsCandD of Table3.2-IXshowtheeffect
of suppressedenginenoiselevelsonenginesizeandTOGW.Thesidelinenoise
reductionof 4 EPNdBshownin Table3.2-XII isaccompaniedby anincreasein
enginesizeandasignificantincrease(12%)in TOGWasshownin Table3.2-IX.
Thenoiseinformationin Table3.2-XII alsoindicatestheineffectivenessof atube
suppressorwhentake-offpoweris cut backto reducecommunitynoise.Asshown
in Table3.2-XII, thereisonly a 1EPNdBreductionin total communitynoisefor
thetwo powersettingsin columnsCandD.
For approximatelyequallevelsof TOGW,Figure3.2-25showsthe90EPNdB
noisecontouradvantageof theVSCEwith thecoannularnozzlenoisebenefit
relativeto theunsuppressedLBE.
Theuncertaineffectsof flight onjet noiseraisequestionsregardingtheabsoluteestimates
summarizedin thissection.Basedon informationcontainedin arecentAIAA paper(2),
thejet noiselevelsin Tables3.2-VIII, X, XI andXII mayincrease1to 3 EPNdBwhenthe
spectralanddirectionaleffectsof flight onjet noiseareaccountedfor. In general,the lower
thejet velocityof theengineexhauststreams,thegreaterthe increasein noisewhenflight
effectsareincluded.Theindustryisjust beginningto understandtheeffectsof flight on
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jet noise. Becausethe majorobjectiveof thesepropulsionstudiesis to compareandscreen
engineconceptsonarelativebasis,thefact that flighteffects,otherthanrelativejet veloci-
ties,havenot beenincludeddoesnot altertheresultsof thePhaseII studyscreeningand
engineselectionprocess.Furtherstudieswill berequiredto assesstheimpactof theseflight
effectsin absolutetermsof enginesizeandTOGWfor themostpromisingengineconcepts.
ThePhaseIII studywill includeanassessmentof flighteffectsasdescribedin reference(2).
3.2A Emissions Estimates
The potential impact that advanced supersonic transports might have on the chemical
balance of the stratosphere is a prime consideration of the AST propulsion study. Experi-
mental research and study programs are being conducted by industry and federal agencies
to determine the maximum acceptable emissions levels that can be released in the strato-
sphere by aircraft without adversely affecting the environment. These programs will
eventually provide the background required to establish realistic emission regulations for
advanced supersonic transports for operation in the stratosphere. Also, pollution restrictions
in the airport vicinity will eventually be established. The recently released results from the
Climatic Impact Assessment Program (CLAP) (4) indicate there are two pollutants of special
concern at high altitudes (>40,000 feet): oxides of nitrogen (NOx) and sulphur dioxide
(SO2). Realistic emission regulations for these pollutants cannot be established for the
stratosphere until intensive programs can be conducted over long periods of time to measure
variations in the stratospheric composition and its sensitivity to both man-made and natural
disturbances.
3.2.4.1 Experimental Clean Combustor Program
I'n the meantime, work has been started to reduce emissions released by future aircraft.
NASA's Experimental Clean Combustor Program (ECCP - NAS3-16829) has initiated
research and experimental programs of advanced combustor designs. These designs are
being evaluated primarily for the main burners of engines that will power advanced subsonic
airplanes and, in general, they will be applicable to the main burners of supersonic engines.
An AST addendum was included in the ECCP to measure emission levels of these advanced
burner concepts at test conditions simulating supersonic cruise operation. The intent of
this AST addendum was to begin to evaluate innovations and advancements in combustion
technology that will reduce emission levels for supersonic engines. The timing of this
addendum is excellent in that advanced supersonic engines are in the early stages of study
and can therefore be designed to accommodate new burner configurations. More of this
type of combustion research is required at this early stage of the SCAR/AST program for
both main burners and duct-burners. Sections 4.2 and 4.4 of this report describe program
recommendations for these burner systems.
The two main objectives of the AST addendum were: to reduce NOx at high altitude super-
sonic flight conditions without compromising other main burner characteristics such as
efficiency, stability and emission levels at other operating conditions; and to prepare concep-
tual combustor designs for the most promising advanced supersonic engines. Reductions in
NOx levels were measured for three basic burner configurations. The three types of main
burners that were evaluated for emission characteristics at simulated supersonic cruise condi-
tions were the swirl can modular combustor, staged premix combustor and swirl Vorbix
(vortex burning andmixing) combustor concepts. These combustor concepts are shown in
Figures 3.2-26,-27 and -28, respectively, and described below.
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Figure 3.2-26 Swirl Combustor Concept
Swirl Can Modular Combustor (Figure 3.2-26)
This burner consists of an array of 120 swirl can modules positioned on three circumferential
rows. Each module is constructed with three major components; a carburetor, a swirler and
a flame stabilizer. Fuel is supplied through upstream injection tubes. Two fuel injector
designs were evaluated, a conventional injection tube and a pressure atomizing injector.
After the premixing process, the modules are designed to swirl the fuel/air mixture and to
stabilize combustion in their wake. In order to produce the desired rapid mixing of second-
ary air with the combustion gases, two major features are incorporated in the stabilizer design.
First, a high degree of perimeter mixing is attained by using a flame stabilizer attached to
each module. Second, since bypass air entering the array furthest from the combustion
wakes is last to mix, blockage devices are provided between each module to force this air to
flow closer to the combustion wakes. These blockage devices also provide discrete flow paths
for flame propagation, thus enhancing the stability of the array.
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Figure 3.2-27 Staged Premix Cornbustor Concept
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Staged Premix Combustor Concept (Figure 3.2-27)
The key characteristic of this burner is premixing of fuel and air prior to injection into the
two separate combustion zones. The object is to control mixing uniformity and to improve
the time-temperature characteristics of the combustion process in order to reduce
emissions.
The combustor is made up of a primary system for low power operation and a secondary
system for intermediate and high power operation. Each system has its own fuel injectors,
premix passages, flameholders and combustion zones. The two premix passages and com-
bustion zones are axially displaced with the primary combustion system upstream of the
secondary system. This displacement reduces the quenching rate of the primary combustion
process by the cool secondary air during low power operation. A high fuel source density
in conjunction with pressure atomizing fuel injectors is used in both passages to promote
fuel atomization, vaporization and premixing with air.
Power for idle and low thrust operation is provided by adding fuel to the primary system
alone. The fuel/air ratio in the primary system is approximately stoichiometric at steady
state idle operation. At a preset power level, .the secondary fuel system becomes operative
and the fuel is apportioned between both passages. The secondary system is ignited by the
primary system. For full power, the fuel/air ratio in both passages is approximately 0.048.
Figure 3.2-28 Swirl VORBIX Cornbustor Concept
Swirl Vorbix* Cornbustor Concept (Figure 3.2-28)
The swirl flow combustor employs the Raleigh instability of a swirling fluid interface to
promote rapid mixing and combustion. NO x formulation is low since the combustible
mixture is not exposed to high temperature for as long a period of time as in conventional
combustors.
*Vorbix = Vortex burning and mixing.
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Thisdesignalsoemploystwo stages.Partof thefuel isburnedin apilot burnerhavinga
conventionaldesign,whiletheremainderisburnedin acentrifugalfield producedby swirl-
ingsecondaryairjets. Thehot gasfrom thepilot burnerhelpsto vaporizeandignitethe
fuelwhichburnsin thecentrifugalfield. Theair andfuelflow splitsarecontrolledsothat
only thepilot burneroperatesat the idlepoint.
Idlepoweremissionsareminimizedby: maintainingahighfuel/airratio in the pilot, using
aeratingnozzlesandby theapplicationof anadvancedconfigurationfor the linersthat
delaystheintroductionof coolingair andtherebypromotescompletecombustion.
At higherpowersettings,secondaryfuel is introducedthroughtheinjectorsat theouterwall
of theliner. Sincethepilot dischargeflow ispartiallyvitiated,thissecondaryfueldoesnot
burnimmediatelybut vaporizesandmixeswith thegasstreamwithout combustion.Each
secondaryinjectortubecontainsvaneswhichproduceastrongswirlingjet. Themaincom-
bustionprocess,in whichmostof thefuel isburnedfor highpowersettings,proceedsin a
veryrapidmannerat the interfacebetweenthesejetsandthesurroundingfuel-richjet mix-
turesfrom thepilot system.Therapidityof thisprocessandthesubsequentrapidquench-
ingof theflow reducestheresidencetimein thehightemperaturezonessothat NOx forma-
tion isminimized.
3.2.4.2 ECCP Results
Some of the experimental results from these initial screening tests are summarized in
Table 3.2-XIII. The goals set for the AST addendum are also tabulated. As indicated, none
of the basic experimental configurations met the NOx goal for supersonic cruise operation.
However, each configuration is close to the CO goal and one, the swirl can concept, is even
lower.
The two configurations that were selected for modifications and for further testing were the
swirl can modular concept and the swirl Vorbix concept. The staged premixed concept was
not selected because it exhibited stability problems. Modifications were made to the two
selected concepts to reduce NOx levels at supersonic operating conditions without compro-
mising efficiency and emission levels at the other operating conditions.
The modifications made to these two experimental burner designs were based on previous
ECCP test results which indicated that combustor velocity is a potent factor affecting NOx.
Velocity is one of the parameters that controls the residence time of the combustion gases
as they pass through the peak temperature zones. A velocity increase (residence time
decrease) was accomplished by redesigning the burner liner contours for reduced flow areas.
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TABLE 3.2-XIII
EXPERIMENTAL EMISSION MEASUREMENTS OF THREE
MAIN BURNER COMBUSTOR CONCEPTS AT SIMULATED SUPERSONIC
CRUISE CONDITIONS
CONFIGURATION
STAGED SWIRLCAN SWIRL
PREMIXED MODULAR VORBIX
GOALS CONCEPT CONCEPT CONCEPT
EMISSIONSINDEX**
NOx* 5 10.7 12.0 12.7
CO 5 7.1 4.7 8.5
TNC 1 4.0 0.5 0.5
SAESMOKENO. 15 2 1 6
COMBUSTIONEFFICIENCY(%) ->99.8 99.4 99.8 99.8
TOTALPRESSURELOSS(%) 6-9 6.4 7.7 5.8
FUEL/AIRRATIO 0.0299 0.0265 0.0215
*NOT CORRECTEDFOR INLET HUMIDITY **POUNDS OF POLLUTANTS/IOOO POUNDSOF FUEL
AT SIMULATED SUPERSONIC CRUISECONDITION
[INLET TEMPERATURE = 1050°F (1510°R) AND INLET
TOTAL PRESSURE = 100 PSIA (6.9 × 105 N/m2)]
Some of the test results for the modified swirl Vorbix concept are listed in Table 3.2-XIV.
This burner configuration demonstrated the lowest NOx levels at the simulated s.upersonic
cruise conditions. At the reference velocity of 135 ft/sec (42 m/sec) which is the center
column in Table 3.2-XIV, the modifications resulted in significant reductions in emissions
relative to the initial levels shown in Table 3.2-XIII. NOx went from 12.7 to 9.5, CO from
6.5 to 4.5 and THC from 0.5 to less than 0.1. The reference velocity through the burner
was varied over the range shown in Table 3.2-XIV to determine the impact of further varia-
tions in velocity and residence time interactions on emissions. As shown the trend as velocity
is increased is lower NOx levels, but at the expense of reduced efficiencies and with increases
in the other pollutants. Further research and evaluation of these advanced combustion
technologies are required to meet all of the emission and operational improvements for
advanced supersonic engines.
In the last phase of the AST addendum, the swirl Vorbix concept was applied to a main
burner design for a representative AST study engine - the VSCE-502. Table 3.2-XV lists
the basic combustion parameters for the swirl Vorbix main burner which were applied to
this preliminary engine design. The engine cross-section in Figure 3.4-19 shows the swirl
Vorbix main burner which has the same elements shown in the burner drawing of
Figure 3.2-27. This burner concept was also applied to the duct-burner definition shown
in the cross-section of Figure 3.4-19. Extending this main burner concept to the duct-
burner is very preliminary in that the unique operating conditions for this duct-burner
will undoubtedly require extensive modifications to the swirl Vorbix concept. However,
this design definition is preferred over attempting to apply existing military engine augmen-
tors (afterburners) which are designed for much higher fuel/air ratios and do not reflect the
low jet noise requirement that is critical for these AST engines.
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TABLE3.2-XIV
EMISSIONLEVELS.FORMODIFIEDSWIRLCOMBUSTORCONCEPT
AT SIMULATEDSUPERSONICRUISECONDITIONS
SWIRLVORBIXCOMBUSTOR
REFERENCE
VELOCITY
FT/SEC 118 .... 135 170
(M/SEC) (36) .(41) (52)
EFFICIENCY(%)..... 99.91........ 99.88 ..... 99.77
EMISSIONINDEX(2) GOAL
• NOx _ 5 ..... 11.8 9.5 8.5
• CO 5 ...... 3.6 _4.5 9.4
* THC_ 1 . 0 <0.1 ..... < 0.1
(1) TtN= 1050°F,(565.6°C) PTIN = 100 PSIA(6.9 × 105N/m 2)
(2) LBSPER1000 LBSOFFUEL(GRAMSPERKILOGRAM)
TABLE 3o2-XV
COMBUSTION PARAMETERS OF MAIN SWIRL VORBIX BURNER
FOR REPRESENTATIVE AST ENGINE*
Volumetric Heat Release Rate
(BTU/hr - ft 3 - atm)
Pilot Zone
Secondary Zone
Take-Off Supersonic Cruise
4.0X10 6 4.0X 10 6
8.0X10 6 8.0X 10 6
Residence Time (Milliseconds)
Pilot Zone
Secondary Zone
4.2 4.1
2.7 2.6
Combustion Pressure Loss (%)
*VSCE-502
3.0 3.4
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3.2.4.3 Emission Estimates for Representative Variable Cycle Engines
Emission levels were estimated for the two most promising Variable Cycle Engines, the
data pack version of the Variable Stream Control Engine (VSCE-502) and one of the
•parametric definitions of the rear-valve Variable Cycle Engine (VCE-110).. At supersonic
cruise, the ECCP data were extrapolated to the engine operating conditions and fuel/air
flow rates in order to estimate emission levels for the primary burners. Each of these
VCEs have duct-burners which operate at low fuel/air ratios for supersonic cruise. The
ECCP main burners data are not close enough to the duct-burner pressures, temperatures
and flow rates for direct extrapolation. Rather, experimental results from another
emissions test program using the JT9D main burner at part power conditions were used
for estimating duct-burner emissions.
Table 3.2-XVI summarizes the emission levels estimated for the main burner, the duct-
burner and the total engine at supersonic cruise conditions. For comparison, the emission
levels for a current technology engine at supersonic cruise are included. The procedure for
scaling NOx test data to engine conditions was by the fundamental relationship of:
(burner inlet pressureengine_ ] ½ (burner inlet temperatureengine _
CO and THC were scaled inversely with pressure. As indicated in Table 3.2-XVI, NOx for
the AST Variable Cycle Engines is approximately half the level for the current technology
engines. This reduction was accomplished without compromising the CO and THC levels.
There is, however, a penalty associated with this reduction in NOx. The ECCP burner
concepts represent increased complexity over conventional burner designs. Extensive follow-
on work is required to further reduce emission levels and to determine the minimum
achieveable levels for emissions while retaining practical combustor designs suitable for
commercial aircraft. The ultimate limits on emission reduction and the corresponding
impact on other engine factors including cost, complexity, maintainability, stability, life,
etc., will emerge from these continuing efforts.
The AST addendum of the ECCP did not include an evaluation of emission levels for the
airport vicinity. In place of test data, hypothetical estimates of the emission levels for the
VSCE concept were made. These estimates are shown in Table 3.2-XVII and are based on
the following key assumption - that advanced combustion technology projected for future
engines will meet the 1979 EPA parameters for subsonic engines. This same advanced
combustion technology was applied to the VSCE-502 configuration. The first column of
numbers in Table 3.2-XVII shows the 1979 emissions standards for future subsonic engines
(EPA Class T2)..The second column shows the emission levels obtained by applying the
advanced combustion technology that meets the 1979 EPA parameters to the AST engine
(Class T5). The third column lists the EPA parameters proposed for advanced supersonic
engines (which are the same as the 1979 levels for subsonic engines). The last column
indicates the additional reductions required for supersonic engines to meet these proposed
1981 EPA parameters. These numbers illustrate the pronounced influence that the super-
sonic engine cycle and the take-off and landing cycle for supersonic transports can have on
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emissionlevels.Evenwith theveryadvancedcombustiontechnologyprojectedin generating
thesenumbers,theemissionlevelsareapproximatelythreetimeshigherthantheproposed
1981EPAparametersfor supersonicengines.Basedonthe comparisonshownin
Table3.2-XVII,it isconcludedthat advancedsupersonicengineswill requiremoreadvanced,
low emissionstechnologythanadvancedsubsonicengines.Table3.2-XVIII liststheadverse
(andbeneficial)factorsthat causeadvancedsupersonicenginesto requiremoreadvanced
combustiontechnology.
TABLE3.2-XVI
EMISSIONESTIMATESFORTWOASTVARIABLECYCLEENGINES
AT SUPERSONICRUISE
EmissionIndex(1)
NOx
CO
THC
RearValve
VSCE-502 VCE-110
Mmn Duct Total M_n Duct
Burner Burner Engine Burner Burner
13.7 6.3 9.3 20.7 9.1
3.4 5.7 4.5 2.7 4.2
0 0.1 0.1 0 0.1
Total
Engine
11.3
3.8
0.1
NOx
CO
THC
• '3Current Technology Supersonic Engine(")
Total Engine
18- 19
1-5
1
(1) Lbs. of Emissions per 1000 lbs. of Fuel (g per kg)
(2) NASA TMX-71509, "Forecast of Jet Engine Exhaust Emissions for Future High
Altitude CommeFcial Aircraft" by Jack Grobman and Robert D. Ingebo.
Based on emission estimates reviewed in this section for high altitude operation and also
around the airport, advanced combustion technology is a critical requirement for both the
main burners and the duct-burners of Variable Cycle Engines for advanced supersonic
transports.
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TABLE3.2- XVII
COMPARISONOFEPASTANDARDS*
FORADVANCEDSUBSONICANDSUPERSONICENGINES
Pollutant
Combustor meetln| 1979
subsonic EPA standard Proposed 1981 Additional%reduction
1979 subsonic applied to AST on|ino supersonic required for
(Class T2) enilnes (Class T5) (Class T5) ensinos supersonic engines
NOx..... 3.0 7.3 3.0 59%
CO..... 4.3 15.9 _ 4.3 73%
THC.... 0.8 3.0_ 0.8........ 73%
* Lbs.of pollutantper 1000 Ibs.of thrust - hourspercycle
TABLE 3.2-XVIII
FACTORS AFFECTING AST ENGINE EMISSIONS
RELATIVE TO SUBSONIC ENGINES
Adverse Factors
Lower Bypass Ratios (in the range from 1.0 to 2.5) result in 100% higher
TSFC for AST engines at take-off.
Thrust augmentors will require special technology to meet low emission
levels.
Designing combustor systems for low NOx at supersonic cruise operation
may compromise burner characteristics and emission levels at other
operating conditions.
Take-off and Landing Operating cycle is more severe for supersonic
transports in that it includes a low power (15 %) descent period and a
longer take-off time (1.2 minutes versus 0.7 minutes).
Beneficial Factors
Lower overall pressure ratios result in lower temperatures into the main
burner during take-off and subsonic operation. This will reduce NOx
for these operating conditions.
Low pressures and temperatures into the augmentors in bypass streams
may ease the NOx characteristics of these burner systems.
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3.3 SYSTEM SENSITIVITY STUDIES
Most of the Boeing and P&WA engine comparisons were based on evaluations in baseline
aircraft configurations and a mid-range cruise Mach number. Boeing evaluations were based
on a fixed 750,000 lb (340,000 kg) modified delta wing aircraft and then a blended wing
configuration. P&WA evaluations were based on a scaled modified arrow wing aircraft.
Both system studies used a nominal 2.4 cruise Mach number. In order to determine the
impact of airplane ground rules on engine selection, sensitivity studies were conducted.
For the P&WA sensitivity studies, the basic scaled NASA Reference Aircraft configuration
was retained_ but variations in wing loading were examined around the mid-range cruise
Mach number. The baseline aircraft configuration was then examined over a range of cruise
Mach numbers from 2.2 to 2.7.
A Boeing study was conducted to determine the impact of changes in airplane cruise Mach
number and airplane drag level. The baseline modified delta wing airplane configuration and
the VSCE-502 were used for the cruise Mach nuriaber study. For the airplane drag level
study, three different airplane configurations with major differences in wing loading, aspect
ratio, wing platform, etc., were analyzed with the VSCE-502 engine. Propulsion pod drag
sensitivities were analyzed by Boeing on the baseline configuration.
3.3.1 P&WA Sensitivity Studies
3.3.1.1 Wing Loading
In order to assess the impact of wing loading on TOGW, it was necessary to estimate the
influence of wing loading on aircraft Operating Empty Weight (OEW) and airplane aero-
dynamics. An equation expressing airplane OEW as a function of wing loading, TOGW,
and pod weight was provided by NASA-Lewis. The effect of wing loading on aerodynamics
was estimated by P&WA. Results are shown in Figure 3.3-1, based on the VSCE-502 installa-
tion characteristics. Two different engine sizing criteria were evaluated. The solid line
represents engine operation at a fixed power setting (i.e., constant noise) and a fixed take-off
field length for each value of wing loading. To maintain constant power setting and field
length, the engine size must be increased as wing loading increases. With this engine sizing
criteria, the baseline wing loading appears to be close to optimum. The dashed line repre-
sents constant airflow/TOGW engine sizing, which implies: for constant noise (i.e., power
setting) the take-off field length will increase with increasing wing loading; or for constant
field length, the power setting (i.e., sideline jet noise) will increase with increasing wing
loading. Constant airflow/TOGW engine sizing results in significant TOGW decreases with
increasing wing loading. However, increases in wing loading also correspond to increases
in landing speed; therefore, if the potential TOGW reduction due to increased wing loading
is to be realized, take-off and landing aerodynamics must be improved.
The effect of wing loading on TOGW was also examined for the LBE-405. The results shown
in Figure 3.3-2 are similar to those obtained for VSCE-502, except that the benefits due to
increased wing loading are not quite as large. This is due to the relatively flat shape of the
supersonic part power curve of LBE-405 relative to VSCE-502.
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The effect of airplane wing loading on the engine/airplane cruise match for the VSCE-502,
with constant power setting sizing, is illustrated in Figures 3.3-3, 3.3-4 and 3.3-5. The
impact of wing loading and cruise altitude on cruise lift/drag is shown in Figure 3.3-3.
Increasing wing loading shifts the airplane maximum lift/drag to a lower altitude. The effect
of wing loading on the airplane drag polar was based on a P&WA analysis, the result of which
indicates that for the range of wing loadings studied, there is little change in the maximum
lift/drag. These results were obtained using the NASA Langley Reference Configuration as
the baseline airplane and assuming that the wave drag (D/q) was proportional to the square
of the maximum equivalent body area (S_nax). Inlet drag (spillage, bypass, and boundary
layer bleed) and nozzle drag are included in the engine performance, while nacelle wave drag
and skin friction are included in the airplane drag.
LIFT/DRAG
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Wing Loading Effect on Range Factor for VSCE-502
The supersonic cruise part power curve for the VSCE-502 is shown in Figure 3.3-4 with
thrust normalized by free stream dynamic pressure. The operating points for maximum
range are shown for several wing loadings: Because the altitude for maximum lift/drag
decreases with increasing wing loading and engine thrust increases with decreasing altitude,
the cruise power setting decreases with increasing wing loading. This results in improved
TSFC of the VSCE-502 with increasing wing loading. A wing loading of 85 lb/ft 2
(4070 N/m 2) or higher permits cruise operation very near the minimum TSFC.
The effect of wing loading on supersonic cruise range factor is shown in Figure 3.3-5.
Increased wing loadings resulted in improved TSFC due to operation closer to the minimum
TSFC point on the part power curve, as shown on the previous figure. Since the maximum
lift/drag did not decrease significantly with increasing wing loading, the range factor
improved. This results in a 3% improvement in range factor for the 85 lb/ft 2 (4070 N/m 2)
wing loading compared to the baseline wing loading of 76.4 lb/ft 2 (3660 N/m2). Further
increases in wing loading will not improve the range factor further because at W/S=85 lb/ft 2,
(4070 N/m2), cruise operation is near minimum TSFC and maximum L/D.
Based on the results of this study, it has been concluded that increased wing loadings permit
a better airplane/engine cruise match; however, take-off and landing aerodynamic improve-
ments may be required to realize the potential benefits of reduced wing size.
3.3.1.2 Cruise Mach Number
The VSCE-502 and LBE-405 were evaluated in the NASA Langley Reference Aircraft at
Mach number 2.12, 2.32, and 2.62 (STD+8°C). The aircraft configuration or structure
weight were not varied with Mach number, so that the results do not necessarily reveal the
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optimumcruiseMachnumber.The study was intended to reveal differences in engine
characteristics as affected by Mach number. The results (Figure 3.3-6) show that VSCE-502
has a lower TOGW than LBE-405 over the entire Mach number range, with a greater
advantage as cruise Mach number increases.
The engine cycle in the above study was also held constant with cruise Mach number. The
matrix of LBE's described in Section 3.1.3.2 were also evaluated at Mach number 2.12, the
result being that the BPR of the LBE-405 cycle has the advantage over the other LBE cycles
at the lower Mach number. However, it may be desirable to increase the OPR of both the
VSCE-502 and LBE-405 as cruise Mach number is reduced, especially for the mixed mission
where subsonic TSFC becomes more significant.
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Figure 3. 3-6 Supersonic Cruise Mach Number Effects
3.3.2 Boeing Sensitivity Studies
3.3.2.1 Cruise Mach Number
The parametric study results of the effects of cruise Mach number on the optimum
VSCE-502 engine size are summarized in Figure 3.3-7. Best range occurs'at all Mach num-
bers at an engine size slightly larger than 800 lb/sec (360 kg/sec). Mach 1.1 thrust margin
is adequate at that engine size. The optimum engine size increases only slightly with
increasing Mach number. This is because the best cruise altitude tends to increase with
increasing Mach number, which requires slightly larger engines for best range.
A detailed breakdown is given in Table 3.3-1 of the mission fuel buildups and associated
range increments for a VSCE-502 engine size of 810 lb/sec (360 kg/sec). Increasingthe
cruise Mach number results in a range loss during supersonic climb, but a range increase in
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cruiseanddescent.Mach2.32cruiserangeis 68nmi (126km) greaterthanMach2.12
cruiserangeandonly 9 nmi (16.7km) lessthanMach2.62cruise.Blocktimeandsubsonic
legperformancearealsogivenin Table3.3-1.Subsoniclegperformanceisgivenasthe
Mn= 0.9cruiserangefactor ataheavygrossweight(700,000lb (318,000kg)) relativeto
midcruisesupersonicrangefactor. Asthesupersonicruisevelocityincreases,thesuper-
soniccruiserangefactorincreaseslightlywhile thesubsonicrangefactorisunchanged.
Thiscausesthesubsonic/supersonicperformancematchto beslightlydegradedwith
increasingsupersonicruisespeed.
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Figure 3.3-7 VSCE-502 Cruise Mach Number Sensitivity
3.3.2.2 Airplane Drag Characteristics
Figure 3.3-8 summarizes the results of the range sensitivity study to identify the impact of
rematching the VSCE-502 engine to planforms which have different subsonic, transonic,
and supersonic drag characteristics. Planform designated "A" represents a configuration
which has been optimized for high supersonic cruise L/D. Planform "B" is a delta wing
planform which has been optimized for minimum transonic drag and retains the high
cruise L/D of Planform "A". Planform "C" has compromised the high supersonic L/D for
improved low speed characteristics, and is the baseline delta wing airplane.
In order to present the range impact due to engine matching, the DEW of each planform
was adjusted so that all planforms were normalized to the same range with a 900 lb/sec
(408 kg/sec) size engine in Figure 3.3-8. At the 900 lb/sec (408 kg/sec) size, the DEW
(required for constant range) was determined for each drag level and the engine size was
varied to determine the effect on range and thrust margin. For the best range, the Planform
B drag level requires the smallest engine (725 lb/sec (330 kg/sec)), while Planform A drag
level requires the largest engine size (835 Ib/sec (390 kg/sec)). The transonic climb thrust
margins are adequate. Subsonic and supersonic cruise comparisons are shown in Figure 3.3-9.
The supersonic cruise range factor (900 lb/sec (408 kg/sec)) is highest for Planform B
(lowest cruise altitude). The range factor for Planform A is 2 percent lower and the cruise
altitude is 3000 feet (910m) higher. The Planform C range factor is 6 percent lower. The
engine size for the best supersonic cruise match illustrates the differences in best cruise
altitude and L/D for each planform.
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TABLE 3.3-I
RANGE INCREMENTS AND MISSION FUEL BUILD-UP EFFECT OF CRUISE MACH NUMBER
MTW = 750,000 lb (340192 kg)
OEW = 336,160 lb (152479 kg)
P/L = 57,057 lb (25880 kg)(273 pax.)
STD + 8°C Day
Wa = 810 Ib/sec
VSCE-502 Engine
Mcruise = 2.12 Mcruise = 2.32 Mcruise = 2.62
+68 (126)
0
0
-33 (-61)
+88 (163)
+13 (24)
0
3.322
0.98
(0.240)
A Range, N.MI. (kin)
Taxi & Takeoff Fuel, _lb. 6354 6354
(kg) (2880) (2880)
Subsonic Climb Fuel, _lb. 21464 21464
(kg) (9740) (9740)
Dist., _N.MI. 92 92
(kin) 1170) (170)
Supersonic Climb Fuel, _lb. 56012 63450
(kg) (25400) (78780)
Dist., _N.MI. 283 332
(km) (524) (615)
Cruise @ 550 klb. LD/LDma x 8.26/8.62 7.98/8.37
TSFC _ lb/hr/lb 1.4565 1.496
(kg/hr/N) (0.149) (0.153)
MN 2.12 2.32
Descent + ILS Fuel, _lb. 3822 3989
(kg) (1734) (1809)
Dist., _N.M1. 167 183
(km) (309) (339)
Reserves Fuel, '_lb. 48076 48076
(kg) (21810) (21810)
RFSubsonic/RFsupersonic 1.1 O0 1.069
Block Time, hr, 3.467
Relative Block Fuel/Pass Mi_lb/Pass N.MI. 1.00
(kg/Pass kin) (0.245)
6354
(2880)
21464
(9740)
92
(170)
75170
(34100)
417
(772)
7.57/8.03
1.587
(0.162)
2.62
4232
(1920)
211
(391)
48076
(21810)
1.060
3.092
0.98
(0.240)
+77 (143)
0
0
-76 (-141)
+116(215)
+37 (69)
0
MTW = 750,000 LB (340,000 kg)
PL = 57,057 LB (25,880 kg) (273 PASS)
600"] MCR = 2.32
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Figure 3. 3-8 Drag Sensitivity for VSCE-502
The subsonic cruise comparison (900 lb/sec (408 kg/sec)) shows that Planform B has the
best range factor. The engine size for best subsonic cruise match is about 700 lb/sec
(310 kg/sec) for Planforms B and C and 800 lb/sec (360 kg/sec) for Planform A. These
engine sizes represent the ideal engine match provided climb and supersonic cruise perfor-
mance could be improved. The best supersonic/subsonic match occurs for Planform B at
the same engine size of about 730 lb/sec (330 kg/sec). Climb thrust margins and TSFC for
the VSCE-502 on the three configurations are given in Figure 3.3-10.
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Figure 3. 3-9 Cruise Match Comparison, VSCE-502
A detailed mission breakdown of the effect of configuration drag level on mission fuel and
fuel efficiency is given in Table 3.3-II. These results are for constant range (OEW was
adjusted to give constant range) at an engine size of 810 lb/sec (370 kg/sec). Planform A
suffers penalties for subsonic climb, descent, and fuel reserves and has only a slight cruise
advantage over Planform C. (Best supersonic cruise match occurs at an engine size of about
1200 lb/sec (540 kg/sec) for Planform A.) Planform B has a better supersonic/subsonic
engine match at 810 lb/sec (370 kg/sec), and thus has a 310 nmi (570 km) range advantage
(or 18,340 lb (8320 kg) OEW) over Planform C. In terms of pounds of fuel per passenger
nautical mile, Planform B is 6 percent lower than Planform C (0.310 compared to 0.329)
and 4 percent lower than Flanform A.
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-Ix TABLE 3.3-I1
AIRPLANE PLANFORM EFFECTS ON OEW, MISSION FUEL, AND FUEL EFFICIENCY AT CONSTANT RANGE
Wa = 810 lb/sec (370 kg/sec)
Range = RD/HT F C-D + 378 N.M. (700 km) = Constant
Planform C
(Baseline)
=
OEW Required For
R= RD/HTF C-D + 378 N.M. (700 km) _ lb. 336160
(kg) (152480)
Taxi & Takeoff Fuel, _lb. 6354
(kg) (2880)
Subsonic Climb Fuel, _lb. 21464
(kg) (9740)
Dist., _N.MI. 92
(km) (170)
Supersonic Climb Fuel, _lb. 63450
(kg) (28780)
Dist., _N.MI. 332
(km) (615)
Cruise @ W = 550000 lb LD/LDma x 7.98/8.39
TSFC 1.496
Descent + ILS Fuel, _lb. 3989
(kg) (1809)
Dist., "--N.MI. 183
(km) (339)
Reserves Fuel, _lb. 48076
(kg) (21810)
(T-D)/D @ M = 1.1 0.326
Lb. Fuel/Pass. N.MI. 0.329
(kg fuel/pass, km) (0.081 )
RFsubsonic/RFsupersonic 7730/7231 = 1.069
Planform A
A R, N.MI.
(km)
MTW = 750,000 lb (340000 kg)
P/L = 57,057 lb (26000kg)
(273 pax)
STD + 8°C Day
Mcruise = 2.32
VSCE-502 Engine
Planform B
A R, N.MI.
(km)
341200 - 83 354500 - 310
(154760) (154) (160800) (574)
6323 0 6354 0
(2870) (2880)
26323 - 52 20358 +7
( I 1940) (96) (9230) (13)
105 87
(194) (161)
60358 +20 54981 +50
(27380) (37) (24940) (93)
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(594) (535)
8.37/8.95 +65 8.645/8.81 +236
(120) (437)
1.497 1.497
5165 - 15 4215 +8
(2343) (28) (1912) (15)
189 195
(350) (361)
49040 -18 47556 +9
(22240) (33) (21570) (17)
0.435 0.430
0.323 0.310
(0.079) (0.076)
7217/7581 = 0.952 7890/7826 = 1.008
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Figure 3.3-10 Climb Performance - Drag Sensitivity, VSCE-502
Subsonic leg capability is illustrated in Figure 3.3-11 at an airflow size of 810 lb/sec
(370 kg/sec). Planform A has poor subsonic performance which degrades its range capability
by 5 percent when flying subsonic legs. Planform B has a better match between supersonic/
subsonic performance due to its better subsonic L/D and actually increases its range capabi-
lity slightly (1 percent) with subsonic legs. Planform C, the baseline delta wing design, has
much poorer supersonic range factor than Planform B and essentially the same subsonic
range factors, and hence increases its range capability substantially (7 percent) with subsonic
legs.
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3.3.2.3 Pod Shape and Location
A study was made to determine methods of reducing the wing-nacelle drag of delta wing
SST's with VCES. These engines are housed in pods which are somewhat longer than those
that were used on the National SST, and their use has resulted in higher wing-pod wave drag
at transonic and cruise Mach number. This investigation started by using the baseline
airplane configuration and a preliminary Boeing engine pod shape. The engine installation
variations considered were:
• Changing the forecowl shape.
• Moving both the inlets simultaneously.
• Moving the inlets separately.
Wing-pod wave drag was calculated using the new NASA integrated design and analysis
computer program.
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Effect of Forecowl Shape
Variations in forecowl shape were obtained by varying the diameter at the fan flange
(approximately 11.5 ft (3.5m) aft of the inlet) for an 810 lb/sec (370 kg/sec) size pod.
The inlet stations were held at 179° 17 ft (54.6m) from the body nose° The effects of these
area changes are summarized at the top of Figure 3.3-12. These data indicate that increasing
the local cowl diameter at the fan flange increases cruise and transonic drag, while reducing
it has the opposite effect. The data point at A1/Ainle t = 1.0 is effectively the same as
reducing the pod length, since the diameter from the inlet to the fan flange is constant.
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Figure 3. 3-12 Pod Drag Sensitivities, MN = 1.1 and 2.4
Effect of Inlet Location
The effect of inlet location was studied by shifting both 810 lb/sec (370 kg/sec) pods
34 inches (0.86m) aft, such that their maximum diameters were coincident with the wing
trailing edge. The results are summarized in the lower half of Figure 3.3-12, which indicates
a moderate reduction of 5 counts relative to the reference location. The effect of outboard
airfoil shape was also studied. The modified double-wedge airfoils outboard of the planform
break (WBL 403.7) were replaced by biconvex airfoils with the same depth at the rear spar.
The effect of the change in outboard airfoil shape was slight. (Maximum change was +0.6
counts with inlets at 179.17 ft (54.6m.)
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Effect of Spacing and Stagger
The influence of pod stagger was calculated by holding the outboard 810 lb/sec (370 kg/sec)
size pod at 179.17 ft (54.6m) from the body nose and moving the inboard pod forward
parallel to its axis. In addition, the outboard pod was moved inboard 12 in. (0.3m) and the
outboard pod was translated forward as in the previous exercise. The results are summarized
in Figure 3.3-12, which indicates that forward movement of the inboard pod and inward
movement of the outboard pod each result in higher transonic and cruise drag relative to
the original inlet positions. The increases in transonic drag are relatively large due to move-
ment of the inboard pod inlet ahead of the wing maximum thickness in that region which
is not offset by improved mutual pod interference.
These studies have indicated that the wing-pod drag can be reduced by the following
changes:
. Both pods should be moved aft so that the maximum diameter is coincident
with the wing trailing edge.
. The diameter at the fan flange should be reduced so that the rate of cross-
sectional area growth increases to the maximum diameter point.
3. The length of the pod from the inlet to the maximum diameter should be as
short as possible.
In addition, the following conclusions can be surmised from these data:
° The detailed shape of the outboard wing airfoil has relatively little effect on
the total wing-nacelle wave drag.
. Stagger and closer lateral placement of the pods will increase transonic
drag.
. Inlet spillage interference effects from the longer valved VCE pods will likely
increase transonic drag because the growing streamtube will pressurize the
wing ahead of its maximum thickness.
VSCEo502 and MCE-7 Pod Shape Studies
The VSCE-502 p'od shown in Section 3.1.5 is based on a Boeing selected nozzle bend
station (at the plane of the bypass stream nozzle hinge line), and a nozzle ejector external
cross-section that is elliptical. These choices were made to minimize the pod cross-sectional
areas and boattail angles. Two other options were defined, as shown in Figure 3.3-13,
which utilize circular nozzle cross sections, and in one case, locates the nozzle bend station
at the plane of the rear bearing support. The latter option is preferred by P&WA from a
mechanical design standpoint, but has undesirable characteristics from a pod drag and
installation consideration.
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A further improvementin poddragcouldberealizedif engineinlet casediameterisreduced.
Thiswouldpull in thefront frameandenginewaistdiameters.Suchachangewouldalso
influencethechoiceof nozzlegeometry.
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Figure 3. 3-13 VSCE-502 Pod Geometry Variations
3.4 DESIGN STUDIES
3.4.1 Conceptual Design of Unique Components
Conceptual design and analysis was conducted in Task VIII for several engine components
which are either unique to candidate Variable Cycle Engines or are essential to minimizing
pollution and noise or improving economic characteristics of the engines being evaluated.
The conceptual design and analysis work was conducted to establish preliminary feasibility
of these unique engine components. Further design refinement was accomplished as part
of the preliminary design effort in Task X. More of this design study is required as the field
of candidate engines is narrowed. This work elevates the level of definition of the unique
components closer to that of the more conventional engine components and improves and
substantiates the overall engine definition for these parametric studies. Furthermore, and
perhaps most important, this conceptual work identified the advanced technology require-
ments for these unique components.
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Thefollowingenginecomponentswereidentifiedfor conceptualdesign and analysis in
Task VIII and are described in this section of the report:
• Flow Diverter Valves
• Third Turbine Assembly for Dual-Valve and Single Rear-Valve VCES
• Engine Configuration Arrangements
• Nozzle/Reverser/Suppressor Systems
3.4.1.1 Flow Diverter Valves
The flow diverter valve is a totally new engine component. It can be used between two fan
assemblies or, in the case of the single rear-valve or dual-valve VCE's, can be incorporated
in the rear, higher temperature portion of the engine. The purpose of the flow diverter
valve is to invert two flow streams for one mode of operation or, in the opposite position,
allow these two streams to pass straight through in the alternate mode of operation.
Three flow diverter valve concepts have been devised which show potential suitability for
Variable Cycle Engines. During Phase I of the AST contract, the movable-chute concept
(Figure 3.4-1 ), which lends itself to an auxiliary inlet and nozzle application, was defined
and evaluated through several stages of refinement. The second flow diverter valve concept
is the Annulus Inverting Valve (AIV), a Boeing concept. As part of a separate P&WA
subsonic VCE study, a third scheme, the variable flap concept, was developed.
PARALLEL OPERATION
FLOW FROM FIRST FAN__ o_-
,,",, SECOND FANCORE
ENGINE _
FLOW
FLOW TO
SECOND FAN
Figure 3.4-1 Series/Parallel Variable Cycle
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Sinceconsiderableffort wasexpended uringPhaseI on themovable-chuteconcept,the
flow divertervalveconceptualdesignworkin thePhaseII studyconcentratedon theAIV
andthevariable-flapconcepts.Furthermore,theAIV andvariableflapconceptsoffer
potentiallength,sealingandaerodynamicimprovementsoverthemovable-chuteconcept.
TheAIV wasusedasthebaselinedefinitionfor theflow divertervalvesutilizedin all of the
VCEparametricandintegrationstudiesin PhaseII. Conceptualdesignandanalysiswas
conductedfor thesevalvesfor both theforwardandrear-valveVCEapplications.
Forward Flow-Diverter Valve - AIV Concept
The AIV is shown schematically in Figure 3°4-2. As shown, the two flows may be inverted
in one mode of operation, or passed straight through in the alternate mode of operation, by
indexing half the valve the width of one of the ducts. Indexing involves circumferential
rotation of the valve half around the engine centerline.
TRANSLATION OF BACK PART OF DUCT B TO
FRONT PART OF OUCT A REIULT$ IN FLOW.
THROUGH DUCT INSTEAD OF F LOW-INVEREION
OUCT.
• TO TRANSLATE RELATIVE TO FWD
DUCTS TO OeTAIN FLOW SWITCHING
FROM INVERTED TO STRAiGHT-THROUGH
FLOW PATHS
DUCT A
INVERTS FLOW FROM INNER
ANNULUS TO OUTER ANNULUS
AANOB
Figure 3.4-2 Annulus Inverting Valve
In the forward valve application, the AIV is positioned between two fan assemblies as shown
in Figure 3.4-3. In the inverted mode of operation, the walls separating the two airflow
paths must be capable of withstanding a total pressure difference of approximately 20 psi
(138 kN/m2). The valve panels must also be designed to avoid the excitations caused by
the rotating fan blades upstream and downstream of the valve. The 600°F (320°C)
maximum temperature environment existing with a 2.5 fan pressure ratio, Mn 2.4 design,
allows a composite material to be used for minimum weight. Based on preliminary fan
blade frequency and stress considerations, graphite/polyimide composite material walls
with 0.020 in. (0.005m) thick walls was selected.
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Figure 3. 4-3 Forward AI V
The AIV fabrication concept utilizes individual mandrels for each chute around which the
composite material is built up. The total number of chutes is assembled and then wrapped
with composite reinforcement, thus forming the outer and inner circumferential AIV walls.
At this point, the mandrels, which would be collapsible due to the intricate chute shapes,
are removed.
As indicated in Figure 3.4-3, the forward half of the AIV was selected as the rotating
portion to place engine support struts through the rear fixed portion of the AIV. In this
location, the rotor support struts are closer to the high and low spool thrust bearings.
A static box structure is constructed around the AIV, as shown, to avoid passing the engine
structure through the rotating valve. Actuation can be by means of a "bicycle chain" or a
hydraulically controlled bellcrank.
Forward Flow Diverter Valve - Variable-Flap Concept
The variable-flap concept was devised as part of a separate P&WA subsonic VCE study.
It was evaluated in the Task VIII design study as an alternative to the Boeing AIV concept.
In this concept, shown schematically in Figure 3.4-4, the two flows are brought from two
coannular ducts at the front to two coannular ducts at the back. In contrast to rotating
half the valve, as in the AIV concept, flow is controlled between these four annular passages.
with radial flaps. The flow inversion mode is shown in Figure 3.4-4 by the solid lines, and
the alternate mode of passing the flow straight through is shown by the dotted lines.
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Variable Flap Inverter Valve Concept Schematic
Figure 3.4-5 shows a conceptual design of the variable-flap valve utilized in the forward
valve application between two fan assemblies of a VCE. The airflow is routed to either the
second fan assembly or to the bypass duct by means of the movable flaps. Fore and aft of
these flaps are fixed chutes from the auxiliary inlet and first fan, and to the second fan and
•bypass duct. A series of spherical surfaces, required at the inner and outer region of each
flap, create a complex surface which contributes to fabrication complexity and increased
cost. The flap secti6n of the valve also results in an addition of approximately 6.0 inches
(0.15m) to the valve length compared to the AIV.
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FLAPS IN HIGH BY PASS MODE
UNISON RING
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i
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Figure 3.4-5 Forward Variable Flap Inverter Valve
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A staticboxstructureisshownaroundthevalve,aswith theAIV, to passtheengine
structurearoundthevalve.However,it is felt that theouterportionof thisboxstructure
couldpossiblybeeliminatedby passingtheenginestructurethroughthenon-rotatingouter
wail. Thiswouldproduceamoreintegratedstructuraldesignandlightenthevalvestructure
to helpoffsettheincreasedweightassociatedwith theadditionof theflaps.
Comparedto the AIV, this concept requires more actuator mechanisms. It also requires
sealing at the top and bottom of the flaps in addition to sealing along the radial wails which
is a common requirement for both concepts.
Rear Flow Diverter Valve - AIV Concept
Conceptual design and analysis of the AIV in the rear-vaive application was also conducted
as part of Task VIII. This valve conceptual design work utilized the dual-vaive VCE as the
base configuration and is shown in Figure 3.4-6.
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Figure 3.4-6 VCE-Third Turbine/Rear AIV
The rear-vaive is required for the duai-vaive VCES to invert the two airflow paths between
the two low-pressure turbine assemblies. The rear-vaive is exposed to a much higher tem-
perature environment than the forward valve, with the maximum gas temperature of
approximately 1600°F (870°C) passing through the valve. The temperature difference
between the two airflow streams varies from 800 to 1400°F (430 to 760°C) thus producing
severe thermal conditions on the valve. In addition, this temperature gradient is reversed
as the valve is rotated. The wails must be capable of withstanding a total pressure difference
between the two airflows of approximately 30 psi (607 kN/m 2) at these elevated tempera-
tures. Preliminary structural estimates of the rear valve indicate advanced nickel base
superailoy walls approximately 0.060 inch (0.0015m) thick may be adequate without cool-
ing if two circumferential stiffening rings are attached to the mid-portion of the valve.
The combined cool side and hot side result in a metai temperature low enough to not
require cooling, but precludes the use of lighter, honeycomb construction due to its thermal
resistivity.
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A staticboxstructureisconstructedaroundtherearAIV to isolatetherotatingportion of
thevalvefrom theenginestructure.Thisisespeciallycriticalfor therearAIV with its more
severethermalrequirements.A sheet-springdesignhasbeenincorporatedto absorbthe
thermalloadsandto isolatethemfrom thestaticsupportstructureof theengine.
Comparison of Valve Concepts
Table 3.4-I compares the variable-flap concept to the AIV concept.
Pros
TABLE 3.4-I
FLOW-DIVERTER VALVE COMPARISON
VARIABLE-FLAP CONCEPT RELATIVE TO AIV
Similar Aerodynamics
More Integrated Structure
Mixed Flow Capability
Cons
Fabrication Complexity - Cost
More Difficult Sealing
More Actuation
Slightly Increased Weight - (0.2% Engine + Nozzle)
Longer Length - (2% Engine + Nozzle)
Needs Fail-Safe Design
The variable-flap valve concept utilizes existing variable fan/compressor stator technology
with similar aerodynamic characteristics relative to the AIV concept. However, this concept
increases the fabrication complexity due to more complex surfaces, more difficult sealing
because of these complex surfaces and because of additional areas requiring sealing, and more
actuation mechanisms. The variable-flap valve concept is also slightly heavier and longer than
the AIV concept. This slight weight difference includes elimination of a portion of the box
structure around the variable-flap valve, as discussed previously.
By moving the flap hinge line to the flap trailing edge, the variable-flap valve concept can
provide the additional capability to divert two streams into one stream. This mixed flow
is accomplished by actuating every other flap. By actuating the flaps to an intermediate
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position,apartialmix of theflowscanbeaccomplishedwhichhastheadvantageof permit-
ringairflowmatchinginto thethird turbine,for arear-valveVCEapplication,asthesecond
burneris turnedoff andonbetweensubsonicandsupersonicruise,respectively.
Thiscomparisonshowsthat for thepurposesof parametric systems studies of various engine
configurations conducted in Tasks VII and XIII, either the AIV or variable-flap valve concept
could have been selected as the baseline flow diverter valve definition. For all of the front-
valve VCE concepts, the AIV was selected, primarily because of its weight and length
advantages over the flap or chute valve concepts. For the dual-valve VCE's, the AIV was
selected for the rear valve because of the same advantages. With the evolution of the single
rear-valve VCE concept, the unique capability of the flap concept to mix the two streams
and thereby improve performance when the duct-burner is not lit, resulted in the selection
of the variable-flap flow diverter valve for the ref'med studies of the rear-valve VCE concept.
3.4.1.2 Third Turbine Assembly for Valved VCE Concepts
Because of the large corrected airflows associated with the third turbine (Figure 3.4-6), an
extremely large annulus area is required. Consequently, the third turbine is the component
which sets the low spool rotor speed. To minimize the penalty of lower speeds on the
remainder of the low-spool engine components, this rear turbine is required to operate at
very high blade stresses. In addition, this turbine experiences high inlet temperatures,
because of the second burner, and its environment is therefore comparable to a high-pressure
turbine design. To maximize the low-rotor speed, an advanced high-stress third turbine
design v_ith an internal cooling system is required. This includes more severe tapering of
the blade root-to-tip chord and root-to-tip wall thicknesses. A high exit Mach number from
this turbine helps to reduce the blade annulus area. An advanced directionally solidified
eutectic blade material is required to withstand these high stresses and temperatures.
A possible alternative approach to the design of these dual-valve VCE concepts is a three-
spool configuration. This reduces the number of other engine components that are
penalized because of the lower rotor speeds dictated by the third-turbine design. Most of
the dual-valve VCE's, however, are operated such that the third-turbine work output varies
considerably as the second primary burner is turned on and off at the supersonic and
subsonic conditions, respectively. This is one of the flexibilities of the dual-valve VCE; tile
capability to transfer the required fan work back and forth between the gas generator low-
pressure turbine and the third turbine, as the third-turbine inlet temperature is varied over
a wide range. A triple spool design would prevent this low-spool variable turbine work split
capability, and force the third turbine to extract large amounts of work at low turbine inlet
temperatures (subsonic cruise) with a corresponding detrimental effect on the overall
thermodynamic cycle.
Advanced fabrication technology would be needed to produce these large turbine blades
from directionally solidified eutectic material with an advanced cooling scheme. Some of
the VCE configurations operate this third turbine over wide ranges of turbine inlet and exit
airflows and may require variable inlet-guide-vanes and/or variable exit-guide-vanes to achieve
j.
the desired engine matching characteristics and to minimize exit-guide-vane losses.
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3.4.1.3 Engine Arrangements
A number of different engine configurations were evaluated in the Task VII and XIII systems
studies including LBE's, VSCE's, single-valve VCE's and dual-valve VCE's. Conceptual de-
sign work was conducted to establish the engine configuration feasibility and improve the
engine configuration definition utilized in these systems studies.
Low Bypass Engine (LBE)
The LBE designs (0.1 to 0.5 BPR) were configured as mixed-flow single-spool engines with
and without an afterburner. Results indicated a non-afterburning configuration with a
0.1 BPR (LBE-405B) is best on an overall TOGW versus noise comparison. A conceptual
configuration for the LBE-405B is shown in Figure 3.4-7.
For the 0.1 BPR engine, a manifold and six-pipe bypass system is used for the bypass airflow,
instead of an annular duct, to minimize the pressure loss and weight of the bypass system.
The choice of a single spool configuration was made for the parametric study. Further
detailed engine design and performance studies of a one versus two-spool arrangement are
required before a final configuration is selected. The single spool was configured with three
bearings, two roller bearings and one thrust bearing located at the intermediate case, as
shown. The engine mounts were located at the turbine case and the low-pressure compressor
inlet-guide-vane; the inlet case provides the thrust mount.
One of the advanced technologies that has special significance for this family of LBE's is the
high-strength turbine blade material. This advanced material enables the rotors to be
designed for high speeds, thereby reducing the number of compressor stages required to
provide the design pressure-ratio. A further improvement resulting from higher rotor speeds
is a reduced turbine elevation with no compromise to efficiency. These changes are
especially significant to weight and dimensional characteristics of these LBE's because of
their large gas generator size.
As indicated in Figure 3.4-7, a tube jet-noise suppressor was evaluated for these LBE's and
is another critical component because of high je.t-velocities.
LBE-405B
STOWABLE MULTI-TUBE SUPPRESSOR
BYPASS TUBES /
VARIABLE COMPRESSOR / LOW EMISSIONS BURNER /
/ /_ / /
ii j I! IJl / .... '
VARIABLE NOZZLE
Figure 3. 4-7 Low Bypass Engine, LBE-405B
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Variable Stream Control Engine ( VSCE)
Figure 3.4-8 shows the conceptual arrangement for the VSCE. This engine has an inter-
mediate BPR ('--1.3) and incorporates the inverse throttle schedule discussed in
Section 3.2.1.2. Extensive use of variable geometry is employed, including variable fan-inlet
and exit-guide-vanes, variable compressor stators, possibly variable turbine exit-guide-vanes,
variable prirnary nozzle area, variable fan-duct nozzle area, variable nozzle-exit area, a
thrust reverser and possibly a stowable jet-noise suppressor in the bypass stream as a
back-up to the coannular noise benefit. In addition, a low-emissions low-temperature duct
burner is required, as well as a low-emissions primary burner with inverse throttle schedule.
VARIABLE VARIABLE FAN
COMPRESSOR LOW TEMP STREAM NOZZLE
INVERSE THROTTLE SCHEDULE
LOW EMISSIONS BURNER
Figure 3.4-8 Variable Stream Control Engine, VSCE-502
The advanced technology material definition is the same as that evaluated for the valved
VCE's and the LBE's, and includes the use of composite fan blades, ceramic turbine
inlet-guide-vanes with minimum cooling, and advanced directionally solidified eutectic
turbine blades. The high strength turbine blade material enables the rotors of both spools
to be designed for high speeds, thereby minimizing the number of fan, compressor, and
turbine stages.
The engine is configured with two spools supported by five bearings, as shown. The thrust
bearing for each spool is located at the intermediate case.
A two-mount engine support system has been devised by passing the rear engine structure
across the bypass stream, just ahead of the duct-burner, to the rear mount. The fan duct
would be split to allow access to the primary burner and high-pressure compressor for
engine maintenance. In addition, access to the turbines will require the duct-burner liners
to be split or to slide rearward.
Single-Front-Valve Variable Cycle Engine
The conceptual cross-section in Figure 3.4-9 depicts the major components that constitute
a representative single-front-valve VCE. The basic gas generator and low-pressure turbine
are direct derivatives from the VSCE with the same levels of advanced technology. The
unique component is the annulus inverting valve (AIV) located between the two fan
assemblies. This engine concept has the capability of reducing BPR from a medium level
for take-off to a low level for supersonic operation, as described in Section 3.2.1.2.
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Figure 3.4-9 Front Single Valve Variable Cycle Engine, VCE-107
In this configuration, the two bypass streams are mixed into one common stream which has
an augmentor. This arrangement avoids the necessity for an auxiliary nozzle system for the
outer bypass stream. A val_re is required at the juncture of the two streams to shut off the
outer duct when the two fan assemblies are in series (low bypass mode) operation. The
engine is configured with two spools supported by five bearings. The thrust bearing for each
spool is located at the intermediate case. As with the VSCE, the rear engine structure is
passed across the bypass stream, just ahead of the duct-burner, to the rear mount. A static
box structure is designed around the AIV to route the engine structure around the rotating
portion of the valve to the front mount. This design is required for structural integrity, but
is a factor that contributes to the high VCE weights. The second fan assembly requires a
rotating flow splitter to prevent the supercharged gas generator airflow from leaking into the
auxiliary inlet airflow into the second fan when the engine generates in the high bypass
mode.
Dual-Valve Variable Cycle Engine
The conceptual cross-section in Figure 3.4-10 shows the component arrangement for a
representative dual-valve VCE. This engine has the capability of converting to two turbojet
cycles for supersonic operation, as described in Section 3.1.1.
FRONT VALVE SECOND .._Aw,, ._r
FAN 1 | FAN 2 REAR VALVE BURNER '_ _'
Figure 3.4-10 Nonaugmented 2 Nozzle Stream Dual Valve VCE
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Theuseof thesecondburnerat take-offeliminatestheneedfor anaugmentorin this
configuration.Thetwobypass treamsaremixedinto onecommonstream,therebyavoid-
ingthenecessityfor anauxiliarynozzlesystemfor theouterbypass tream.Theengineis
configuredwith twospoolssupportedbysixbearings.Theadditionalbearing,comparedto
theprevioustwo engineconfigurations,is requiredfor theadditionallow-pressureturbine.
A staticboxstructureisdesignedaroundeachof theAIV's to routetheenginestructure
aroundtherotatingportionof thevalve.Thisisrequiredfor structuralintegrity, particularly
in thecaseof therearAIV with its moreseverethermalrequirements.A two-mountengine
supportsystemisshownwith therearturbineassemblyoverhungonanextendedlow spool
shaft. Thesecondfanassemblyrequiresarotatingflow splitterasis thecasewith partial-
spanforwardAIV's. Theadvancedhigh-strengthturbinebladematerialis requiredfor the
rearturbineto maximizetheallowablelow-rotorspeedandtherebyreducethenumberof
fan 1,fan2, LPTandrearturbinestagesandelevations.Thetwo fansemployvariable
geometrystatorsto providethehigherairflowscheduledescribedin Section3.1.3.1.
3.4.1.4 Nozzle/Reverser/Suppressor Systems
The nozzle/reverser/suppressor (N/R/S) system is perhaps the most critical engine component
in terms of its impact on the total airplane system. The requirements for the N/R/S are
complex and indicate the need for a highly integrated design. These requirements must be
met with minimum penalty to engine installation, reliability and performance.
A high area-ratio convergent-divergent nozzle is required for good supersonic cruise
performance while at take-off-and subsonic cruise conditions, an essentially' convergent
nozzle configuration is required. To match the inlet airflow schedule and accommodate
varying degrees of duct-burning, variable nozzle throat and exit areas are required. Effective
thrust reversal of both the primary and bypass streams is an assumed requirement for
advanced commercial airplanes. Should this requirement be modified in the future, the
nozzle system complexity will be greatly reduced.
At the outset of the Phase II study, the coannular noise benefit had not been substantiated.
It was therefore assumed that jet noise suppressors were essential to environmentally
acceptable AST engines. By designing the VSCE and valved VCE concepts for proper
selection of fan pressure ratio (FPR), combustor exit temperature (CET) and bypass ratio
(BPR), the jet velocity of the primary exhaust stream can be reduced so that this stream
does not contribute to the total jet noise; and therefore a jet noise suppressor would be
required in the bypass stream only. Suppressor configurations for VSCE's and valved
VCE's would then be facilitated, relative to LBE's, due to the favorable height-to-length
geometry of the bypass stream. The performance penalty associated with all noise
suppressors requires that these devices be stowable after take-off.
As the Phase II study progressed, the coannular noise benefit was substantiated by static
model tests. Because both the VSCE and valved VCE definitions have coannular flows,
they may all benefit from the noise suppression characteristics of coannular nozzles. If
these coannular noise benefits can be confirmed by relative velocity tests and under actual
flight conditions, the requirement for stowable jet-noise suppressors may be eliminated.
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SeveralNRSconceptswereevaluatedin TaskVIII for both theVSCEandvalved VCE
with separate stream, coannular nozzles. Four of the more attractive concepts are reviewed
in this report along with the results of preliminary analysis of these systems. The illustra-
tions shown are based on the VSCE configuration.
N/R/S Concept No. 1
Figure 3.4-11 shows the first N/R/S concept configured for take-off. In this concept, a set
of fingers is deployed across the bypass stream to break up the bypass stream and promote
mixing with auxiliary air which enters through ejector doors. The resulting mixed-jet
velocity, which is lower than the non-mixed bypass jet velocity, results in decreased jet
noise. When the fingers are deployed, the bypass stream nozzle is retracted and the flow
area between the fingers becomes the nozzle throat. A set of internal clam-shell blocker
doors, which are used during reverse, are tilted slightly at take-off to aerodynamically line
up with the streamlines of the entering auxiliary airflow. The nozzle exit consists of an outer
shroud with free-floating tailfeathers. These allow variations in the nozzle exit area depend-
ing on the nozzle expaflsion ratio. The nozzle walls are lined with 1-2 inch (0.025-0.050m)
deep acoustic treatment to absorb the higher frequency noise generated by the mixing
process. A variable primary-stream throat area is also included in this system.
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Figure 3.4-11 N/R/S Concept No. 1
The finger-type noise suppressor is a relatively simple device which lends itself to incorpora-
tion into the nozzle system with limited impact on the other nozzle system components.
The coannular nozzle noise benefit may eliminate the requirement for a mechanical mixer
for noise suppression. The finger-type suppressor shown in Figure 3.4-1 1 would be removed
and this configuration would still be an appropriate nozzle concept for the most promising
VSCE and valved engine concepts. While the finger-type suppressor is light weight and
relatively simple, it is a very abrupt mixing device which results in high thrust-losses at
take-off.
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Figure3.4-12showstheNo. 1N/R/Sconceptin thesubsonic ruise,supersonicruiseand
reversethrustmodesof operation.Thefingerjet-noisesuppressorsarestowedin theprimary
nozzlewallandthebypass treamnozzleflapsaresetfor therequiredthroatarea.
REVERSE
I ,, 1/ I
t/
SUBSONICCRUISE
SUPERSONIC
Figure 3.4-12 N/R/S Concept No. 1
At subsonic cruise, the ejector doors allow auxiliary air to enter and fill part of the nozzle
exit area which prevents the two engine exhaust streams from overexpanding for this low
nozzle-expansion-ratio condition. At supersonic cruise, the ejector doors are shut and the
clam-shell buckets form a portion of the nozzle outer wall divergent section. In this mode,
the configuration is a high area-ratio convergent-divergent nozzle which is required for good
performance at this high nozzle-expansion ratio condition. This concept achieves good
nozzle performance at both the subsonic and supersonic cruise conditions.
During the reverse-thrust mode of operation, the ejector doors and a set of translating
panels provide the opening for reversing the nozzle airflow. The internal clam-shell buckets
are fully closed, providing effective reverse thrust for both nozzle streams and have the
capability of targeting the reverse airflow away from adjacent engines and from the runway.
This targetability of the reversed airflow is considered a basic requirement because of the
engine installation relative to re-ingestion problems, the aircraft wing and fuselage, and
problems from runway debris.
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N/R/S Concept No. 2
This concept, shown in Figure 3.4-13 in the take-off configuration, is similar to Concept
No. 1 except that the large clam-shell buckets form the entire aftnozzle section, thus
eliminating the need for a nozzle shroud and tail feathers. This, along with the f'mger-type
suppressor, results in the least complex and potentially lightest weight concept. As with
Concept No. 1, a high thrust loss at take-off results from the abrupt mixing of the finger
mixers. This would also be an appropriate concept for the coannular noise benefit with
the finger-type mixers removed.
For take-off, the clam-shell buckets are slightly tilted, which, in conjunction with a trans-
lated external shroud, permit auxiliary air to enter and mix with the bypass stream which
has been broken up with the deployed fingers. The tilted position of the clam-shell buckets
also reduces the nozzle exit area at this low nozzle-expansion-ratio condition. Since the
clam-shell buckets do not provide a planar nozzle exit area, sideplates must be incorporated
for good performance.
TAKEOFF
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Figure 3.4-13 N/R/S Concept No. 2
For the cruise conditions, the fingers are stowed in the outer wall of the primary nozzle,
and the fan-duct nozzle flaps are set at the required throat area. At subsonic cruise, the
circular external shroud is translated forward and the clam-shell buckets tilted to allow
auxiliary air to fill part of the nozzle exit area. However, the tilted clam-shell buckets do
not provide a fully circumferential ejector opening which results in local deficiencies in area
for the ejector airflow. At supersonic cruise conditions, the external shroud is in the closed
position. The clam-shell buckets form the divergent portion of the nozzle which is required
for good performance at this hig,la nozzle-expansion-ratio condition.
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Targeted reverse thrust is obtained by fully closing the clam-shell buckets and translating
the external shroud forward to provide the exit area for the reversing nozzle streams. The
effectiveness of this reverser is estimated to be marginal and some better means of facili-
tating the turning and reversing the flow will be required, such as cascades in the ejector
openings.
N/R/S Concept No. 3
This concept, shown in Figure 3.4-14 in the take-off position, consists of a chute mixer
for jet-noise suppression, internal clam-shell buckets and a nozzle shroud with free-foating
tallfeathers. An external circular shroud is translated forward to allow auxiliary air to enter
through every other chute (cold chutes) and mix with the bypass stream which passes
through the alternate chutes (hot chutes). Sidewalls separate the two flows. The nozzle exit
consists of an outer shroud with free-floating tallfeathers. A variable primary-stream throat
area is obtained by a translating-flap (iris) nozzle. The chute mixers, which penetrate com-
pletely across the bypass stream, bring the bypass stream and auxiliary air together in a less
turbulent manner than the finger-type mixer concept; therefore, the chutes result in lower
thrust loss when deployed.
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Figure 3.4-14 N/R/S Concept No. 3
At the cruise conditions, the outboard ramp of the "hot" chutes is pulled inboard to join
with the inboard ramps of the "cold" chutes to form a complete annular flap. This becomes
the bypass stream throat and is set at the required area by rotating this nozzle flap away
from the fully penetrated position. Consequently, stowing of the chute mixers and a
separate nozzle-flap system are not required for the bypass stream. At subsonic cruise, the
circular external shroud is translated forward to allow auxiliary air to enter and fill part of
the nozzle exit area. The auxiliary airflow scrubs the chute sidewalls resulting in a moderate
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nozzleperformancelossat subsonic ruise.At supersonicruiseconditions,theexternal
shroudis in theclosedpositionandtheinternalclam-shellbucketsform aportionof the
divergentnozzlesection.Thechutesidewallsarelocatedbehindthenozzleflaps,out of
thebypass treamairflow,andthereforedonot imposealossin nozzleperformance°
Effectivetargeted reverse thrust is obtained by fully closing the clam-shell buckets and
translating two circular external shrouds forward to provide the exit area for the reversing
nozzle streams. Greater exit area is needed for reverse than for the auxiliary airflow
entrance at take-off in all of these schemes because of the approximately 50% targeting
requirement of the reverse flow. In the integration evaluation, it was determined that trans-
lation of the external shrouds may compromise the pod geometry too severely. This
concept may be rejected for this reason.
N/R/S Con cept No. 4
The tube suppressor, which was also evaluated in the Phase I study, is incorporated in
Concept No. 4 along with internal clam-shell buckets and a nozzle shroud with free-floating
tailfeathers. This concept is shown in Figure 3.4-15 in the take-off configuration.
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Figure 3.4-15 N/R/S Concept No. 4
The fan-duct airflow passes through the deployed tube suppressors which break up this flow
and mixes it with the auxiliary air which enters through a series of ejector doors. When the
tube segments are deployed, the bypass stream nozzle flaps are fully retracted and the
flow area of the tubes becomes the bypass stream throat. The nozzle exit consists of an
outer shroud with free-floating tailfeathers which allow variation in the nozzle exit area
depending on the nozzle expansion ratio. For cruise, the tubes are stowed in the outer
nozzle wall, and the bypass stream nozzle flaps provide the required throat area. At sub-
sonic cruise, the aft portion of the nozzle is translated aft to permit ejector airflow to fill
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partof thenozzleexit area.Thestowedtubesblocktheblow-indoorpassage,thusneces-
sitatingtranslatingtheaft portionof the nozzle. A substantial nozzle performance penalty
is incurred at subsonic cruise as a result of the bypass stream overexpanding before the
entrance of the ejector airflow. This is caused by the axial displacement between the
throat formed by the nozzle flap and the ejector airflow. At supersonic cruise, the nozzle
shroud is translated closed. In this mode, the high area-ratio convergent-divergent nozzle
provides good performance for the high nozzle-expansion ratio.
Effective, targeted, reverse thrust is obtained by fully closing the internal clam-shell buckets
and translating the aft nozzle shroud to provide the exit area for the reversing nozzle
streams. Aft translation of the clam-shell buckets is also required in this scheme. This
requirement contributes to the complexity and weight of this concept.
Tube suppressors have been demonstrated to provide slightly more noise suppression
capability than the previous concepts. The thrust loss for this device when deployed is
almost as high as finger mixers. The tube concept is more difficult to stow, it has larger
weight and dimension penalties and also presents a discontinuous surface (holes) to the
expanding air in the stowed mode, resulting in a small performance penalty.
Comparison of Nozzle Concepts
Preliminary evaluation of the various N/R/S concepts was conducted for the VSCE-502
configuration. The results are shown in Table 3.4-I1. The chute concept (No. 3) was
selected as the base for this relative comparison because of its low suppressor-thrust-loss.
TABLE 3.4-II
N/R/S SUMMARY COMPARISON
N/R/S CONCEPT
DESCRIPTION
• SUPPRESSOR
• NOZZLE EXIT
WEIGHTS
• RELATIVE [ENG + N/R/S] _%
PRICE
• RELATIVE [ENG + N/R/S) -%
NOISESUPPRESSION
• APNdR - MAX
PERFORMANCE
• TAKEOFF -ACF - %
• SUBSONIC CR-_TSFC - %
• SUPERSONIC CR-ATSFC - %
• REVERSER EFFECTIVENESS
RELIABILITY
VSCE-5O2
1 2
FINGERS FINGERS
TAILFEATHERS CLAMSHELL
13.5
3 4
i i
CHUTES TUBES
TAILFEATHERS TAILFEATHERS
0 +4
0 -1
15
-4 -7
0 +5
0 0
ADEQUATE ADEQUATE
AVERAGE WORST
-10% -10
-3% +7
-2% -1
ADEQUATE POOR
AVERAGE BEST
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Theweightandpricecomparisonsshowthat therelativeintegrationsimplicityof the finger
suppressors result in nozzle concepts that produce improved (lighter and lower price)
N/R/S systems.
Based on DOT-SST static scale model jet-noise suppressor test results, the jet-noise suppres-
sion characteristics of the various configurations were estimated as a function of relative
jet velocity. Based on these data, the tube suppressor offers slightly more jet-noise
reduction.
Nozzle performance of the four configurations is compared in Table 3.4-I1 for take-off, sub-
sonic cruise and supersonic cruise operation. The thrust losses at take-off are due to the
deployed jet noise suppressors, with the finger mixers causing the highest loss. Subsonic
and supersonic performance are compared on the basis of TSFC. Concept No. 1 shows the
best performance at both subsonic and supersonic conditions. The higher subsonic TSFC's
for Concepts No. 3 and No. 4 result from aerodynamic interference with the ejector
operation when the jet noise suppressors are stowed, while the high TSFC for Concept No. 2
is due to a deficiency in circumferential ejector area caused by the unsymetrical clam-shell
buckets. Supersonic cruise performance differences are due to the following effects: poor
internal nozzle aerodynamic wall contours caused by the stowed suppressor, as in concept 4;
external drag created by translating shrouds, as in concepts 2 and 3; and a non-planar exit
area, as in concept 2. All of the concepts have a small supersonic cruise performance
penalty due to the acoustic treatment lining the nozzle walls.
A preliminary reliability comparison indicates concept No. 2 results in the best reliability
rating due to fewer and less complex systems and fewer actuators. Concept No. 4, on the
other hand, has the most translation, rotation and more complicated systems and therefore
is considered to be the least reliable of the N/R/S concepts. The "average" rating indicates
average for the four N/R/S concepts evaluated in this study and not average for nozzle
systems in current commercial operation.
Figure 3.4-16 shows the impact of the weight, price, suppression and nozzle performance
differences, shown in Table 3.4-II, on the vehicle system performance and economics.
These results are shown at the same level of augmentation (a 2200 ft/sec (671 m/sec)
relative jet velocity) and therefore correspond to approximately equal sideline jet noise
for each concept.
These vehicle system results show concepts 1,2 and 3 to be within 2 percent of each other.
The relative simplicity of integrating the finger suppressor into the nozzle design has the
least impact on weight, price and nozzle performance for the subsonic and supersonic cruise
conditions. Therefore, concepts Nos. 1 and 2 are able to offset the disadvantage of the high
take-off thrust loss associated with these suppressors in systems that are competitive with
the low, thrust-loss chute concept (No. 3). The large clam-shell bucket concept (No. 2)
offers further weight and price advantages, and good reliability (which is not quantitatively
accounted for in the economic analysis), and would be a more attractive concept if methods
of improving its reverser effectiveness and performance could be found. The tube suppressor
concept (No. 4) has relatively poor vehicle system performance and economics due to its
complexity and consequential impact on weight, price and nozzle performance. As
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Figure3.4-16shows,conceptNo. 1is themostattractiveof theconceptsevaluated.It
shouldbenotedthatsmallchangesin ROIaresignificant,asevidencedby the3 percent
cruiseTSFCimprovementhat wouldbeneededto affecta 1%changein ROI.
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Figure 3. 4-16 N/R/S Results Summary
N/R/S Conclusions
Several candidate N/R/S systems were defined in this study. The best of these, accounting
for the impact on weight, price, noise reduction, and nozzle performance, offers significant
potential vehicle system improvements relative to unsuppressed systems with the engines
oversized and throttled back to meet the same noise levels. These system improvements
equate to about 15% reduction in TOGW, at constant noise level, or 8 PNdB reduction
in noise level, at constant TOGW. However, the results of the coannular noise test program
indicate that a mechanical suppressor may not be required and, therefore, a greater potential
system improvement may be realized. It is not expected that the amount of suppression
assumed for these suppressor concepts would be possible in addition to the coannular benefit.
Since effective mixing is already being accomplished, by virtue of the coannular mixing
effect, the addition of mechanical mixing devices may not offer a significant further reduc-
tion in jet noise. Consequently, the requirement for a jet-noise suppressor depends on
further coannular tests with relative velocity and full scale effects.
If it is eventually determined that a jet noise suppressor is required, the final choice of
suppressor configuration (i.e., fingers, chutes, tubes, etc.) will depend on in-flight suppressor
test results. In this study, the relative integration simplicity of the finger suppressor in the
nozzle design resulted in the least impact on weight, price and cruise nozzle performance of
the various suppressor types considered. This was able to offset the relatively high take-off
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thrustlossestimatedfor thefinger-mixersandproducethebestoverallsystemresults.
Thechutemixerwith improvedtake-offthrustlossbut with agreaterimpactonweight,
priceandcruiseperformance,isalsoconsideredto beapossiblesuppressorconcept.The
tubesuppressorappearsto bethemostcomplexof thesuppressortypesconsidered,and
consequentlyresultsin thegreatestimpactonweight,price,reliabilityandcruisenozzle
performanceandit doesnot appearattractivefor coannularnozzles.Thefinal choicewill
dependon thecoannularnoisebenefitandonwhetherfurthersuppressortestsshowthe
samesuppressionandthrust-losscharacteristicsusedfor thisstudy. All of theseN/R/S
conceptsarecomplicatedrelativeto currenttechnologynozzle/reversersystemsthat are
currentlyin commercialservice.
Thiscomplexityisattributedto themulti-purposeroleof these N/R/S systems: i.e., they
attempt to achieve, with one system, good subsonic and supersonic performance, high noise
suppression and effective thrust reversing. More detailed aerodynamic and mechanical
design studies, including integration and maintainability considerations, will be required
to select a N/R/S design that can meet all of the operational requirements for acceptable
commercial service.
3.4.2 Preliminary Design Studies
3.4.2.1 Engine Selection
At the conclusion of the parametric systems studies, the Variable Stream Control Engine
(VSCE-502) was identified as the most promising engine configuration evaluated at that
time and was selected for preliminary design initiation in Task X. The single forward-valve
and dual-valve VCE's were not competitive with the VSCE and consequently were not
recommended for preliminary design studies.
Concurrent with the VSCE preliminary design studies, systems studies were continued on
refined VCE's. This included the refined front-valve VCE-108, and rear-valve VCE con-
figurations. The results of these refined systems studies, reviewed in Section 3.2.1, indicated
the rear-valve concept as the best valved VCE evaluated in the Phase II study. Continued
VCE systems studies are nlanned for Phase III to evaluate additional configurations which
may be selected for prelil:,inary design studies, in addition to continuing the VSCE pre-
liminary design studies started in Phase II.
The preliminary design effort in Task X concentrated on one configuration, the VSCE-502,
and was limited to the unique features of this engine. The following critical areas were
studied:
• Structural evaluation of the high spool turbine disk
Revision of engine component designs to incorporate refined technology
definition including an acoustically designed fan, a low-emissions, high-efficiency
duct-burner concept, a low-emissions primary burner, and an integrated rear
mount structure;
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• Enginebearingarrangement;
• Enginemaintainabilityconcept;
Engine/airframeinstallationincludingpodstructuralsupportconcepts,
engine/airframeaccessories,andimprovedreversertargetingcapability.
Theenginedefinitionwhichresultedfrom theTaskX preliminarydesignstudiesisdesignated
theVSCE-502C.Thisdistinguishesit from theinitial parametricdata-packversionof this
engine,theVSCE-502,andtherefinedparametricstudyengine,theVSCE-502B.This
latterengineincorporatedfurthercyclerefinements(increasedOPRandCET)asaresult
of therefinedsystemstudieswhich,becauseof schedulelimitations,werenot included
in theVSCE-502C.
3.4.2.2 Structural Evaluation of the High-Pressure Turbine Disk
The high stress and temperature conditions that exist during the long periods of time the
AST engines operate at supersonic cruise result in unique creep-strength requirements for
the turbine and compressor disk materials. An evaluation of both conventional and
advanced maten.'als was conducted to determine their suitability for the VSCE-502C high-
pressure turbine disk, and their capability to provide acceptable commercial engine life.
Advanced materials evaluated for the high-pressure turbine disk would also be applicable
to the low-pressure turbine and high-pressure compressor disks which are exposed to similar
extremes of temperature, stress and time.
The VSCE-502C high spool has a moderate rotor-speed design, with 1300 ft/sec (400m/sec)
maximum rim speed of the high-pressure turbine occurring at supersonic cruise. The
high-pressure turbine disk is cooled with engine air bled from the high-pressure compressor
exit. The cooling air temperature at this bleed point is at a maximum of approximately
1150°F (620°C) at the Mach number 2.4 supersonic cruise condition. The high-pressure
turbine disk temperature, including the effects of the disk cooling scheme, gas path leakage,
engine tolerances, engine deterioration, etc., was estimated to be equal to the cooling air
temperature plus 50°F (28°C). Consequently the VSCE-502C disk was designed for
10,000 hours life at 1200°F (650°C) at the maximum rotor speed condition (Mach number
2.4 operation). Higher cruise Mach number operation or increased OPR evaluated in the
refined systems studies for the VSCE-502B indicated potential performance improvements,
but would result in disk temperatures in the 1300°F (700°C) range.
Figure 3.4-17 shows the allowable disk stress for WASPALOY and IN-100 materials, some
advanced materials, and some very advanced materials which may be required for AST
engines. As shown, all of the materials became creep limited at the higher temperatures.
Waspaloy and IN-100 are used in present subsonic and military engines respectively, but
are not suitable for AST engines above 1150°F (620°C) due to poor creep strength. The
advanced nickel base materials, such as NASA IIb-11, were projected for the AST time
period from present material research and development programs. This figure shows that
the advanced materials offer a 50-70°F (28-39°C) improvement relative to Waspaloy and
IN-100, and that AST may require a further 50-100°F (28-56°C) improvement in creep
strength.
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Figure 3.4-1 7 Allowable High Pressure Turbine Disk Stress
The impact of these material properties on the disk design is shown in Figure 3.4-18 in
terms of the disk bore width required, which, in turn, sets the rotor weight required."
Beyond certain width sizes, it would not be feasible to fabricate disks and expect to retain
the desired material properties, or to incorporate the large disks in a practical engine design.
Consequently, as shown in Figure 3.4-17, AST engines may require approximately a
150°F (83°C) improvement in creep strength relative to Waspaloy and IN-100. Otherwise,
supersonic cruise Mach numbers and/or OPR limitations would have to be observed.
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It should be noted that LCF (Low Cycle Fatigue) life is not expected, at this time, to be
a disk design limitation for AST. The inverse throttle schedule required for low jet noise
at take-off results in reduced thermal gradients, plus the long AST mission range will result
in fewer take-off and landing cycles within the 10,000 hours of disk design life.
3.4.2.3 Refined Engine Cross-section
I)uring the preliminary design studies, the major engine component designs were redefined
to incorporate a refined technology definition. These refinements were based on results
from related technology programs such as the AST Addendum to the NASA/P&WA Ex-
perimental Clean Combustor Program (Section 3.2.4) and the NASA/P&WA noise character-
istics tests of coannular nozzles (Section 4.1 ); further preliminary design analysis such as
the high-pressure turbine disk evaluation described in the preceding section; and the Task
VIII unique components studies (Section 3.4.1). The results of this engine redesign are
reflected in the refined VSCE-502C engine cross-section, shown in Figure 3.4-19.
VSCE-502C
Figure 3. 4-19 Preliminary VSCE-502C Cross-Section, Excluding Nozzle Design
The multi-stage fan was designed for progressively increasing rotor-stator spacing between
the front and rear stages. The axial tip chord spacing is 50%, 70% and 100% (of the upstream
chord) for the first, second and third stages, respectively, to reduce aft fan rotor noise pro-
pagation. A near-sonic inlet is utilized to control forward fan noise. This increased spacing
allows further attenuation of the wake from one row of airfoils before it strikes the down-
stream row. In addition, acoustic treatment is incorporated in the fan duct between the fan
and the duct-burner. This spacing resulted in a treated duct length-to-height ratio of ap-
proximately 7. The fan also incorporated the advanced technology projections described
in Section 3.1.2, including variable camber inlet and exit-guide-vanes for improved efficiency
and stability characteristics, and Boron/Aluminum composite material for the fan blades.
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TheCompressoris arelativelyconventionalcomponentandwasnot emphasizedin this
designphase;however,advancedtechnologyprojectionswereapplied.Advancedmaterials,
suchasadvancedhighstrengthtitaniumandnickelbaseNASAIIb-11,arereflectedin the
disksizes.Thenumberof stagesreflectsadvancedloadingtechnology,andvariable
geometryisemployedin the inlet-guide-vanesandthefirst two rowsof stators.Thecom-
pressorefficiencyreflectsthe improvementsprojectedfor activeclearancecontrolsystems
(Section4.5.2).
Theprimaryburnerdesigndefinitionwasbasedon resultsfrom theASTAddendumto the
NASA/P&WAExperimentalCleanCombustorProgram.It isapiloted/Vorbix(Vortex
bumingandmixing)designwhichresultsin a6 inch(0.15m)lengthincreasefrom the
parametricenginepre-mixdefinition thatwasassumedfor thedata-packVSCE-502engine.
Secondaryairflowpassesthroughlocalswirlersfor improvedmixingandreducedemissions.
Coolingair distributionin thisburnerdesignis consistent with the application of oxide
dispersion strengthened burner liner material (Section 4.5.3).
The high-pressure turbine design incorporated the disk structural evaluation discussed in
the preceding section. A ceramic material was defined for the inlet-guide-vane for light
weight and reduced cooling air while the blade is a directionaUy solidified eutectic material
for increased metal temperature capability (i.e., reduced cooling air requirement) and a
high pull stress design. The disk sizes of the low-pressure turbine, another more conven-
tional component, reflects the application of advanced materials such as NASA IIb-11,
studied in the high-pressure turbine structural evaluation. Turbine efficiencies are based on
these advanced materials as well as improved cooling systems and active tip clearance
contro_ systems (Section 4.5.2).
A high-efficiency low-emissions duct-burner concept was defined based on results from the
AST Addendum to the NASA/P&WA Experimental Clean Combustor Program. Since the
engine is sized to achieved low jet noise levels at take-off, the supersonic cruise condition
requires only a low amount of augmentation, such that the duct-burner fuel-air ratio is
approximately 0.015. A low-velocity, high-efficiency, pilot section was designed for this
low fuel-air supersonic cruise condition. At higher fuel-air ratio conditions, such as
transonic and supersonic climb, a Vorbix secondary combustion system was defined. The
combination low-velocity pilot/Vorbix burner concept resulted in an increase in flow area
into the pilot section and consequently an increase in the diffusion requirement between
the fan exit and the duct-burner inlet. This led to the design of an advanced diffuser con-
cept to avoid unacceptable boundary layer buildup and corresponding engine length
penalties. A branch diffuser concept was defined as shown in the engine cross-section, which
consisted of two sealed circumferential vanes upstream of the pilot section. This divides
the duct airflow into three streams, thereby reducing the equivalent diffuser conical angle.
The high spool is supported by two bearings: one thrust bearing located at the intermediate
case and one roller bearing located under the primary burner. The low spool is supported
by three bearings: one roller bearing located under the fan inlet case, the thrust bearing
located at the intermediate case, and one roller bearing supporting the low-pressure turbine.
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A two-planeenginemountsystemwasdefinedfor theVSCE-502C.Thefront mountis
locatedoverthefaninlet caseto obtainasmuchaxialseparationaspossiblebetweenthe
two mounts.Therearenginemountis locatedjust upstreamof theduct-burnerpilot
section.Theengineloadsarepassedacrossthebypass treamwith aseriesof aerodynamic
strutsandtied to theturbinecase,asshownin Figure3.4-19.Onlyv.erticalandsideloads
aretransmittedto therearmount;asquaresplineisprovidedto allowaxialdifferential
growthbetweenthegasgeneratorandtherearmount. A thermalspringis includedin
orderto isolatetherearmountfrom thethermalgrowthof theturbinecase.Axial (thrust)
loadsaretakenout at thefront enginemountonly. Furtherdesignstudy isrequiredto
integratetherearmountandduct-burnerwith minimumimpactonenginelength,duct-
burneroperation,engineaccessibility,andengine/airframeinstallation.
3.4.2.4 Alternate Engine Bearing Arrangement
An alternate engine bearing arrangement was defined as shown in Figure 3.4-20. The high-
spool roller bearing located under the primary burner was replaced with a "piggyback"
bearing, located aft of the high turbine, between the high and low spools. This arrangement
eliminates the requirement for a strut across the primary burner diffuser and consequently
offers a potential reduction in complexity of primary burner design. This is an important
consideration when taking into account the burner complexity required for a low-emissions
design. In addition, this bearing compartment is removed from a relatively hot region of the
engine which will result in improved beating life and reduced oil-cooling requirements.
Further detailed design analysis is required before a final engine beating arrangement is
selected. This would include detailed rotor/frame critical speed analysis and the effect of
advanced damped bearing technology on the tip clearances of the alternate bearing
arrangement.
VSCE-502C
"PIGGY BACK" BEARING
Figure 3.4-20 Alternate High Spool Bearing Arrangement for VSCE-502C
3.4.2.5 Engine Maintainability Concept
The VSCE-502C preliminary design utilizes a modular concept to provide the maintenance
capability to meet commercial engine requirements. The major engine components consti-
tute separate engine modules for ease of removal, replacement and overhaul; thus minimizing
aircraft down time and increasing system productivity.
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Figure3.4-21showsthepreliminaryenginemodularmaintainability/accessibilityconcept
for theVSCE-502C.Theenginemodulesshownin this"exploded"drawingare:
• Fan
• Intermediate case
• Compressor
• Fan-duct case
• Primary burner
• High-pressure turbine
• Low-pressure turbine inlet-guide-vane
• Low-pressure turbine and shaft
• Engine tailcone
• Rear mount
• Prfmary nozzle
• Duct burner and nozzle
All of the modules are separated axially, as shown by the dotted lines, except for the fan
duct case. This case is split into a top and bottom half which could be hinged for access
to the gas generator with the engine mounted on the wing. In addition, a bifurcation was
incorporated in the fan-duct case to provide engine services to the gas generator and to
allow horoscope inspections without opening or removing the fan-duct case.
Further preliminary design studies are needed to evaluate the impact of shortening the fan-
duct diffuser on the front/rear mount separation, overall engine length and weight, and
access to the gas generator.
3.4.2.6 Engine/Airframe Installation
Basic pod geometry was set by the engine, the inlet and the nozzle/reverser systems. Because
of the impact of pod geometry on installed performance, sensitivity of the pod to engine
and airplane design considerations is a prime factor in these AST studies. This includes aero-
dynamic, thermal, structural, maintenance, and accessory considerations. Pod geometry,
from an integrated engine/ai.rplane viewpoint, was therefore included in these initial pre-
liminary design studies.
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Figure 3.4-21 VSCE-502C Modular Concept
The overall pod arrangement for a representative VSCE configuration was defined at the
outset of this design study by Boeing (Figure 2-5). This drawing highlights the unique pod
characteristics. As shown, the inlet and nozzle systems are major components that almost
dominate the AST engine relative to subsonic engines. Figure 2-5 and the attending pod
geometry requirements (Section 2.3.1 ) were observed in the Task X preliminary design of
the VSCE-502C.
A pod drawing for the VSCE-502C is shown in Figure 3.4-22 and reflects these pod
geometry considerations. Due to space limitations and support structure above the engine,
the engine accessories were mounted on the bottom of the engine. The airframe PTO
(Power Take Off) projects into a wing cavity with access through an opening in the upper
surface of the wing.
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Figure 3. 4-22 VSCE-502C Pod Drawing
Figures 3.4-23 and -24 are schematic drawings of two possible support arrangements for
AST engines. These isometric drawings show the load vectors acting on the engine at the
front and rear mount planes. Figure 3.4-23 represents a more conventional support con-
cept where the wing structure is tied directly to the engine structure. For this arrangement,
the inlet and nozzle/reverser systems are supported by the engine structure. Figure 3.4-24
represents an advanced structural nacelle concept. This structural nacelle supports the
engine, the inlet, and the nozzle/reverser systems. Integration design studies are required
to quantitatively compare these two concepts in the areas of structural redundancy, engine
case distortions, weight characteristics, and maintainability features.
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Figure 3.4-23 Conventional Engine Support Concept
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Figure 3.4-24 Structural Nacelle Engine Support Concept
3.4.2.7 Summary
The Task X studies initiated the preliminary design of the VSCE concept, concentrating on
the unique features of this AST engine. Thesestudies included a structural evaluation of
the high-pressure turbine disk, an engine cross-section ificorporating refined technology :
definition, engine bearing arrangement, engine maintainability and engine/airframe
installation.
Further preliminary design studies are required in many areas of the VSCE-502C engine.
These include:
Continued evaluation of variable geometry engine components, such as the fan,
turbine and primary nozzle, to assess the system benefits versus the resulting
additional mechanical complexity.
Detailed integration studies of the duct-burner with the fan-duct diffuser, the
rear mount and the nozzle system. This would include the impact on overall
engine length and weight, front/rear mount separation, access to the gas generator
and duct-burner configurations with improved emissions and performance
characteristics resulting from the on-going ECCP.
Detailed structural analysis of engine rotor and bearing arrangements, incorporating
advanced high temperature technology for these components.
Incorporation of inspection, maintainability and accessibility features that are
critical for successful commercial service.
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Continuedintegrationof the overall engine/inlet/nozzle/airframe propulsion sys-
tem including aerodynamic, thermal, structural, maintenance and accessory
considerations.
Cost/weight/performance trade studies, particularly for many of the advanced
materials and component technologies, to optimize the overall system economics.
Refinement of the nozzle system to incorporate results from the continuing
coannular nozzle tests as they become available.
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4.0 TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS
One of the primary objectives of the SCAR/AST Propulsion System Studies is to identify the
engine-related technologies that offer the greatest potential for improving the environmental
and economic characteristics of advanced supersonic commercial transports. The Phase I
studies consisted of broad parametric evaluations of a large number of conventional and
unconventional engine concepts. These studies showed that advanced propulsion technology
has the potential for significant improvements in the environmental and economic areas.
Critical technology programs were recommended in the Phase I Final Report (NASA
CR-134633, January 1974). The Phase II studies consisted of more concentrated parametric
studies including parametric airplane/engine integration evaluations and initiation of pre-
liminary design studies. This phase identified the Variable Stream Control Engine (VSCE)
as one of the most promising engines identified in the AST propulsion system studies. A
rear-valve Variable Cycle Engine was defined late in the Phase II effort as also being an
attractive engine concept. Based on the Phase II study engines, critical technology programs
recommended in Phase I laave been updated and expanded to be consistent with the Phase II
results. This section discusses the technology programs that are critical for each of these
Variable Cycle Engines. In addition, the technologies that are critical to the rear-valve
engine above, and additional technology requirements that are applicable in general to
advanced supersonic engine concepts are also identified.
The critical technology requirements for both Variable Cycle Engine concepts are listed in
Table 4-I. The items preceded by stars represent unique technologies that should receive
emphasis as highest priority technology programs. Unlike the other technologies listed in
Table 4-I which are generally applicable to all advanced subsonic and supersonic commercial
and military engines, the starred items are special requirements for the two most promising
AST Variable Cycle Engines. Research and technology programs and a preliminary plan for
an environmental demonstration program have been formulated for the starred areas. The
remaining technologies in Table 4-I are equally critical to the eventual environmental and
economic success of the candidate AST propulsion systems. Some of these areas will be
advanced by currently active programs not directly related with the SCAR/AST program,
such as the NASA-sponsored ECCP for main burner emissions. In addition, continuation of
the SCAR propulsion and integration studies will define more specific technology require-
ments for the low noise inlet as well as aerodynamic and structural technology for the pod.
In addition to the critical technologies in Table 4-I, Table 4-I1 is a list of critical require-
ments for the rear-valve VCE concept. These technologies compliment those in Table 4-1.
Although not as critical as the requirements in Tables 4-I and 4-II, there are additional
engine-related technology areas that will also require research and technology programs.
Some of these are listed in Table 4-III. These individual technologies do not pose the impact
to the overall propulsion system as do the technologies in Tables 4-I and 4-II. Nevertheless,
'advancements in each area are listed in Table 4-Ill will be required for a successful AST
propulsion system. Definition of specific technology advancements in these areas will be
provided by continued refinement and design studies of the most promisingengine concepts.
The following sections describe the critical technologies listed in Table 4-I. Program recom-
mendations are also described.
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TABLE4-I
CRITICALTECHNOLOGYREQUIREMENTSFORBOTH
VARIABLECYCLEENGINECONCEPTS
Lownoisecoannularnozzle
. Lowemissionsductburner
Variablegeometrymulti-stagefan
• Lowemissionsprimaryburner
• Hotsection technology
• Directionallysolidifiedeutectic klades
• Ceramicvanes,egdwallsaNl tip
• Highcreepstrengthdiskmaterial
• Activetip clearanceco_trel Wstem
• Oxidedispersionstrengtke_li I_ner linermaterial
• Full-authorityelectroniccontrMsystem
• Variablegeometrylow noiseiIHet
• Propulsionsystemintegratie.
'k EmphasisonumiqueteekJ_logies
TABLE 4-II
CRITICAL TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS FOR
REAR-VALVE VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINE CONCEPT
O
O
Rear flow inverter valve
Rear turbine
Nozzle/ejector system
Stability during valve transition
Fail-safe valve design
Low spool critical speed control
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TABLE 4-III
ADDITIONAL TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS FOR BOTH
VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINE CONCEPTS
• Advancedturbinedesigns
• Advancedvariablegeometrycompressor
• Hightemperature lubricants
• Advancedaccessoriesanddrivesystems
• Hightemperaturebearingsandseals
• Light-weightrotor structure
• Propulsionsystemsafety features
• Hightemperature,light-weightacoustictreatment
• Lownoisethrust reverser
4.1 LOW NOISE COANNULAR NOZZLE
The most promising method for reducing jet noise with minimum penalty to the propulsion
system is based on Variable Cycle Engines with coannular nozzles. P&WA is conducting a
test program under NASA sponsorship (NAS3-17866) to evaluate this Concept and to com-
pare noise characteristics of various suppressor configurations. Based on static test data,
unsuppressed coannular nozzles ma3r have the potential for significant reductions in jet
noise without the performance penalties and other burdens such as weight, cost and com-
plexity associated with mechanical suppressors. This potential noise reduction is shown in
Figure 4-1 for various levels of specific thrust for a representative AST engine. Based on
coannular nozzles having unique velocity profiles similar to that shown in Figure 4-1, a
significant reduction in jet noise has been measured. This profile is obtained through design
features of Variable Cycle Engines combined with unique throttle scheduling techniques for
the combustors of the engine and bypass flow streams. Figure 4-3 illustrates the basic
principle that provides this natural suppression for coannular nozzles. The left side of Fig-
ure 4-3 shows the velocity profile for a single stream nozzle. The right side shows a coan-
nular nozzle. At the Station X downstream from the nozzle exit plane, the profile on the
left for the single stream nozzle shows the effect of mixing and momentum exchange with
ambient air. The shaded velocity profile indicates the maximum core velocity has not been
reduced. For the coannular nozzle, the maximum velocity in the bypass stream is reduced
by mixing and momentum exchange with air on both the outer and inner surfaces. The
peak velocity has been reduced at the measuring Station X and jet noise is correspondingly
lower. The net effect for the coannular nozzle is equivalent to an increase in BPR with a
lower jet velocity and reduced noise for the overall engine. The next major step in evalu-
ating the potential benefit of coannular nozzles is to determine the jet noise and perfor-
mance characteristics at conditions that simulate flight velocities. A follow-on program is in
progress to begin evaluation of the flight characteristics. In addition, three other programs
related with the noise and performance characteristics of supersonic nozzles have been re-
commended. These programs ar.e described in the following sections.
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Figure 4-1 Potential Improvement in Jet Noise from Coannular Nozzles
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Figure 4-2 Coannular Nozzle Velocity Profile
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4.1.1 Coannular Nozzle Flight Effect Program
The objective of this program is to evaluate the effects of external flow on the noise bene-
fits demonstrated statically for coannular exhaust systems. The thrust characteristics of
these nozzles will also be evaluated. Model nozzle designs selected from the current static
program will be e.valuated. These models will be tested over a range of external flow condi-
tions that simulate flight speeds between static and climb-out levels. Noise measurements
will be made in a facility that provides the unique capability of testing coannular nozzle
models with two-stream velocity and temperature control in a large, open jet velocity field
in an anechoic environment. Thrust characteristics will be evaluated in a large subsonic wind
tunnel, which has the required thrust balance and separate stream velocity control capa-
bility necessary to evaluate coannular nozzle systems. Based on the results of these tests,
preliminary methods will be established to extrapolate static data to predict inflight noise.
Work has begun on this recommended program and preliminary results should be available
in the first quarter of 1976.
Since the coannular nozzle system provides an inherent degree of jet noise reduction without
requiring mechanical suppressors in the hot exhaust stream, higher levels of duct-burner aug-
mentation are possible than were possible when the nozzle test program was planned. The
range of test conditions should be extended from 1500°F (1090°K) to 2500°F (1640°K),
with velocities up to 3200 ft/sec (970 m/sec) in the bypass stream.
4.1.2 Ejector Program
The results of the static test program indicated that the jet noise suppression/performance
characteristics were affected by acoustic treatment on the inside of the ejector. Since all of
the configurations, both suppressed and unsuppressed, were tested with the same ejector,
the design was not optimized for noise suppression or performance. In order to determine
the potential effects of flight-type acoustically treated ejectors, an investigation is recom-
mended into noise and performance trades due to ejector configuration and treatment
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design.Thisinvestigationwill includethecoannulareferenceconfigurationandrepresenta-
tivesuppressedconfiguration.Basicejectorvariableswill beevaluatedincludingtheinner
contourandtheinlet designandlocation. Acoustictreatmentdesignparameters,suchas
facingsheetporosityandbulk or honeycombbackingmaterial,will beinvestigatedalong
with theprecedingejectorvariationsonbothbasicconfigurations.Thisstudywill bedone
overarangeof internalflow propertiesat bothstaticandtake-offconditions.Resultsof
thisstudywill identify thenoise-performancetradesassociatedwith theuseof treated
ejectorsoncandidateASTenginecycles.
4.1.3 Nozzle Area Ratio Program
The initial test data for the coannular nozzle exhibited significantly lower noise levels
relative to conventional jet noise predictions. Since this benefit is related with the rapid
mixing of the high velocity outer stream, the outer to inner throat area ratio is an important
factor in the noise benefits obtained. In order to determine the range of area ratios over
which the coannular noise benefit exists, a program is recommended to determine noise
levels as a function of this area ratio. The existing P&WA test rig and instrumentation sec-
tion can accommodate an area ratio range from approximately 0.3 to 2.0. A test program
can be structured that will provide data over a configuration range that is significantly
larger than the range of 0.75 to 1.2 being evaluated in the present program. A matrix of
operating conditions will be evaluated for each area ratio to provide data that can be used
for optimization of the coannular benefits for the promising AST engine cycles.
4ol.4 Jet Noise Prediction System for Coannular Nozzles
Static data from the current test program has demonstrated that the existing SAE jet noise
prediction procedures are inadequate for estimating jet noise for Variable Cycle Engines
with coannular nozzles. The objective of this recommended program is to develop an
empirical procedure that will allow accurate predictions based on an orderly and consistent
interpolation of the test data. In order to screen potential cycles from an acoustic view-
point, particularly if community noise footprints are to be used as selection criteria, it is
necessary to organize the data into a computerized prediction system. The output of this
prediction system will be tabulation of standard day jet noise spectra at angles from 65 ° to
165 ° for a constant radius and for a specified range of fan and primary operating conditions.
This will allow an estimate of perceived jet noise for a full size engine at any altitude by
using standard extrapolation and scaling procedures. This procedure can also be used to
predict aircraft flyover noise, including community noise footprints, when suitable correc-
tions for aircraft forward speed are determined as discussed in the program described in
Section 4. I. 1. The prediction system can be computerized in a manner to easily assimilate
future growth of the data base, especially the results required from the wind tunnel test
program.
As is obvious from these recommended programs, the potential noise and performance bene-
fits for coannular nozzles are being emphasized. There are, however, other technology re-
quirements for these supersonic coannular nozzle systems including the following: alternate
high performance configurations for supersonic operation; lightweight variable nozzle geo-
metry designs to meet the contrasting requirements of low jet noise and high performance
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at supersoniconditions;anacousticallytreatedejectorto complimenthecoannularjet
noisebenefit;a targetablethrustreverser;andadvancedmaterialsandcoolingsystemsto
minimizetheweightof thesecomponents.Theimpactof theseadditionalrequirementson
theoverallnozzleconfigurationmustbedeterminedto complimenthecoannularnoise
benefitandto refinethe coannularnozzledesign.
Followingtheseprograms,afull-scaledemonstrationof thecoannularnozzlecanbecon-
ductedasdescribedin Section4.9.
4.2 LOW EMISSIONS DUCT-BURNER
The duct-burner is a critical technology requirement for the two most promising Variable
Cycle Engines. Duct-burners are used to augment engine thrust during take-off and climb.
For supersonic cruise, these augmentors are throttled back to low fuel/air ratios. Advanced
combustion technology is required to provide low emissions and high efficiency without
compromising the dimensions, complexity, and operating characteristics (stability, lean
blow-out and combustion noise) of these duct-burners. Because of the low noise feature of
these engines, the duct-burner operating conditions are much different from conventional
after-burners used for military engines. Primary burner concepts and configurations being
evaluated in the NASA-sponsored ECCP are not directly applicable to these duct-burners
because of the differences in air conditions (pressures, temperatures and flow rates) entering
these burners. These differences in operating conditions, combined with the low emissions
and noise, and high efficiency requirements, set the scene for applied combustion research
for these AST duct-burners. The following three-phase program is recommended.
Phase 1 - Duct-Burner A naly tical Screening Program
The objective of this program is to analytically screen several combustion design concepts
that are applicable to duct-burners for AST Variable Cycle Engines. The most promising
concept would then be selected for experimental evaluation in the recommended Phase 2
program.
This analytical screening will expedite the overall AST duct-bumer program by eliminating
the less attractive concepts prior to the experimental phase. The extent and expense of the
experimental program are thereby reduced. The analytical screening will consist of:
• defining burner dimensions
• estimating performance characteristics
• emissions estimates for the airport vicinity and also at supersonic cruise
• preliminary design study
• cost and weight estimates
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• servicing, reliability and maintainability comparisons
determining the impact of advanced, high temperature materials and cooling
concepts on performance and emissions characteristics
• compatibility of advanced fan and diffusers with the candidate burner concepts
Based on an overall comparison, the most promising duct-burner concept will be selected
for experimental evaluation described in the following section.
Phase 2 - Experimental Evaluation of the Selected Duct-Burner Concept
The objective of this program is to experimentally evaluate the emissions and performance
characteristics of the most promising duct-burner concept selected from the Phase 1
analytical screening.
Approximately six variations of the selected burner configuration will be evaluated in an
experimental rig facility which can simulate the entire range of engine operating conditions,
including sea level take-off, transonic climb and supersonic cruise conditions. Special
instrumentation will be used to measure combustion efficiency, pressure losses, emissions
and noise. This experimental program will provide the data base and substantiation for the
next phase which is demonstration of this duct-burner concept using an existing engine.
Phase 3- Engine Demonstration of the Selected Duct-Burner Concept
There are three possible approaches for this demonstrator program. These are described in
Section 4.9. Each approach includes demonstration of the selected low emissions duct-
burner concept along with other critical technologies that are required for the most
promising Variable Cycle Engines.
4.3 VARIABLE GEOMETRY MULTI-STAGE FAN
The third critical technology requirement for Variable Cycle Engines is a multi-stage fan
with variable geometry. Figure 4-4 summarizes the fan flowpath and design characteristics
for the Variable Stream Control Engine (VSCE-502B) and for the rear-valve Variable Cycle
Engine (VCE- 112B). The variable geometry feature for these fans consists of variable stators
as indicated in Figure 4-4 plus a possible variable geometry splitter behind these fans. This
level of variable fan geometry, in conjunction with variable geometry for the supersonic
inlets and nozzles, provides the following potential benefits for these Variable Cycle
Engines:
Improved surge margin. This provides the capability for better off-design
matching characteristics for these engines during subsonic and supersonic
cruise.
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Representativefan configurationsfor VCE's
VSCE-502B RearvalveVCE-112B
flowpath flowpath
FPR 3 to 4 4.5 to 6
BPR 1 to 1.5 2.5
UT/eJ_T2ft/sec 1600 to 1800 1600 to 1800
(m/sec) (490 to 550) (490 to 550)
No.of stages 2 to 3 4 to 6
VariableGeometry IGV ÷ EGV(1) IGV+ 2 stators ÷ EGV
(1.) IGV= Inlet GuideVane
EGV= Exit GuideVane
Figure 4-4 Multi-Stage Variable Geometry Fan Requirements
0 High-flowing the engine at part-power operating conditions. This feature is
beneficial for reducing jet noise during take-off (to supplement the coannular
noise benefit). It also improves installed performance at subsonic cruise by
making the engineswallow the inlet airflow rather than spilling or bypassing it.
This capability to high-flow ttie engirie in order to match the inlet airflow
schedule further improves installed performance at subsonic cruise by tilling the
nozzle exit area and reducing the boat-tail drag, Further evaluation of this flow
matching capability may substantiate the potential for significant improvements
to the supersonic inlet. These improvements would be in terms of a less complex
inlet design, brought about by reducing the requirement for bypass doors during
subsonic cruise and blow-in doors for maximum power during transonic climb.
Reduced windmilling drag in the event of an inflight shutdown. This feature has
special significance for supersonic transports because of the high drag associated
with an inoperative engine at supersonic conditions and the corresponding effect
on the airplane design.
In addition to these potential variable geometry benefits, there are several other advanced
technology areas and related design features which may be applicable to the multi-stage
fans of these Variable Cycle Engines. Some of these are:
Advanced aerodynamic airfoils such as controlled shock designs which may
improve the fan efficiency, especially for the high tip speeds projected for these
advanced engines.
Elimination of part-span shrouds by using low aspect ratio, composite fan blades
or by improving the tip seal designs to incorporate the shroud in the end-wall
region.
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Reducingthefront casediameter of the engine by designing the fan for slightly
lower hub/tip ratios. This is an installation improvement for the nacelle design
and was identified in the Phase II integration studies.
Reducing the exit Mach number for the fan in preparation for the duct-burner.
This requires more diffusion in the fan and, for a constant surge margin, tends to
reduce the allowable pressure ratio per stage.
Incorporation of low noise features in the fan design such as wide blade-to-stator
axial spacing, selective matching of the number of airfoils in adjacent rows, and
various combinations of aerodynamic loading and rotational speeds.
Design for compatibility with a low-noise, sonic inlet which is especially appro-
priate for these AST engines because of the variable geometry inlet required for
supersonic operation. This inlet can accommodate the area change to provide the
near-sonic internal condition to prevent engine noise from being released through
the inlet. The near-sonic condition can be obtained not only for take-off but also
at approach which is more difficult because total engine airflow is reduced.
The summation of these technologies present a series of fan requirements that are unique for
AST Variable Cycle Engines. The following fan program is recommended to analytically
evaluate these features, to incorporate the most promising in a representative fan design, and
then demonstrate these features in an experimental program.
4.3,1 Multi-Stage VariableGeometry Fan Program
A two phase program is recommended; a design study and an experimental demonstration.
The first phase consists of aerodynamic and acoustic design studies to evaluate advanced fan
technologies for the most promising Variable Cycle Engines. Drawing from the conceptual
and preliminary design studies being conducted as part of the SCAR/AST propulsion system
studies, a more detailed evaluation of these potential advanced technology features will be
conducted. The product of this effort will be a baseline design of a multi-stage, variable
geometry fan that reflects the optimum balance between aerodynamicand acoustic features.
The objective of this design is to incorporate as many compatible advancements as possible
to attain the aerodynamic goals listed in Table 4-IV. These goals are in addition to the goal
of reducing fan noise released from the inlet and nozzle. For reference, the fan characteris-
tics of current engines are also listed in this table. The numbers of stages and pressure ratios
shown in Table 4-IV as goals for the AST fan cover the ranges for the two most promising
Variable Cycle Engines identified in the Phase II propulsion system studies.
The second phase is to utilize some of the hardware from an existing NASA fan rig, add a
stage, and use it to demonstrate the basic aerodynamic and acoustic advancements that are
selected from the design study and are considered critical for AST engines. This approach
of modifying an existing fan rig is recommended to minimize cost of the experimental por-
tion of this program. There are at least three existing experimental fans from other NASA
prog(ams that might be considered for this demonstration program.
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TABLE4-IV
FANTECHNOLOGYSTATUSANDGOALS
Current engines
AST goals................
Number Pressure
of stages ratio
3 2.2 to 2.8
2 to 6 3 to 6
Fullspan
efficiencY
(%)
Currentengines..... 80 to 84
ASTgoals 84 to 86
Tip speed Average
ft/sec PressureRatio
(m/sec) per Stage
,--1500 1.3 to 1.4
(,-, 460)
1600 to 1800 1.5 to 2.0
(490 to 550)
4.3.2 Fan/Duct-Burner Noise Program
With the possibility of using coannular, nozzles to reduce jet noise, and sonic inlets to reduce
fan noise propagating from the inlet, the fan noise that is released from the fan duct and
nozzle remains a potentially significant noise source. Furthermore, the effect of the duct-
burner on aft fan noise has not been established. A study is recommended to determine the
effects of fan noise propagating through the temperature rise associated with the duct-
burner, and to evaluate the possibility of reducing noise at approach by reducing fan speed
and pressure ratio while using partial duct-burning to maintain thrust. Although the
duct-burner would normally be off during approach, it could be used to allow the engine to
achieve the required approach thrust at a lower fan speed. The fan noise dominates at
approach conditions and a net improvement in total noise may be obtained even though
jet noise would increase. From the results of these studies, the optimum cutback and
approach operating conditions can be identified. The effect on engine emissions would also
be determined for the power settings being considered.
Analytical studies have suggested that duct-burning may have a favorable effect on sup-
pressing rearward fan noise. By adding heat downstream from the fan, the resulting increase
in Mach Number may cause some of the normally propagating modes to be cut off and to
decay in the duct, reducing blade passing noise. From preliminary analysis of this effect,
reported in NASA-SP-207, it is concluded that a possibility exists for selectively and signifi-
cantly reducing pure tones that propagate from the fan through a high temperature region
in the fan duct. It is recommended that an analytical model be formulated to study the
propagation of fan tones through a representative AST duct-burner flow stream. The input
to this model will be the propagation acoustic "spinning modes" produced by the fan. The
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propagationmodelwill accountfor both theeffectsof the duct contour on mode propaga-
tion and the effects of the temperature rise through the duct-burner at various operating
conditions. Based on this model, recommendations will be made on design of the optimum
duct geometry for candidate AST engines, and on the use of partial duct-burning on
approach to suppress rearward fan noise. Along with analyzing the model, an experimental
program will be defined to verify key characteristics and assumptions of the model.
The experimental evaluation of this program will focus on the propagation of noise through
turbulence and the effect of temperature rise from the duct-burner on fan tone noise. A
two dimensional model of a full scale duct segment, incorporating a burner assembly, will
be fabricated for testing. It may be possible that representative hardware from other NASA
programs such as the ECCP could be used. The duct segment will be installed in a facility
having an upstream noise source and capable of simulating representative flow Mach numbers
through the burner section. Measurements of noise transmission will be made over a range
of temperature levels and flow conditions representative of the cutback and approach power
settings. Results will be used to verify and refine the analytical models for use in later
engine design studies.
A second benefit from this program will be the evaluation of combustion noise generated by
the duct-burner. Evidence suggests that noise from the duct-burner may contribute to the
far field noise spectrum of AST engines. Two potential noise-generating mechanisms have
been defined: indirect combustion noise generated by convection of temperature oscilla-
tions as they pass through the duct-burner and nozzle; and direct combustion noise attri-
buted to the unsteady release of heat during the combustion process. Experimental
investigations o'f combustibn noise could be included as part of this fan/duct-burner noise
program. The same facilities and hardware can be used. Noise would be measured over a
range of duct-burner operating conditions. Test data could then be used to evaluate
analytical models which would be used to predict full-scale duct-burner noise for the
candidate AST engines.
4.4 LOW EMISSIONS PRIMARY BURNER
The P&WA Experimental Clean Combustor Program (ECCP) sponsored by NASA is concen-
trating on advanced combustion concepts and designs for primary burners of subsonic
engines in order to reduce emissions in the airport environment and also at high altitudes.
An AST addendum to this program was conducted to reduce NOx at high altitude super-
sonic cruise conditions without compromising other burner requirements such as efficiency,
stability, weight, cost and emission characteristics at other operating conditions. Applica-
tion of these results to AST study engines (Section 3.2.4) resulted in two basic conclusions.
First, the advancedburner technologies that will eventually be applied to future subsonic
engines will require further improvements to meet proposed emission levels for AST
engines (Table 3.2-XVII). The reason for needing further improvements is due to the
differences between AST engine cycles and advanced subsonic engine cycles. For example,
the AST engines have lower bypass ratios, lower overall pressure ratios, and employ aug-
mentors. These factors have adverse effects on subsonic TSFC. During the take-off and
landing cycle, the higher fuel flow of the AST engines requires lower emissions per pound of
fuel burned to meet the EPA parameter proposed for AST engines. The right-hand column
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of Table3.2-XVII showsthepercentimprovementrequiredfor eachtypeof pollutant. The
secondconclusionis theECCPdatafrom theASTaddendumshowthepotentialto reduce
NOxby a factorof two at supersonicruiserelativeto currenttechnologyburnerdesignsin
thesameenginecycle.Thisissignificantin that NOxis thehighaltitudepollutantthat has
receivedthemostconcern.Whetherthisreductionin NOxisacceptablefor ASTenginesor
whetherfurther improvementsarerequiredcanonly bedeterminedby intensivemeasure-
mentsof thecyclicnatureof thestratosphere'schemistry.
To furtherexploretheemissioncharacteristicsof advancedburnerconceptsfor ASTVari-
ableCycleEngines,acontinuationof theworkstartedduringtheECCPASTAddendumis
recommended.Thiswouldbeananalyticalandexperimentalprogramto controlfuel/air
mixturesandresidencetimesin thehot combustionzones.In additionto varyingthefuel
scheduleby theuseof zoningandstagingtechniques,variablegeometryfor controlling
changesin air scheduleswill beevaluated.It maybepossibleto useECCPPhaseII hardware
for thisrecommendedprogram.
4.5 HOT SECTION CRITICAL TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
Based on the initial Phase I study results, two critical hot section technologies were identified
and programs were recommended in the Phase I Final Report. These were high strength tur-
bine blade materials (directionally solidified eutectic alloys) which limit the design speeds of
the engine rotors, and high temperature vane and end-wall materials (ceramics) that will
reduce cooling air bleed and improve turbine efficiency. Summaries of the program recom-
mended for these blade and vane requirements are described in NASA CR-134633, Pages 87
and 88. To complement these earlier recommendations, three additional requirements have
been identified for the hot sections of Variable Cycle Engines. These are high creep-strength
turbine disk materials, active tip clearance control technology and Oxide Dispersion
Strengthened burner liner material.
4.5.1 High Creep Strength Turbine Disk
Section 3.4.2.2 of this report describes the design analysis of the turbine disk and the
attending creep strength requirements. A program is recommended to determine the feasi-
bility of various approaches to meet the creep strength requirement for these turbine disks.
Some of the approaches to be explored in this high temperature disk program are: new
alloys to extend the high temperature creep strength capability beyond some of the research
alloys that are currently being evaluated such as NASA liB- 11 ; composite disks including
fiber-wound, multi-alloy or laminated configurations; and cast disks fabricated by hot
isostatic press techniques, possibly improved by thermal-mechanical treatment such as
explosive shocking. The goal for these advanced disk materials is to obtain a 97,000 psi
(6.7 × 10 s N/m 2), 1250°F (680°C), 0.2% creep strength in 10,000 hours with no compro-
mise to either low cycle fatigue or oxidation resistance characteristics relative to current
disk materials.
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4.5.2 Active Tip Clearance Control System
Preserving engine component efficiency through the life of the candidate AST Variable
Cycle Engines will depend on effective sealing of the airflow throughout the engine flow-
path and especially at the blade tips. Rapid engine power transients which result in differen-
tial thermal growth between rotor assemblies and cases, engine structural deflections from
case temperature gradients, and aircraft flight and ground induced loads all contribute to
significant running clearances in these critical seal regions. A program is recommended to
conduct exploratory research and analysis of systems to actively modulate turbine and
compressor blade tip clearances throughout the flight envelope. Compressor and turbine
operational characteristics that affect gas path sealing will be analyzed and various concepts
will be studied to compensate for factors which contribute to operating clearance. For
example, compressor blade tips may show a steady-state cruise operating clearance of
20 mils when designed for minimum clearance at sea level take-off conditions. Mechanical,
pneumatic, and thermal schemes for activating tip seal controls, will be appraised with a
goal of reducing clearance to near zero at the cruise point. Concepts for reducing the
clearances will be evaluated and cost, weight and complexity differences will be considered
relative to potential TSFC reductions for the AST engine mission.
4.5.3 Oxide Dispersion Strengthened Burner Liner Material
Oxide Dispersion Strengthened (ODS) sheet alloys have the potential to retain high creep
strength at elevated metal temperatures relative to the best finer materials currently available
for gas turbine burner liners. Although definition of the properties of this ODS material is
in the preliminary stages, data are available which allow metal temperature projections to
levels which are several hundred degrees higher than present day sheet materials. This capa-
bility will have special significance when designing the cooling air distribution for advanced,
low emission burner systems, including main-burners and thrust augmentors. Furthermore,
the need for higher temperature liners for the main burner system is especially critical for
AST engines because the compressor exit temperature at supersonic cruise may be as high
as 1300°F (700°C). Without high temperature finer materials, performance may be penal-
ized by restrictions on the overall engine pressure ratio at supersonic cruise. This material
may also be applied to the duct-burner design to reduce the liner cooling air requirement
and thereby improve the thrust efficiency (thermal profile) in the bypass stream.
A program is recommended to first identify the composition and processing techniques for
candidate ODS sheet materials. This initial program would be followed by the evaluation
of fabrication techniques and establishing design data leading to the fabrication and testing
of experimental burner finer segments. Engine tests of the most promising concepts in high
temperature operating environments would verify the applicability of this type of material
to the main-burner and duct-burner liners for AST engines.
4.6 ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEM
A full-authority, digital, electronic control system is critical technology for AST propulsion
systems. The ten control system variables listed in Table 4-V for a representative Variable
Cycle Engine are a convincing indication that hydromechanical controls would result in an
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expensiveandheavysystemwhichcannotproperlyfulfill thecontrolfunction. In contrast
with thesetenvariables,current-technologysubsonicommercialengineshaveonly three
basiccontrolsystemvariables.For themorecomplexASTengines,afull-authoritydigital
electroniccontrolsystemhasthe potentialfor numerousimprovementsrelativeto an
equivalenthydromechanicalsystem.Thesepotentialbenefitsarelistedin Table4-VI.
TABLE4-V
ASTPROPULSIONSYSTEMCONTROLREQUIREMENTS
FORA REPRESENTATIVEVARIABLECYCLEENGINE
• Variablegeometryinlet
• Variablegeometryfan
• Variablegeometrycompressor
• Primaryburnerfuelflow
• Augmentorfuel flow
• Variableductnozzle
• Variableenginenozzle
• Reverser/ejectorsystem
• Flowdivertervalve
• Ejector
TABLE4-VI
POTENTIALBENEFITSFORASTENGINE
ELECTRONICCONTROLSYSTEM
Bettercontrolaccuracy- improvedperformance.
Reducedcostandweight.
Automaticratingschedules.
Improvedmaintainabilityfromquickmountcomputerdesignsand
printedcircuitmodules.
Flexibility to reprogramduringdevelopment.
Digitaldatalinksfacilitateintegrationwith inlet control,condi-
tion monitoringsystem,andpowermanagementsystem.
Selftestingcapability.
Selftrim capability.
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P&WAispresentlyconductingextensiveresearchanddevelopmentactivity in theareaof
electroniccontrolsandit isdifficult to isolateaportionof thisoveralleffort that hasunique
meaningto ASTengines.Instead,astudyprogramisrecommended.Thisprogramissub-
dividedinto four tasks:
Studyof closedloopcontrolof convergent-divergentnozzlesfor optimum
performance
• Definitionandevaluationof anintegratedairplane/enginecontrol system
• Costeffectivenessstudiesof anASTengineconditionmonitoringsystem
Studyof methodsfor experimentallydetermining reliability of the electronic
control system
4.7 PROPULSION SYSTEM INTEGRATION
The most promising Variable Cycle Engines identified in the Phase II studies will feature
most and possibly all of the following unique components:
Variable geometry supersonic inlets designed for near-sonic internal Mach
numbers for noise abatement during take-off and approach
• Low noise coannular nozzles combined with thrust reverser systems
• Low emissions and low noise thrust augmentors
Variable geometry components including the inlet, fan, compressor, turbine,
nozzles, ejector and thrust reverser
• Flow diverter valves
Structural nacelles for independently supporting the engine, inlet and
nozzle/reverser systems
• Advanced airframe and engine accessories
• Acoustic treatment in the exhaust streams
• Digital electronic control and lightweight actuation systems
New design approaches are required to integrate these unique components into an overall
propulsion system that provides the reliability, stability, safety and maintenance standards
that are critical for the commercial acceptability of an advanced supersonic transport. New
concepts for structural support, aerodynamic pod design, thermal management, plus
advanced control and actuation systems must be applied to these Variable Cycle Engines. A
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joint airframe-enginecontractorprogramisrecommendedto studypropulsionsysteminte-
ration. Basedon thejudgementof both theairframeandenginecontractors,abaseline
VariableCycleEnginedesignwill beselectedfor theseintegrationstudies.This integration
studywill focuson thefollowingareas:
Overallpodgeometryfor optimuminstalledengineperformance.Definingthe
optimumpoddimensionsrequiresintensivetradestudiesbetweenpodperfor-
manceandthebareengineperformanceincludingweightandcost.
Inlet characteristicsincluding: inlet/enginestructuralandaerodynamicinter-
actions;sonicdesignfeaturesfor noiseabatement;air flow matchingcharacteris-
ticsovertheentireoperatingspectrumandcorrespondingvariablegeometry
requirementsfor the inlet; andinlet-to-inletshockinterferenceandunstart
interactions.
Thrustreverserlocation,targetingandeffectivenessrequirementsandattending
effectson theoverallpoddimensions.
Service,inspectionandmaintenancerequirementsandnacelledefinitionthat
correspondswith theserequirements.
Definitionof majorengine/airframeinterfacerequirementsincludingengine
supportlocations,thermalmanagement(flow andtemperaturerequirementsfor
theoil andfuel systems),engineairflowbleedrequirements,enginepower
extractionrequirements;andairframeaccessorydefinitions.
Operationalproceduresfor noiseabatementandtheeffectonaugmentorand
mainburnerthrottling schedules.
Overallinstalledengineperformance,includingnozzleexternaldragwith an
ejector,theeffectsof nacellesecondarycoolingrequirements,andinlet per-
formanceincludingtheeffectof boundarylayerbleed.
• Anintegratedairplane/enginelectroniccontrolsystem.
Sensitivityandtradestudiesconductedthroughoutthis integrationstudywill leadto an
optimumpoddefinitionfor theselectedVariableCycleEngines.Thisintegrationstudy
will providethebackgroundfor preliminarydesignstudiesof theoverallairplaneandpropul-
sionsystems.It is recommendedthat thisstudybeconductedin parallelwith theengine
refinementandconceptualdesignstudies.Thisparalleleffort will enablemodificationof
therefinedenginedefinitionsto reflectresultsof theintegrationstudies.
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4,8 REAR VALVE FOR VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINE
The rear flow inverter valve is a new and unique engine component and is therefore a
critical technology item for the rear-valve VCE concept. As described in section 3.2.1.2,
this valve serves two basic purposes. It inverts the two engine flow streams for the high
power mode of operation (the twin turbojet mode). For the alternate mode of operation
(part-power subsonic cruise when the duct-burner is off), it mixes the two engine streams
together and directs the mixed flow into the rear turbine. This two-position flow switching
capability is provided by radial flapper segments controlled by a mechanical actuation
system. The rear valve is located in the hot section of the engine and is exposed to 1900°F
(1040°C) gas temperatures in both streams during maximum power operation. For other
power settings, the temperature difference between the two streams varies to as high as
1500°F (815°C), thus producing high thermal gradients on the valve walls and seals. Further-
more, the valve walls and seals must withstand a total pressure difference of approximately
30 psi (20.7 x 104 N/m 2) at these elevated temperatures. Based on these thermal and struc-
tural conditions, as well as the advanced technology design features which have been pro-
jected for these valves (low pressure loss, short length and light-weight construction includ-
ing integral cooling and sealing systems), a technology program is required to quantify and
substantiate the design characteristics of these valves.
The overall objective of this program is to establish the weight, aerodynamic and structural
characteristics of the flow inverter valve concept and to identify areas of advanced tech-
nology that are unique for the valve, especially high-temperature sheet.materials, light-weight
fabrication techniques, an effective cooling system, high-temperature seals and a fail-safe
actuation and control system. This valve program consists of three phases; a series of cold-
flow, segmented model tests, a design study, and a large hot-flow, full-annular test. The
technology to provide low pressure losses (to eliminate separation at all operating conditions)
and reduce the valve length would be evaluated in the first phase consisting of experimental
model tests. Ways to incorporate advanced materials, fabrication techniques, seal designs,
and effective cooling systemswould be conducted in the design phase. These design studies
would apply the results of the model test program to minunizing valve length and weight.
Transient analysis of the rear-valve VCE concept when making the transition from one mode
of uperation to the other would also be evaluated in this design phase. The third phase con-
sists of design, fabrication, testing and evaluating a prototype, full-annular valve. This test
would closely simulate engine operating conditions including flow rates, temperatures and
pressures of the most promising VCE concepts. The valve modes of operation including
measurement of flow rates, pressure losses, leakage rates, flow distortion and strut wakes
downstream from the valve, separation problems and panel stress and temperature levels.
In a separate facility, the valve assembly would be vibration tested to determine the ade-
quacy of the structural design, especially pane_ flutter at frequencies that might be induced
by engine-generated frequencies. Post-test examination of the structural and design and the
sealing and cooling systems will identify any problems in the basic valve design. This pro-
gram would establish the basic feasibility of the valve and would establish a technology base
for the overall VCE demonstrator program described in section 4.9.
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4.9 APPROACHES FOR AN ENGINE DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM
In addition to identifying critical technology requirements and recommending related
programs, various approaches have been formulated for demonstrating these technologies
in an AST engine. The basic objective is to integrate the critical AST technologies into a
complete engine in order to demonstrate overall benefits, characteristics and interactions of
the selected technologies. Three approaches for this demonstrator program have been
defined and are depicted in Figure 4.5. This figure also indicates relative costs for these
different approaches.
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Figure 4-5 AST VCE Demonstrator Approaches
The first approach has been defined for minimum cost and entails demonstrating the critical
environmental technologies for the two most promising Variable Cycle Engines. These tech-
nologies include the low emissions duct-burner and the low noise coannular nozzle. For
this approach, experimental configurations of critical c6mponents would be applied to an
existing engine. Candidate P&WA engines that may be suitable for demonstrating these
critical technologies are the F100, the TF30 or the TF33. Each of these turbofan engines
can be modified for two separate flow streams, the engine stream and the bypass stream,
and can also accommodate an experimental duct-burner and a coannular nozzle system.
These modifications can be accomplished without affecting the rotating machinery and
support structure of these engines. These AST components would be designed for testing
over a range of conditions simulating take-off, supersonic cruise, transonic climb and landing
operations. Modifications to the existing engine control systems would be made to provide
separate throttle control for the primary burner and the duct-burner. This would allow
testing over a broad range of jet exhaust temperatures and velocities to evaluate the coan-
nular noise benefit and corresponding emission Ievels. This demonstrator approach could
include both static and flight testing as well as simulated subsonic and supersonic cruise
testing in an altitud'e chamber. For minimum cost, the experimentatl hardware added to
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theseenginescanbedesignedto withstandflight loadsbut wouldnot haveto be flight-
weightin designor constructioncharacteristics.Theobjectivesfor thisapproachareto:
Evaluatetheoverallcompatibilityof a multi-stage fan, a low emissions duct-
burner and a coannular nozzle and ejector system designed for low jet noise.
Determine the coannular nozzle noise benefits with a full-scale engine over a
broad set of operating conditions simulating take-off and landing power
settings.
• Evaluate the noise characteristics of a duct-burner.
• Evaluate the influence of the duct-burner on aft propagating fan noise.
Determine the effectiveness of acoustic treatment in the fan duct and along the
ejector/nozzle surfaces.
Measure the sensitivity of ejector configurations on jet noise and possibly on
nozzle performance.
Determine the level of turbine noise and other core noise sources relative to fan
and jet noise levels.
These various aspects of the demonstrator program could be evaluated first in a static test
program and then either under simulated flight conditions using a moving test vehicle such
as a train or a taxiing airplane, or in actual flight by using a flying test bed.
The second demonstrator approach is to use a high spool from an existing engine. The AST
technologies that could be demonstrated with this approach include a new low spool (con-
sisting of an AST multi-stage fan, a low pressure turbine, and possibly the unique compo-
nents for a rear-valve Variable Cycle Engine such as the valve and rear turbine assembly).
The duct-burner and coannular nozzle technologies would also be key items in this second
approach. In addition to the seven objectives listed under the first approach, this demon-
strator would also include:
Evaluation of the aero/acoustic characteristics of a variable geometry multi-
stage fan designed specifically for the requirements of the candidate Variable
Cycle Engines.
Compatibility testing of this multi-stage fan with a supersonic inlet designed for
low noise with near-sonic internal Mach numbers during take-off and approach.
This would include measuring distortion sensitivity and stability characteristics.
Evaluation of unique components that constitute a rear-valve Variable Cycle
Engine such as the rear-valve and turbine assemblies.
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Thisdemonstrator would incorporate all three critical technologies that are unique with AST
Variable Cycle Engines; the fan, duct-burner and coannular nozzle. It is therefore a
demonstration of the three most critical technologies identified in the Phase II AST studies.
If a valved engine concept is chosen for demonstration, the valve, the rear turbine and
related unique components and features could be included in this demonstrator engine.
Candidate high spools for this approach would be from the following P&WA engines: the
F100, the TF30, the TF33 or possibly the ATEGG (Advanced Turbine Engine Gas Generator)
high spool.
A third approach is to build an all new demonstrator engine. This would have the capability
to demonstrate all of the critical technologies identified in the Phase II studies for the most
promising Variable Cycle Engines. It is also the most expensive approach, as shown in
Figure 4-5. In addition to the objectives that would be accomplished in the first and second
approaches, this new engine approach would include all the advanced technologies associ-
ated with the high spools of the candidate Variable Cycle Engines. This includes:
A new compressor design including advanced aerodynamic and structural
features required by the candidate Variable Cycle Engines.
• A low emissions primary burner.
• A high speed, single-stage, high-pressure turbine.
• Advanced cooling and sealing technology systems for the'high pressure turbine.
• High temperature materials associated with these high spool components.
Advanced rotor support concepts that remove bearing compartments from the
hot section of the engines.
This all new demonstrator engine could be sized for the actual AST airflow and thrust
requirement. It could also be designed with flight-weight components and therefore would
be the ultimate demonstrator in terms of the level of AST engine technology that could be
tested statically and in flight.
The second and third approaches for this demonstrator program can be extended to include
the additional critical technologies that are unique with the rear-valve VCE concept. These
additional components are the rear valve, the rear turbine which is part of the low spool,
and the nozzle/ejector system. For this rear-valve VCE demonstrator, it may be possible to
combine major components from existing engines, especially the fan and the complete high
spool (compressor, main burner and high pressure turbine) to minimize program costs and
to concentrate on the unique critical technology components.
Table 4-VII summarizes the critical technology areas and operating conditions that can be
demonstrated with each of these three approaches.
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TABLE 4-VII
CRITICAL TECHNOLOGIES AND OPERATING CONDITIONS TO BE
DEMONSTRATED WITH EACH APPROACH
Critical Technologies for Variable
Cycle Engines
Coannular Nozzle
Duct-Burner
Multi-Stage Variable Geometry Fan
High Spool Technology
Electronic Control System
Rear-Valve VCE Components
Demonstrator Engine Approach
1 2 3
Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Partially Yes Yes
No No Yes
Optional *Optional Optional
No Yes Yes
Operating Conditions
Simulated Take-off and Landing Conditions
for Measuring Noise and Emission
Characteristics
Simulated Supersonic Operation for
Measuring Performance and Emissions
Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes*
Fright Test Capability
Subsonic Yes Yes Yes
Supersonic No Yes Yes
*May be limited by altitude simulation facilities because of large engine size.
Figure 4-6 indicates the relationship between the critical technology programs recom-
mendations and these demonstrator engine programs. The basic research programs for each
critical technology would be conducted first. These programs would provide the foundation
for preliminary design of the major components for the most promising Variable Cycle
Engines including design studies for each of the demonstrator engine approaches. As indi-
cated by the star-enclosed items, results from the on-going AST/SCAR studies and other
related programs such as the NASA-sponsored Experimental Clean Combustor Program for
primary burners would also be factored into these preliminary design studies. At this point,
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theenginedemonstration program can be initiated, starting with the minimum cost
approach (No. 1 in Table 4-VI). Using a building-block technique, additional critical tech-
nology items listed in Table 4-VII for approaches 2 and 3 can be picked up as this
demonstration program progresses.
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Figure 4-6 Critical Technology Programs for Variable Cycle Engines
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
AIV
AST
BPR
°c
CET
Cv
CO
DHTF
DOC
DOT
ECCP
EGV
EPA
EPNdB
oF
FAR-36
Fg
Fn
FPR
IGV
ft
ITS
kg
km
lb
LBE
LCF
L/D
L/H
LPT
m
MCE
Mn or M
N
nm or N.MI.
NOx
N/R/S
OEW
OPR
pps
psi
PTO
R.F.
ROI
SCAR
see
SLS
Annulus Inverting Valve
Advanced Supersonic Technology
bypass ratio
degrees Celsius
combustor exit temperature
nozzle velocity coefficient
carbon monoxide
Duct-Heating Turbofan
direct operating cost
Department of Transportation
Experimental Clean Combustor Program
exit guide vane
Environmental Protection Agency
effective perceived noise decibels
degrees Fahrenheit
Federal Aviation Regulation - Part 36
gross thrust
net thrust
fan pressure ratio
inlet guide vane
feet
Inverse Throttle Schedule
degrees Kelvin
kilograms
kilometers
pounds
Low Bypass Engine
low cycle fatigue
lift/drag ratio
length/height ratio (of an annular passage)
low-pressure turbine
meters
Multi-Cycle Engine
Mach number
Newtons
nautical mile
oxides of nitrogen
nozzle/reverser/suppressor system
operating weight empty
overall pressure ratio
l_ounds per second
pounds per square inch
power takeoff
range factor "V (L/D)/TSFC
return on investment
Supersonic Cruise Airplane Research
second
sea level static.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS (Cont'd)
SO2
STD
SST
THC
TOGW
TSFC
VCE
VGT
VSCE
WAT
ZFW
sulfur dioxide
standard day
Supersonic Transport
total hydrocarbons (unburned hydrocarbons)
take.off gross weight
thrust specific fuel consumption
Variable Cycle Engine
variable geometry turbine
Variable Stream Control Engine
total airflow
zero fuel weight
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